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Abstract
Particle laden flows occur in industrial applications ranging from droplets in gas turbines
to fluidized bed in chemical industry. Prediction of the dispersed phase properties such as
concentration and dynamics are crucial for the design of more efficient devices that meet
the new pollutant regulations of the European community.
Numerical simulation coupling Lagrangian tracking of discrete particles with DNS or LES
of the carrier phase provide a well established powerful tool to investigate particle laden
flows. Such numerical methods have the drawback of being numerically very expensive for
practical applications. Numerical simulations based on separate Eulerian balance equa-
tions for both phases, coupled through inter-phase exchange terms might be an effective
alternative approach.
This approach has been validated for the case of tracer particles with very low inertia that
follow the carrier phase almost instantaneously due to their small response time compared
with the microscale time scales of the carrier phase.
Objective of this thesis is to extend this approach to more inertial particles that occur
in practical applications such as fuel droplets in gas turbine combustors. Existing results
suggest a separation of the dispersed phase velocity into a correlated and an uncorrelated
component. The energy related to the uncorrelated component is about 30% of the total
particle kinetic energy when the particle relaxation time is comparable to the Lagrangian
integral time scale. The presence of this uncorrelated motion leads to stress terms in the
Eulerian balance equation for the particle momentum. Models for this stress terms are
proposed and tested. Numerical simulations in the Eulerian framework are validated by
comparison with simulations using Lagrangian particle tracking. Additionally coupling of
the Eulerian transport equations for the particles to combustion models is tested.
Resume´
De nombreuses applications industrielles mettent en jeu des e´coulements gaz-particules.
On peut citer, entre autres, les turbines ae´ronautiques et les re´acteurs a` lit fluidise´ de
l’industrie chimique. De`s lors, l’ame´lioration de ces dispositifs, impose´e par les nouvelles
normes europe´ennes sur les e´missions polluantes, ne´cessite une connaissance pre´dictive de la
dynamique de ce type d’e´coulements ainsi que l’e´valuation de ses grandeurs caracte´ristiques
telles que la se´gre´gation spatiale des particules.
La simulation nume´rique est aujourd’hui largement utilise´e a` cet effet. Les e´quations de la
phase gazeuse sont re´solues par Simulation Nume´rique Directe (SND) ou par Simulation
des Grandes Echelles (SGE). Le couplage avec la phase disperse´e peut eˆtre envisage´ de deux
manie`res. Une premie`re approche, dite lagrangienne, consiste a` calculer les trajectoires des
particules. Commune´ment utilise´e et pre´cise, son couˆt nume´rique ne permet cependant pas
d’envisager son application a` des ge´ome´tries complexes re´alistes. Une seconde approche
est fonde´e sur un formalisme eule´rien du mouvement des particules, le couplage entre les
deux phases est alors assure´ par des termes d’e´change interfacial.
Cette me´thode a d’ores et de´ja` e´te´ valide´e pour des particules dont le temps de re´ponse
est faible compare´ a` la micro-e´chelle de temps turbulent. L’extension de cette approche
a` des particules plus inertielles s’ave`re ne´cessaire dans les applications industrielles de
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type turbines a` gaz. Ceci constitue l’objectif principal de cette the`se. Les re´sultats four-
nis par l’approche lagrangienne sugge`rent de de´composer la vitesse des particules en une
composante corre´le´e et une composante de´corre´le´e. En outre, il apparaˆıt que l’e´nergie
de´corre´le´e se´le`ve a` 30% de l’e´nergie totale de la phase disperse´e lorsque le temps de re-
laxation des particules et l’e´chelle de temps lagrangienne sont du meˆme ordre. La prise
en compte de ce mouvement de´corre´le´ requiert l’introduction d’un tenseur de contraintes
dans l’e´quation de quantite´ de mouvement. Ce travail propose diffe´rents mode`les qui sont
valide´s au travers de simulations nume´riques eule´riennes par comparaison avec des SND
lagrangiennes. Enfin, une e´tude du couplage entre les e´quations de transport des particules
et des mode`les de combustion est propose´e.
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Introduction
Das scho¨nste Glu¨ck des denkenden Menschen
ist, das Erforschliche erforscht zu haben und das
Unerforschliche zu verehren.
Goethe
Reactive two-phase flows occur in a wide span of domestic and industrial applications:
Most terrestrial or airborne vehicles rely on internal combustion engines or gas turbines,
since the specific energy of liquid fuels exceed most other forms of fuels, in which energy
is stocked in chemical form. A very large amount of todays electrical power is obtained
by burning liquid fuels or other (Hydro)Carbon fuels. Domestic applications are typically
warm water or heating boilers. Black liquor combustion in paper industry is another
example for industrial use of reactive two phase flow. Spatial vehicles use powder boosters
and/or liquid oxygen-hydrogen rockets to overcome the gravitational force of the earth.
The extensive use of fossil energy begins to make an impact on todays environment.
CO2 emission modifies the climate on the long term. Even on short terms, the non-
flight-days after tragic September 11, 2001 showed that aircraft contrails can trigger cloud
formation under certain atmospheric conditions [71] and therefore alter daily weather.
In every days life the impact of fossil energy shows in pollutant formation due to car
emissions along intensively used roads leading to formation of nitric oxides and ozone
for instance. This has led to the study of atmospheric pollution. Predicting pollutant
concentrations in urban areas can then be used to reduce human pollutant exposure.
Trying to reduce pollutant formation, new technologies have come up in gas turbine
combustors. These technologies use for example lean premixed pre-vaporized injectors to
inject, vaporize and mix kerosene with air. Unfortunately such technologies often lead to
combustion instabilities.
Recent changes in legislation impose strict regulations concerning pollutant emission
of airborne and terrestal combustion devices. Current technologies do not fulfill all of the
above regulations. Therefore the design of future combustion devices needs to be revised.
Knowledge on the detailed physical phenomena occurring in the combustion system allow
altered and new design. The necessary knowledge can mostly be obtained by experimental
measurement. In some cases however the environment is rather hostile and typical mea-
surement devices such as hot wire probes can not be used. Then comparably expensive
experimental methods, often using Laser techniques, need to be introduced to measure the
physical properties in the combustion system. Numerical simulation offers an additional
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Figure 1: Sketch and image of a lean premixed pre-vaporized (LPP) injector.
tool for the understanding of physical phenomena. Unfortunately today most numerical
simulations do not yet have predictive character in combustion devices and research in this
field is necessary.
Most industrial and domestic applications use turbulent combustion to produce the
desired thermal power. Therefore the study of pollutant formation goes hand in hand
with research on turbulent combustion. When non-gaseous fuels are used this adds to the
complexity of two-phase flow. The study of turbulent flows has a long history and in the
last 30 years of the last century computers have become an increasingly powerful tool in
the research of turbulence. The study of turbulent combustion has developed with the
use of internal combustion engines and gas turbines. Research has been intense especially
for airborne devices, that have very strict safety requirements such as altitude re-ignition
capabilities. Research on two-phase flow has concentrated on applications such as fluidized
beds, which is the workhorse of chemical procedures and an increasingly interesting way
to burn low quality coal or domestic waste.
Therefore reactive two-phase flows combine the difficulties of turbulence, combustion and
multi-phase flow. Many of the physical phenomena occurring in reactive two phase flow
have been studied independently and put together in complex models. The interaction of
such physical phenomena (for example turbulent flow around a droplet and evaporation
of the droplet) have been formulated by semi-empirical correlation laws. For many such
semi-empirical correlations the validity range is not clear and sometimes even the correla-
tion is doubtful.
Numeric simulation allows to study many of the complicated phenomena in detail, such
as the modification of drag by the presence of neighboring particles [60]. However, it is
10
Figure 2: Sketch of a fluidized bed application.
still impossible to calculate with nowadays computing power the exact flow around several
million droplets in an air-blast injector of a gas turbine. It is therefore still necessary to
model this interaction, so that the properties of the two-phase flows in such a device can be
estimated. When the flow is dilute, one possibility is to assume that the particles occupy
a small volume compared to the carrier phase and to make a point force approximation.
Numerical computations of dispersed two-phase flow can be divided roughly in two meth-
ods: Lagrangian particle tracking and Eulerian methods. When using Lagrangian Particle
tracking, point forces on an inclusion with or without interaction with the carrier phase
are usually assumed. In such a simulation the carrier phase is typically simulated using
the Navier-Stokes equations. The interaction forces are computed from the local flow field.
Since the location of the discrete particle does not necessarily coincide with the numerical
grid of the carrier phase, the flow field at the particle location is obtained by interpolation
methods. The other method consists of one of the diverse Eulerian methods that rely on
averaging procedures such as volume or ensemble averaging to obtain continuous fields.
Lagrangian particle tracking is a rather intuitive tool and has been used extensively to
obtain many interesting results on two-phase flows. Still such methods have the drawback
of being numerically expensive when dealing with realistic particle numbers in industrial
devices. One possibility to overcome this is to track numerical particles that represent a
certain number of physical particles. In a strict mathematical sense this comes down to
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calculating the Lagrangian probability density function.
Eulerian methods capture only averaged quantities. The information on the individual
particle path and status is lost in the averaging procedure. In industrial applications mean
values sometimes already provide valuable information and the status of the individual
particle is unimportant. On the other hand Eulerian methods have the advantage of being
numerically well understood from the viewpoint of single-phase flows. This is especially
true for parallel methods on supercomputers.
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) have emerged into the domain of turbulent combustion
and shown their potential through various comparison with experimental measurements.
Therefore the question arises, whether Eulerian two-phase flow Large Eddy Simulation
can be developed and used for predicting the features and pollutant behavior of reactive
two-phase flow. Such methods do exist for Reynolds Averaged Navier- Stokes (RANS) and
give promising results [41][111].
Extension of the Reynolds averaged models to unsteady Large Eddy Simulations are how-
ever not trivial since a number of length and time scales averaged and modeled in Reynolds
averaged computations must be resolved in Large Eddy Simulations. Reynolds averaged
equations for two-phase flows are typically obtained by volume filtering or by ensemble av-
erage. When deriving the Eulerian equations that are supposed to resolve some important
time and length scales special attention has to be taken to derive the appropriate models.
A brief sketch of the conservation equations is given in the first chapter. The Eulerian
models previously developed by Simonin [110] or Drew [24] are typically of steady char-
acter. Modeling assumption for such RANS type Eulerian equations for two phase flows
have been validated using Lagrangian particle tracking in forced, statistically stationary
turbulence [22][52][32] [92]. This has lead to many interesting results such as the identifi-
cation of an uncorrelated component of the particle velocity that can be isolated from the
total velocity and plays an important role in the Eulerian equations.
In order to avoid conceptual difficulties and to study nevertheless the feasibility of the
Eulerian approach, some drastic restrictions and assumptions have been made deriving the
equations for the discussed test cases. For reactive two-phase flows some essential basic test
cases have been identified. The contents of the thesis can be summarized by the following
points:
• The first chapter presents the equations of particle motion in a carrier fluid. The
Lagrangian particle tracking method is described very briefly. Two methods for
the derivation of a set of Eulerian equations for the dispersed phase are presented:
ensemble averaging and volume filtering.
• An important validation step is to check if and to what extent the dynamics and
the dispersion of the dispersed phase are represented by an Eulerian-Eulerian de-
scription. An essential test case for particle dynamics is the particle laden isotropic
turbulence (no combustion). This test case has been studied in three ways: First a
simulation of Lagrangian particle tracking (performed by J. Helie,IMFT,Toulouse)
with a large number of particles has been volume filtered and post-processed in an
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Eulerian framework. Then the ensemble averaged equations are investigated. The
Eulerian framework introduces a stress term that needs to be closed. In this part
special attention is attributed to the modeling of this stress tensor. The closed equa-
tions are then used to predict independently the properties of the dispersed phase. In
a third step the Lagrangian and Eulerian results obtained are compared. This serves
to evaluate the quality of the Eulerian predictions in terms of particle dispersion and
segregation.
• A central question for LES of two-phase flow combustion is the coupling of two
phase flow models with combustion models. This is a major difficulty for Lagrange
approaches which require large numbers of particles to produce smooth fuel mass
fractions and reaction fields. On the other hand, Eulerian approaches should be better
suited to reactive cases because they produces continuous fields of all flow parameters.
This point is verified in Chapter 6 by computing a laminar one-dimensional two phase
flame. This test case gathers enough phenomena to study the interaction behavior
of models proper to reactive flows such as the Arrhenius law for heat production and
species production/consumption and the models proper to two-phase flows such as
drag and evaporation (Bendaklia [18], Versavel [108] and Gutheil [39]).
• The one dimensional flame is usually computed on a mesh that resolves the important
length scales. Going to Large Eddy Simulation, the resolved meshes are usually by
far too coarse to resolve the length scales of the (turbulent) flames and a turbulent
combustion model is needed. It is therefore interesting to study how a turbulent
combustion model can be married to a turbulent combustion model such as the
thickened flame model [17]. This is done in the second part of Chapter 6.
Those basic test cases (Homogeneous Turbulence and 1d flame) are studied within this
thesis. Whereas those test cases do not guarantee the success of complex two-phase-flow
simulations in realistic geometries, they provide a fundamental study of the feasibility of
this particular approach. Many difficult subjects related to the Eulerian description of
two-phase-flows such as polydispersed particle laden flow, particle collisions, coalescence
and boundary conditions, to give only some examples, have not been addressed and ensure
interesting research for years to come.
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Introduction
Les e´coulements diphasiques re´actifs apparaissent dans une large gamme d’applications
domestiques et industrielles. Ils sont pre´sents dans la vie quotidienne, que ce soit dans des
appareils domestiques courants tels que les chauffe-eaux ou les syste`mes de chauffage, ou
dans les moyens de transport, les ve´hicules terrestres comme les avions, propulse´s par des
moteurs a piston ou des turbines.
Les e´coulements diphasiques re´actifs sont e´galement tre`s pre´sents dans l’industrie du
secteur e´nerge´tique, comme la production d’e´lectricite´ en grande partie obtenue par com-
bustion des hydrocarbures, mais aussi dans d’autres secteurs comme la chimie, l’industrie
du papier (combustion du “black liquor”) ou le spatial (propulsion des ve´hicule spatiaux)
En fait la grande majorite´ des syste`mes de production d’e´nergie est base´e sur la com-
bustion de combustible liquide. Ce choix est dicte´ par la facilite´ de stockage de l’e´nergie
sous forme chimique dans un combustible liquide, qui de´passe la densite´ e´nerge´tique de la
plupart des autres moyens de stockage chimique.
Cependant il est maintenant ave´re´ que l’utilisation massive des e´nergies fossiles change
notre environement (citer le rapport IPCC). Les e´missions d’oxydes de carbone et d’oxydes
d’azote sont non seulement dangereuses pour la sante´ mais elles changent aussi l’e´volution
de notre climat au travers de processus complexes. On peut citer par exemple l’impact des
traˆıne´es de condensation derrie`re les avions qui, dans certaines situations me´te´orologiques,
peuvent de´clencher la formation de nuages ”artificiels” [71]. Ces nuages ont alors un im-
pact sur le bilan radiatif de l’atmosphe`re, conduisant a` une augmentation de la tempe´rature
nocturne et une baisse de la tempe´rature diurne. Une observation directe de cet effet a e´te´
possible pendant les jours sans vols apre`s le 11 septembre 2001 aux Etats-Unis.
Dans la vie de tous les jours l’impact de l’utilisation de l’e´nergie fossile se manifeste
par la formation de polluants tels que l’oxyde d’azote ou l’ozone sur les axes routiers et les
zones industrielles. La pollution atmosphe´rique locale est devenue une vraie pre´occupation
de sante´ publique. De nombreuses e´tudes ont vu le jour pour tenter de pre´dire les niveaux
de concentration de polluants dans les zones urbaines et minimiser l’exposition de la pop-
ulation. Ces e´tudes ont e´galement abouti a` la mise en place de re´glementations nationales
ou europe´ennes se´ve`res sur le´mission de polluants.
Dans le but de re´duire la formation des polluants a` la source de nouvelles technologies
ont donc vu jour dans la communaute´ des turbines a` gaz. C’est par exemple le cas du
syste`me d’injection LPP (Lean Premixed Prevaporized) qui maintient le pre´me´lange de
gaz frais a` un faible niveau de richesse. Malheureusement la combustion en re´gime pauvre
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est souvent tre`s instable et de tels syste`mes n’ont pas encore atteint un niveau de fiabilite´
satisfaisant.
Ainsi les technologies disponibles aujourd’hui ne sont pas capable de suivre les dernie`res
re´glementations. Il faut pour cela re´viser entie`rement la conception des chambres de com-
bustion, en se basant sur une connaissance approfondie de la physique de la combustion tur-
bulente. Une partie de cette connaissance peut eˆtre obtenue par l’expe´rience. Cependant la
zone de mesure est souvent expose´e a` des tempe´ratures e´leve´es et les techniques de mesures
simples comme le fil chaud ne peuvent pas eˆtre utilise´es. On a alors recours a` de nouvelles
me´thodes de mesure, souvent couteuses car utilisant des techniques laser. La simulation
nume´rique offre une alternative inte´ressante et comple´mentaire pour la compre´hension des
phe´nome`nes complexes. Cet outil a de´ja` fait la preuve de son efficacite´ et de son poten-
tiel. Cependant la simulation nume´rique n’a pas encore atteint un caracte`re predictif dans
certaines domaines et de nouveaux de´veloppements sont encore ne´cessaires.
Toutes les applications domestiques et industrielles e´voque´es pre´ce´demment utilisent la
combustion turbulente pour obtenir l’e´nergie thermique de´sire´e, et la formation de pollu-
ants en est une conse´quence. Il est donc ne´cessaire de de´velopper des outils pour l’e´tude
de la combustion turbulente. Si les carburants sont liquides, il faut y ajouter la complexite´
des e´coulements diphasiques.
L’e´tude des e´coulements turbulents a e´volue´ dans les trente dernie`res anne´es graˆce a`
l’utilisation des ordinateurs. D’abord centre´e sur les turbines ae´ronautiques qui sont
soumises a` des contraintes se´ve`res comme la re´allumage en altitude, la recherche en com-
bustion turbulente s’est ensuite de´veloppe´e avec les moteurs a` piston et les turbines a`
gaz. Concernant les e´coulements diphasiques, de nombreux travaux ont e´te´ mene´s pour
les applications de l’industrie chimique (lits fluidise´s). Si ces applications peuvent avoir
un inte´reˆt direct pour le secteur e´nerge´tique (combustion de de´chets ou de charbons de
mauvaise qualite´ en lits fluidise´s dans les centrales thermiques), le contexte des turbines
ne´cessite des e´tudes spe´cifiques.
Enfin, il existe tre`s peu d’e´tudes sur la combustion turbulente diphasique, qui implique deux
domaines jusqu’a` pre´sent se´pare´s. Le couplage des phe´nome`nes physiques et l’interaction
des mode`les sont encore un point obscur.
La simulation nume´rique permets d’e´tudier beaucoup des phe´nomenes precisement. Une
example est la modification de la traine´e par la presence des particules voisines [60].
Neamoins il est aujourd’hui impossible de calculer avec la puissance actuelle des ordi-
nateurs l’e´coulement proche autour des quelques millions de gouttelettes qui apparaissent
par exemple dans un injecteur de turbine a` gaz. Il est donc toujours ne´cessaire de mode´liser
la zone proche de la goutte pour que l’e´coulement plus lointain re´sultant puisse eˆtre simule´.
Globalement on peut distinguer alors deux classes de simulations. La premie`re est le suivi
lagrangien des particules, ou` on fait une hypothe`se de point force pour une inclusion avec
ou sans interaction avec le fluide voisin. Comme la particule n’est pas forcement localise´
sur un noed du maillage de la phase porteuse, une interpolation du champ de vitesse
sur l’endroit de la particule est souvent utilise´. La deuxie`me me´thode est une me´thode
eule´rienne, qui utilise une moyenne d’ensemble ou un filtrage en volume pour obtenir des
champs continus.
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La me´thode du suivi Lagrangien est un outil plutoˆt intuitif et a permis de´tablir de nom-
breux re´sultats inte´ressants sur les e´coulements diphasiques. Cette me´thode a ne´anmoins
l’inconve´nient d’eˆtre nume´riquement cher quand il s’agit du transport d’un nombre re´aliste
de particules dans une application industrielle. Une possibilite´ pour contourner ce de´savantage
est de grouper les particules en paquets, tels que un paquet, traite´ comme une partic-
ule, repre´sente un certain nombre de particules re´elles. D’un point de vue strictement
mathe´matique, cela revient a` transporter une densite´ de probabilite´ lagrangienne.
La me´thode Eule´rienne ne capte que des grandeurs moyennes. L’information sur la tra-
jectoire individuelle et le statut d’une seule particule est perdue dans la prode´dure de
moyenne. Pour les applications industrielles les valeurs moyennes sont souvent de´ja` une
information inte´ressante et le statut de la particule individuelle a peu d’importance. D’un
autre coˆte´, la me´thode Eule´rienne a l’avantage d’eˆtre bien comprise pour les e´coulements
monophasiques. Ceci est particulie`rement vrai concernant l’application des me´thodes de
calcul paralle`le.
La simulation aux grandes e´chelles (SGE, ou LES) est re´cemment entre´e dans le domaine
de la combustion nume´rique et commence a` montrer son potentiel face aux compara-
isons avec les e´tudes expe´rimentales. Ceci ame`ne a la question de l’appliation de la SGE
aux e´coulements diphasiques re´actifs. De telles extensions ont de´ja` e´te´ faites pour les
me´thodes nume´riques qui pre´disent les e´coulements stationnaires moyenne´s (type moyenne
de Reynolds, RANS) [111][41].
L’extension des me´thodes pour les e´coulements stationnaires aux simulations des grandes
e´chelles n’est pas imme´diate car de nouvelles e´chelles de longeur et de temps apparaissent
dans ces dernie`res, qui sont mode´lise´es dans les simulations stationnaires. Les grandeurs
moyennes de type RANS sont obtenues par une moyenne temporelle. Dans la de´rivation
des mode`les pour la simulation aux grandes e´chelles les variations spatiales et temporelles
des diffe´rentes grandeurs sont calcule´es. Deux de´rivations possibles sont e´voque´es dans le
premier chapitre.
Les mode`les Euleriennes jusque a` present par Simonin [110] ou Drew [24] sont plutoˆt d’un
charactere stationaire. Les hypotheses de mode´lisation pour les equations Euleriennes de
type RANS pour les e´coulements diphasiques ont e´te` valide´ en utilisant des methodes de
suivi Lagrangien dans la turbulence stationaire force´ [22][52][32]. Ceci a amene une large
gamme de resultats interessants. Une example est la identification de la partie non-correle´e
de la vitesse des particules qui joue une role importante dans les equations Euleriennes.
Dans le but d’e´viter des difficulte´s conceptuelles et pour eˆtre ne´anmoins capable de faire
une e´tude de faisabilite´ d’une approche Eule´rienne, des restrictions se´ve`res ont e´te´ faites
pour la de´rivation des e´quations et des cas tests. Pour les e´coulements turbulents re´actifs
quelques cas tests principaux ont e´te´ identifie´s.
• Le premier chapitre place l’e´tude dans le contexte des particules suspendues dans
une phase porteuse. La me´thode de suivi Lagrangien est re´sume´e. Deux me´thodes
differentes pour la de´rivation des differentes e´quations Eule´riennes sont e´voque´es: la
moyenne d’ensemble et la moyenne en volume. Ils n’amenent pas strictement ou
meme ensemble equations de transport pour les quantites physiques.
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• Aujourd’hui il n’est pas clair a` quel point la dynamique de l’ensemble des partic-
ules (la phase disperse´e) est bien repre´sente´e par une approche Eule´rienne. Un cas
test essentiel est celui de l’e´tude de la dynamique des particules dans une turbu-
lence homoge`ne isotrope sans combustion. Ce cas test est e´tudie´ dans ce travail de
trois fac¸ons. D’abord une simulation avec un suivi lagrangien est moyenne´e par une
ope´ration de filtrage en volume pour obtenir des champs continus. Ces champs con-
tinus sont ensuite analyse´s dans un formalisme Eule´rien. Dans une deuxie`me e´tape
les e´quations obtenues par une moyenne d’ensemble sont utilise´es dans les simula-
tions Eule´riennes pour pre´dire les quantite´s moyennes. La formulation Eule´rienne
introduit un nouveau tenseur de contraintes. Une grande partie est consacre´e a` la
mode´lisation de ce tenseur. Une fois ferme´es, les e´quations Eule´riennes sont utilise´es
pour la pre´diction des quantite´s moyennes qui sont ensuite compare´es aux re´sultats
Eule´riens.
• Un cas test instructif est le cas de la flamme laminaire monodimensionelle. Ce cas
test rassemble suffisamment de phe´nome`nes physiques pour e´tudier le comportement
et la compabilite´ des mode`les diphasiques avec ceux de la combustion. (Bendaklia
[18], Versavel [108] et Gutheil [39]).
• Une flamme laminaire est d’une manie`re ge´ne´rale simule´e sur un maillage suffisam-
ment raffine´ pour simuler les e´chelles de longeur implique´es. Dans la simulation des
grandes e´chelles, ce n’est plus le cas et un mode`le de combustion diphasique tur-
bulente est ne´cessaire. Il est donc inte´ressant de regarder comment une mode`le de
combustion turbulente se marie avec le mode`le de la flamme e´paissie[17]. Ceci est
e´voque´ dans la deuxie`me partie du dernier chapitre.
Le cas test e´voque´s pre´ce´demment sont e´tudie´s dans cette the`se. Ces cas tests n’assurent
pas la qualite´ d’une simulation diphasique re´active dans une ge´ome´trie complexe re´aliste
d’une application industrielle, mais e´tablissent une e´tude fondamentale de faisabilite´ d’une
telle approche. De nombreuses difficulte´s associe´es aux simulations dans un cadre Eule´rien
comme les e´coulements polydisperse´s, les collisions et les conditions limites ne sont pas
conside´re´es. Ces sujets assurent des sujets de recherche pour les anne´es a` venir.
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0.1 List of symbols
Symbol Signification
index Signification
ζ surface property of liquid phase
φ phase index (f, g for gaseous phase or l, p for dispersed phase)
f carrier phase
g gaseous phase
l liquid phase
p dispersed phase
i space coordinates
j second space coordinates or summation index for tensors
k chemical species or summation index for tensors
F fuel
QB quasi-brownian
small letter Signification
d droplet diameter
es sensible energy
hs sensible enthalpy
hk sensible enthalpy of species k
∆hf,k formation enthalpy of species k
n˘ droplet number per unit volume
ni normal vector
nspecies total number of species
p pressure
pcc Clausius-Clapeyron reference pressure
q2f carrier phase turbulent kinetic energy
qfp carrier phase dispersed phase velocity correlation
q2p dispersed phase turbulent kinetic energy
qi heat flux vector
sl laminar flame speed
ui velocity vector
u˘p,i mesoscopic velocity vector
δui uncorrelated particle velocity
Capital letter Signification
A pre exponential for Arrhenius law
Bm Spalding mass coefficient
Cd drag coefficient
CL liquid heat capacity
Cp heat capacity of gas at constant pressure
Cv heat capacity of gas at constant volume
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Symbol Signification
Cp,k heat capacity of species k at constant pressure
Cv,k heat capacity of species k at constant volume
CV fuel vapor heat capacity
Dkj binary diffusion coefficients
Dk diffusion coefficient of species k
Dth heat diffusion coefficient
DΓ diffusion coefficient used for evaporation
E total non chemical energy
Eactiv activation energy in Arrhenius law
F thickening factor of thickened flame model
Fd,i drag force
Gi gravity
H total non chemical Enthalpy
∆H latent heat of evaporation
Ii momentum exchange term
Kfj forward rate of reaction j
Kbj backward rate of reaction j
LV latent heat of evaporation
N total droplet number
P pressure
Pφ pressure of phase φ in the two fluid model
Qj progress rate of reaction j
Sij Boussinesq tensor Sij =
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂ui
∂xj
)
STij Boussinesq tensor without trace
Sij =
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
− 2
3
δij
∂uk
∂xk
)
S˘ij Mesoscopic Boussinesq tensor Sij =
(
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+ ∂u˘p,i
∂xj
)
S˘Tij Mesoscopic Boussinesq tensor without trace
Sij =
(
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+ ∂u˘p,j
∂xi
− 2
3
δij
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
)
T temperature
Tcc Clausius Clapeyron reference temperature
Tf characteristic time of the gas flow
Tl droplet (liquid) temperature
Uφ,i velocity of phase φ in the two-fluid model
Vi,k diffusion velocity vector of species k
V ci correction diffusion velocity vector
Vi,r, Vrel relative velocity between phases
Wk molar mass of species k
Wm mean molar mass
Yk mass fraction of species k
YF fuel mass fraction
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Symbol Signification
YO2 oxygen mass fraction
small Greek symbols Signification
α volume fraction
αφ volume fraction of phase φ
χφ characteristic (phase indicator) function
δij Kronecker symbol
δl laminar flame thickness
δth thermal flame thickness
ε turbulent dissipation
εQB Quasi Brownian dissipation
γ compressibility coefficient
λ heat diffusivity coefficient
λΓ heat diffusivity used for evaporation
µ dynamic viscosity
ν kinematic viscosity
νkj stoichiometric coefficient of species k in reaction j
νQB quasi brownian viscosity
νSGS subgrid viscosity
νt turbulent viscosity
ω˙k net reaction rate of species k
ω˙k,j contribution of reaction j to the reaction rate of species k
ω˙T heat release
φ equivalence ratio, phase indicator
φg gaseous equivalence ratio
φl liquid equivalence ratio
φt total equivalence ratio
ρ (gaseous) density
ρφ density of phase φ in the two fluid model
σij stress tensor σij = τij − pδij
σ˘ij mesoscopic stress tensor σ˘ij = τ˘ij − PQBδij
τij viscous tensor
τ˘ij mesoscopic viscous tensor
τ¯ij (LES) filtered viscous tensor
τp particle relaxation time
τc chemical time scale
τt turbulent time scale
δθp quasi brownian energy
ξ bulk viscosity (second viscosity)
ξSGS subgrid bulk viscosity
capital Greek symbols Signification
Γ mass exchange due to evaporation
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Symbol Signification
Γφ mass exchange of phase φ
Γφ,k mass exchange of phase φ and species k
Π enthalpy exchange terms
Σ interface area density
Σij stress tensor in the two-fluid model
Φ heat exchange terms
Ω˙ reaction rate in the two-fluid model
non-dimensional Numbers Signification
Da Damko¨hler number
Kn Knudsen number
Lek Lewis number of species k
Nu Nusselt number
Ma Mach number
Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds number
Red droplet (or particle) Reynolds number
(based on the diameter and relative velocity )
Sck Schmidt number of species k
Sh Sherwood number
St Stokes number
operator notation
〈.〉 ensemble averaging operator
≺ . p contitional ensemble averaging operator
Fκ {.} fourier transform bracked
. reynolds averaged quantity
.˜ favre averaged quantity
.˘ mesocopic quantity
.ˆ fourier transformed quantity
.′ fluctuating quantity
.′′ favre averaged subgrid fluctuation
shortcuts
CZ Combustion Zone
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
EZ Evaporation Zone
HIT Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence
IZ Injection Zone
LES Large Eddy Simulation
PDF Probability Density Function
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
QB Quasi Brownian
QBE Quasi Brownian Energy
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Symbol Signification
QBM Quasi Brownian Motion
QBP Quasi Brownian Pressure
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
SGS SubGrid Scale
TF Thickened Flame
TPTF Two Phase Thickened Flame
Table 1: List of Symbols,Notations and shortcuts
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Chapter 1
Transport Equations for dispersed
two phase flows
Wie alles sich zum Ganzen webt,
Ein in dem andern wirkt und lebt !
Wie Himmelskra¨fte auf und nieder steigen
Und sich die goldnen Eimer reichen.
Mit segenduftenden Schwingen
Vom Himmel durch die Erde dringen,
Harmonisch all das All durchklingen !
Welch Schauspiel ! Ach ach ! ein Schauspiel
nur !
Wo faßich dich, unendliche Natur ?
Goethe Faust 1.Teil
In this chapter forces acting on a single particle or inclusion are briefly recalled from a
bibliographic study. The approach of Lagrangian Particle Tracking is also sketched since
it is used as a reference for Eulerian-Eulerian equations.
Two methods are presented to obtain Eulerian-Eulerian conservation equations for
dispersed two phase flows. The first method (section 1.3) is based on ensemble averaging
supposing low mass and volume charge, so that the carrier phase is undisturbed by the
presence of the dispersed phase. This approach is exact in the sense that the conservation
equations are derived from the Boltzman equation like the Navier-Stokes equations. Since
the carrier phase is supposed undisturbed, this approach leads to a system of equations
with one-way coupling.
The second approach (section 1.4) is based on the method of volume filtering. This
approach can be compared to the derivation of filtered equations in the sense of Large Eddy
Simulations (LES). The method is usefull for deriving conservation equations for reactive
flows since source terms and phase exchange terms for the carrier phase and the dispersed
phase appear explicitely in the filtering operation. Therefore it leads easily to a system of
equations with two-way coupling.
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Both approaches result in similar conservation equations. The method of ensemble
averaging gives information concerning the modeling and interpretation of pressure and
dissipative terms, whereas the method of volume averaging gives information about source
and phase interface exchange terms. Both methods may be applied to mono and polydis-
persed systems. In the case of monodispersed systems, modeling is much easier. Extensions
to polydispersed systems are briefly discussed. Detailed information on the volume filter-
ing method may be found in [24], [110] or [68]. The method of ensemble avergaging with
application to dispersed flows is discussed by [31], [64] and [91].
1.1 Flow around an isolated particle and the Forces
acting upon it
Particle man, Particle man,
doing things a particle can
What’s he like ? It’s not important
Particle man
Is he a dot or is he a speck ?
When he’s underwater does he get wet ?
Or does the water get him instead ?
Nobody knows, Particle man
They might be Giants
Before deriving Eulerian models for dispersed two phase flows a brief review of the flow
around an isolated particle and the forces acting upon a particle is given. When particle
concentration is hight, the flow around one particle significantly influences the neighboring
particle. In this case ssimple models break down and a precise analysis is necessary. This
is also true, when the interaction of the particle with the surrounding carrier phase is
not limited to forces that can be expressed in the momentum equation, but include mass
and heat exchange. Simple models for mass and heat exchange will be considered in the
chapter of the one dimensional two-phase-flame. Here the analysis will be limited to basic
interaction forces that occur on a single particle without heat and mass exchange.
The interaction forces between the carrier phase and an isolated particle has been
studied by many authors. A detailed overview on the forces on an isolated particle can
be found in the course [30]. Here a brief overview on the forces on an isolated spherical
inclusion is given.
1.1.1 Drag Force
A fundamental relation for the drag force related to a sphere was derived by Stokes [104].
It assumes that the Reynolds number of the particle, given by the ratio of diameter and
relative velocity to dynamic viscosity, (Red = d ∗ Vrel/ν) is much smaller than one. As-
suming in the steady case, that the viscous term dominates over the inertial term, one
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obtains the Stokes relations:
∂
∂xj
uj = 0,
∂
∂xi
P = µ
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xk
ui (1.1)
Then using spherical coordinates one can obtain an analytical solution for the flow leading
to drag force consisting of a pressure contribution and a viscous contribution. Since the
boundary condition for velocity at the surface of the sphere changes the velocity field, drag
force is different for solid particles in a fluid and air bubbles in a liquid.
Fd,particle ∝ 3piµdVrel Fd,bubble ∝ 2piµdVrel (1.2)
Here Vrel is the relative velocity of the sphere compared to the velocity of the fluid in absence
of the sphere at the location of the sphere. In the case of a liquid droplet the internal flow
is important for the boundary condition and needs to be solved. The internal flow depends
on the internal Reynolds numbers and therefore the internal viscosity. Therefore the drag
force for a liquid droplet depends on the ratio of the liquid viscosity µp to the fluid viscosity
µf (Φµ = µp/µf ).
Fd,droplet ∝ 3piµdVrel 2 + 3Φµ
3 + 3Φµ
(1.3)
Oseen Correction
When using a linearized version of the Navier-Stokes equation and taking into account the
linearized inertial term the Stokes relation (eq.1.1) becomes:
∂
∂xj
uj = 0, ρuj,∞
∂
∂xj
ui +
∂
∂xi
P = µ
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xk
ui (1.4)
This allows to define a correction as a function of the droplet Reynolds number for the
drag coefficient Cd when using a drag law in the form of:
Fd,droplet ∝ Cdpid
2
8
ρ||Vrel||Vrel (1.5)
This drag law is equivalent to the Stokes drag of a solid sphere when using Cd = 24/Red.
The Oseen correction of the drag coefficient is then of the form
Cd =
24
Red
(
2 + 3Φµ
3 + 3Φµ
)(
1 +
3
16
2 + 3Φµ
3 + 3Φµ
Red +O(Re
2
d
)
(1.6)
When the particle Reynolds number is bigger than one, it is difficult to obtain analytical
solutions. The flow pattern behind the inclusion admits several topologies depending on
the particle Reynolds number. For small particle Reynolds numbers (< 20) the flow before
and behind the inclusion becomes asymmetric. Further increase in the particle Reynolds
number (< 210) leads to axisymetric stationary recirculation zone behind the inclusion.
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Figure 1.1: Empirical correlation for the drag coefficient of Schiller & Naumann [87] and the
experimental results of Roos & Willmarth [83].
For particle Reynolds number bigger then 210, the zone behind the inclusion becomes first
asymmetric, then unsteady, destabilizes and finally becomes turbulent. With increasing
particle Reynolds number the drag coefficient Cd becomes smaller up to a critical particle
Reynolds number of 3.7∗105 where the boundary layer around the inclusion becomes turbu-
lent. Up to the critical particle Reynolds number the drag coefficient can be approximated
by the empirical correlation credited to Schiller and Naumann [87]:
Cd =
24
Red
(
1 + 0.15 Re0.687d
)
(1.7)
This empirical correlation is shown in Fig. 1.1 and compared to experimental results for
the drag coefficient measured by Roos and Willmarth [83].
1.1.2 Forces related to acceleration
If the inclusion has a changing relative velocity, additional forces on the inclusion occur.
One of them is related to the fluid viscosity and is called Basset or history force. It can be
easily explained by the Fourier problem related to kinematic viscosity of the velocity field
over a flat plane positioned at y = 0. The initially non-moving plane is supposed to attain
suddenly the constant velocity V .
∂
∂t
u = ν
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xj
u

u(t, 0) = V
u(t,∞) = 0
u(0, y) = 0
(1.8)
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The problem in eq. 1.8 admits an analytical solution for constant V . The local stresses on
the plane can be expressed by a temporal integral [30]:
τplane =
√
ρµ
pi
t∫
0
dV
dτ
dτ√
t− τ (1.9)
For the solid spherical particle in the small particle Reynolds number limit (Stokes drag)
this leads to an additional force, which can be expressed in the following form:
FH ∝ 3
2
piµd
t∫
0
d√
piν(t− τ)
∂Vrel
∂τ
dτ (1.10)
For increasing particle Reynolds numbers, or for bubbles and liquid droplets the integration
kernel is somewhat different but does not change the characteristic behavior of this force.
Another force related to acceleration is the so-called added mass force. When the inclusion
is accelerated a certain quantity of fluid around the inclusion is accelerated with it.
Fam ∝ CMρ1
6
pid3
dVrel
dt
(1.11)
A remaining force related to an accelerated inclusion is the Tchen force. It takes into
account the forces of the fluid on the fluid volume in the absence of the particle :
FTchen ∝ 1
6
ρpid3
dU
dt
(1.12)
1.1.3 Other forces
When the particle is big enough to see a velocity field with a velocity gradient from one
side to the other an effective lift force is introduced. This is for example the case in shear
flow where the carrier phase velocity is larger on one side of the particle than the other.
This effective lift force due to the vorticity can be expressed by :
FL ∝ CLρ1
6
pid3 Vrel|xp × Ω (1.13)
When the particle is allowed to rotate, the relative slip velocity is unequally distributed.
This is the origin of a force known as the Magnus effect, the velocity difference causes a
pressure difference and therefore leads to an effective force :
FR ∝ CLρ1
6
pid3 (1.14)
The difference in the carrier phase density ρ and the particle density ρp induces a
buoyancy force when exposed to a gravity field of magnitude g directed in the vertical
direction. This buoyancy force can be expressed by :
Fb ∝ 1
6
pid3 (ρp − ρ) g (1.15)
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1.1.4 Comparison of forces on a particle
The equation of motion of a single particle including the forces related to gravity, drag,
Tchen contribution, added mass and history contribution with the particle velocity vp and
the particle density ρp can be written as [58] :
ρp
dvp
dt
= [ρp − ρ] gi − ρ3
4
Cd
d
|Vrel|Vrel + ρ D
Dt
u (1.16)
− ρCM d
dt
Vrel − CH 6
d
√
ν
pi
t∫
0
dVrel
dτ
dτ√
t− τ
In order to determine dominant forces it is useful to rewrite eq.1.16 in terms of the density
ratio ρ/ρp ([12],[93]). Using the definitions of the drag coefficient Cd = 24f/Red (f is the
turbulent correction f = 1+ 0.15Re0.689d ), dividing the relative velocity into the individual
velocity components Vrel = vp − u and rearranging the contributions of the added mass
force, this leads to a modified differential equation for the particle velocity vp.
dvp
dt
=
(ρp − ρ)
(ρp + ρCM)
gi − ρ18νf
d2 (ρp + ρCM)
(vp − u) + ρ (1 + CM)
(ρp + ρCM)
D
Dt
u (1.17)
− CH
(ρp + ρCM)
6
d
√
ν
pi
t∫
0
(
dvp
dτ
− du
dt
)
dτ√
t− τ
It is interesting to analyze this equation for typical situations such as bubbles in water,
heavy solid particles in air (such as coal in a fluidized bed) or fuel droplets in air (such as
in a gas turbine combustor). In the limit ρ/ρp → 0 the remaining part of the added mass
force tends to zero whereas the gravity force coefficient tends to one. The remaining forces
of drag and history scale like the inverse of the inclusion density (1/ρp). The history force
scales like the inverse of the inclusion diameter (1/d) and the drag force as the square of
the inverse diameter (1/d2). In the small particle limit d → 0 the dominant force besides
gravity in a gravity field is therefore drag. The drag force can be characterized by a
relaxation time τp:
τp =
ρpd
2
18µf
(1.18)
Ignoring all other forces but drag, the particle velocity equation can then be written as:
d
dt
vp = − 1
τp
(vp − u) (1.19)
Eq. 1.19 allows to interpret the relaxation time as the time it takes a particle to attain 63
% of the carrier phase velocity when the particle is initially at rest and the carrier phase
velocity is constant. The carrier phase flows admit usually typical time scales such as a
flow through time T = L/U (L macroscopic length scale,U mean velocity) in a laminar
flow, a turbulent time scale like an eddy turn over time T = l/u′ (l turbulent integral
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Figure 1.2: Zoology of turbulent particle laden flow regimes [28]
length scale,u′ turbulent rms velocity) or a turbulent dissipative time scale τ+ = k/ε (k
turbulent kinetic energy, ε turbulent dissipation). Those carrier phase time scales can then
be compared to the relaxation time of the particle. The non-dimensional number that
compares such time scales is the Stokes number defined as :
St =
τp
T
(1.20)
The Stokes number gives an information about the qualitative behavior of particles in
the flow. Small Stokes numbers (St  1) indicate that particles behave as tracers ([32]),
whereas large Stokes numbers (St 1) qualify the particles to be inertial in the flow and to
perform an almost random motion depending on their trajectory history. Effects of maxi-
mal segregation in turbulent flow occur at Stokes numbers around unity ([32][61][112][103]).
Then particles have enough inertia to be ejected from a vortex and not follow the fluid
particle like a tracer, but not enough inertia to cross the vortices without undergoing
significant changes compared to their inertial trajectory.
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When sufficiently many particles are present, the carrier phase flow is altered by the
particle presence. How much the carrier phase flow is altered by the particle presence
depends on volume, mass loading and on the particles diameters. For particles that ad-
mit a Reynolds number smaller than unity and that are significantly smaller than the
Kolmogorov scale in turbulent flow, the single particle presence is believed to have no
significant impact on the carrier phase. When the particle is larger than the Kolmogorov
scale or has a Reynolds number higher than unity its presence may change the structure
of the flow: for example, turbulence will be produced at small scales in the wake of the
particle. When the particle number density is high enough, the mean flow structure is
altered by the particle presence. As demonstrated by Druzhini and Elghobashi [26] in a
Eulerian computation of decreasing homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT), a turbulent
flow laden with microparticles with very small relaxation times may behave like as if the
carrier phase density was increased. Therefore the effective dynamic viscosity is decreased
with respect to the initial kinematic viscosity.
At high particle number density, inter particle collisions become important and alter the
dynamics of the dispersed phase. Collisions may be inelastic, partially inelastic or elastic.
In the simplest case of elastic collisions, total energy and momentum are conserved. The
distribution of momentum is however altered by collisions and tends towards a Maxwellian
in the ideal case.
A sketch of different flow regimes is given in fig. 1.2 taken from Elghobashi [28]. This
two-dimensional sketch takes into account the Stokes number and the volume loading. It
can be interpreted as a projection of a three-dimensional graph that includes the density
ratio as an additional parameter.
Here only the most simple case is considered. Volume and mass loading are supposed
to be so small that the carrier phase is unaltered and particle collisions can be neglected
Furthermore particles are considered solid and so small that Stokes drag is a good approx-
imation.
1.2 The Lagrangian Particle Tracking Method
The Lagrangian particle tracking method is a well understood tool for the numerical inves-
tigation of particle laden turbulence. In the case of Stokes drag the particle coordinate and
velocities of the individual particle with index (k) are advanced in time with the following
set of differential equations.
∂
∂t
X
(k)
i = V
(k)
i (1.21)
∂
∂t
V
(k)
i =
1
τp
(
ui − V (k)i
)
(1.22)
Here X
(k)
i is the location of the particle (k) in space and V
(k)
i is its velocity. ui is the carrier
phase velocity at the particle location and τp the particle relaxation time. In realistic
applications particle numbers are so large that it is not possible to track all particles
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individually and particles are advanced as “numerical” particles, that are supposed to
represent a large number of “physical” particles. In order not to bias the result by such
a procedure, here all particles are computed individually. Special care has to be taken to
evaluate the gaseous velocity ui at the particle location for the drag force. This can be
done by using high order interpolation methods [117]. If two-way coupling is used, the
repartition of the source terms on the gaseous carrier phase is a supplementary difficulty.
If particle sampling for numerical particles is poor, the source terms for instance for fuel
evaporation may vary strongly from one computational cell to another. In the case of
reactive two-phase flow this may lead to difficulties for the computation of chemical source
terms and oscillating behavior for properties like the flame speed.
1.3 Eulerian-Eulerian conservation equations by en-
semble averaging
In this part the Eulerian-Eulerian field equations are deduced from kinetic theory. This is
largely based on kinetic theory of gases. Here especially the publication of Grad [37] on
rarefied gases and the framework of Chapman and Cowling [13] on kinetic theory are used.
A concentrated version containing nevertheless the essential framework can also be found
in the lecture notes of Sommerfeld [98](Chapter 5,§41,42,43).
The idea of an ensemble average conditioned on one carrier phase realization was adopted
from Simonin [92]. The initial work on the concept of Quasi-Brownian Motion was done
by Simonin and Fevrier [92].
This approach makes two important hypothesises:
1. volume and mass loading are so small, that the carrier phase flow is not altered by
dispersed phase presence.
2. particle diameters are so small, that Stokes drag is a good approximation for the
fluid force acting on the particle.
The approach differs significantly from the statistical approach using a joint probability
density function for carrier and dispersed phase, typically used in a Reynolds averaged
approach like the two-fluid model [31]. The hypothesis made imply, that this is more a
preliminary, study since both hypothesises are rarely fulfilled in industrial applications.
1.3.1 The Transport equation for the probability density func-
tion
The time development of a Boltzmann-type Eulerian probability density function (pdf)
fp(cp,i, xi, t) of a particle ensemble P can be expressed by [13] [52]:
∂
∂t
fp +
∂
∂xj
cp,jfp +
∂
∂cj,p
Fp,j
mp
fp =
(
∂
∂t
fp
)
coll
(1.23)
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Here cp,j is the particle velocity in phase space, mp is the individual particle mass and
Fp,j is an external force on the particle. The term on the right hand side of equation 1.23
represents the change of the particle distribution due to inter-particle collisions. In order
to obtain the Mesoscopic Eulerian conservation equations the carrier phase is supposed to
be undisturbed by the dispersed phase. This assumption is satisfied in dilute flows where
volume and mass loading are small. To derive local instantaneous Eulerian equations in di-
lute flows (without turbulence modification by the particles), Fe´vrier [32], [92] proposes to
use an averaging over all dispersed-phase realizations conditioned by one carrier-phase re-
alization. Such an averaging procedure leads to a conditional velocity pdf for the dispersed
phase,
f˘ (1)p (cp;x, t, Hf ) =
〈
W (1)p (cp;x, t) |Hf
〉
. (1.24)
W (1)p are the realizations of position and velocity in time of any given particle [79] and
Hf is the unique carrier flow realization. The transport equation for the new probability
density function (pdf)
∂
∂t
f˘p +
∂
∂xj
cp,j f˘p +
∂
∂cj,p
Fp,j
mp
f˘p =
(
∂
∂t
f˘p
)
coll
(1.25)
can then be used to derive Eulerian conservation laws for the moments of the pdf. The
dependence of the pdf f˘p on the carrier phase realization Hf is not recalled from here on.
For any function possibly depending on the particle velocity ψp (cp,j) the corresponding
transport equation is obtained by multiplying Eq. 1.25 with ψp (cp,j) and integrating over
particle velocity space. This procedure is used as in kinetic theory, assuming that the
product ψp (cp,j) f˘p is finite and tends to zero as at least one velocity component tends to
infinity. The corresponding conservation law then has the form:
∂
∂t
n˘p〈ψp (cp,i)〉p + ∂
∂xj
n˘p〈cp,jψp (cp,i)〉p = n˘p〈Fp,j
mp
∂
∂cj,p
ψp (cp,i)〉p + Cp (ψp) (1.26)
Eq. 1.26 is the equivalent of what is known as Maxwells equation of transfer in kinetic the-
ory [37]. Integration over particle velocity space is abbreviated by 〈.〉p. Collision Integrals
are abbreviated by Cp.
Number density weighted (or Favre averaged) type quantities can then be defined as for
the Navier Stokes equations.
n˘p =
∫
f˘pdcp,j (1.27)
ψ˘p = 〈ψp (cp,j)〉p = 1
n˘p
∫
ψp (cp,j) f˘pdcp,j (1.28)
〈δψpδφp〉p = 〈
(
ψp (cp,j)− ψ˘p
) (
φp (cp,j)− φ˘p
)
〉p (1.29)
When ψp depends on space and time, additional terms arise in the moment transport
equation:
∂
∂t
n˘p〈ψp (cp,i)〉p + ∂
∂xj
n˘p〈cp,jψp (cp,i)〉p = n˘p〈Fp,j
mp
∂
∂cj,p
ψp (cp,i)〉p (1.30)
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+Cp (ψp) + n˘p〈 ∂
∂t
ψp + cp,j
∂
∂xj
ψp〉p
Eq. 1.30 is the equivalent to Enskog’s general equation of change in kinetic theory.
In kinetic theory one important property is the H-Theorem. Inter-molecule collisions
satisfy energy and momentum conservation and ensure a redistribution of particle velocities
in phase space. This has important consequences: First, one may define a kinetic entropy
equation that satisfies the Boltzmann-inequality and second, at equilibrium the phase space
velocity distribution is Maxwellian. This opens the possibility to a series development in
Hermite polynomials around the Maxwellian [37],[24]. When dealing with particles that
are submitted to drag force, the total particle momentum and energy are not conserved,
since the particles exchange momentum with the carrier phase. Neglecting furthermore
collisions, particle momentum is not redistributed and the phase space velocity distribution
is not necessarily Maxwellian.
This can be formalized by construction of the equivalent of the kinetic entropy equation.
For simplicity the only interaction force is supposed to be the Stokes drag (1.37). The
equivalent of the entropy equation is obtained by multiplication of Eq. 1.25 with (1+ln f˘p)
and integration over particle velocity:
∂
∂t
∫
f˘p ln f˘pdcp +
∂
∂x
∫
cpf˘p ln f˘pdcp (1.31)
+
∫ ( 1
τp
(ug − cp) ∂
∂cp
f˘p ln f˘p − 1
τp
(
1 + ln f˘p
)
f˘p
)
dcp = 0
In the kinetic theory of gases the forces acting on the molecules are independent of the
molecular velocity and therefore the integral over velocity space vanishes. In the case of
particles, where drag force explicitly depends on the particle velocity, this is not true. Phys-
ically the coupling to the carrier phase velocity will push the particle velocity distribution
towards the carrier phase velocity.
1.3.2 Mesoscopic Eulerian Particle Velocity and Quasi Brownian
Velocity Distribution
When the velocities of different particle realizations Hp are averaged with conditioning on
the one given carrier phase realization Hf the local instantaneous mean particle velocity
is defined by :
u˘p,i =
1
n˘p
∫
cp,if˘pdcp,j (1.32)
Then the individual particle velocity V
(k)
i of a single particle located at X
(k)
j (t) at the
time t can formally be expressed in terms of an ensemble averaged instantaneous Eulerian
particle velocity u˘p,i named Mesoscopic Eulerian Particle Velocity Field from here on and
a residual velocity component δu
(k)
p,i .
V
(k)
i = u˘p,i(X
(k)
j (t), t) + δu
(k)
p,i (t) (1.33)
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Figure 1.3: Individual particle velocity V (k)i , instantaneous Eulerian particle velocity u˘p,i and
residual velocity components δu(k)p,i .
By definition the conditional ensemble average of the residual velocity component δu
(k)
p,i is
zero. It is essential for the following derivation of the conservation equations, that u˘p,i is
an Eulerian velocity field shared by all dispersed phase realizations, whereas the individual
particle velocities V
(k)
i and the residual velocities δu
(k)
p,i are proper to each particle in each
realization. In kinetic theory δu
(k)
p,i is referred to as the peculiar velocity. Then, as stated
in [45], the pressure tensor n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p in kinetic theory represents the momentum flux
through the gas.
By analogy to kinetic theory, the ensemble average of the correlation tensor of the residual
velocities 〈δup,iδup,j〉p is defined by”
〈δup,iδup,j〉p = 1
n˘p
∫
(cp,i − u˘p,i) (cp,j − u˘p,j) f˘pdcp,k (1.34)
It gives a measure of the mean particle momentum flux. The diagonal elements represent
the normal stresses whereas the non-diagonal elements represent the shear stresses. The
concept related to the residual velocities δup is from here on referred to as Quasi Brownian
Motion (QBM). The trace of the tensor of the residual velocities δθ˘p = 1/2〈δup,kδup,k〉p is
referred to as Quasi Brownian Energy (QBE).
1.3.3 Eulerian Conservation Equations for Monodispersed Par-
ticle Systems
Using Eq. 1.26 and Eq. 1.30 various conservation laws can be deduced. Choosing ψp = 1
one obtains the conservation law for particle number density:
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j = Cp (1.35)
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Excluding particle breakup and coalescence the right hand side of Eq. 1.35 is zero. For
ψp = cp,i the mean particle momentum equation is recovered.
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,ju˘p,i = − ∂
∂xj
n˘p〈δup,jδup,i〉p + n˘p〈Fp,i
mp
〉p + Cp (cp,i) (1.36)
Without particle division, coalescence and collisions the right hand side of Eq. 1.36 reduces
to the force term and the stress term related to QBM. Here the force term considered is
limited to Stokes drag :
Fp,i
mp
=
1
τp
(ui − cp,i) (1.37)
The particle relaxation time τp is defined as :
τp =
ρpd
2
p
18µg
(1.38)
Here ui is the local instantaneous carrier phase velocity at the particle location. A key-point
is the determination of the second order term n˘p〈δup,jδup,i〉p in the momentum eqn. 1.36.
This second order term which arises from the ensemble average corresponds to σij in the
Navier-Stokes equations. Physically, in a gas, it translates the influence of the peculiar
velocity on the transport of the ensemble averaged velocity. In the same manner particles,
which have different histories, may have individual particle velocities that are significantly
different and alter the mesoscopic velocity. A detailed analysis of the stress term is given
in section 3.1.
Modeling of the Quasi Brownian Stress 〈δup,jδup,i〉p
The general idea of modeling the unresolved stresses is to relate them to known quantities
and their gradients. The known quantities are the number density (n˘p) and the mesoscopic
velocity (u˘p,i).
In a statistical framework the modeling for the stress tensor 〈δup,jδup,i〉p in gas-particle
simulations is done in analogy to modling of the stress tensor in the Navier Stokes equations
(Simonin [92][91]). The diagonal terms are modeled by a pressure like term and the non-
diagonal terms by making a viscous assumption.
n˘p〈δup,jδup,i〉p = PQBδij − µQB
(
∂up,i
∂xj
+
∂up,j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂up,k
∂xk
δij
)
(1.39)
According to Hirschfelder-Curtis-Bird [45] the viscous term of Eq. 1.39 is one of the two
linear combinations of velocity gradients based on the Onsager relations ([20]), that satisfy
the necessary symmetry relations. The other linear term would be a bulk viscosity.
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Quasi Brownian Pressure (QBP)
The quasi brownian energy δθ˘p is defined by:
δθ˘p =
1
2
〈δup,kδup,k〉p (1.40)
and is the equivalent of temperature in the Navier Stokes equations ∗. One key point is
the definition of PQB. The quasi brownian pressure PQB is linked by an equation of state
to the quasi brownian energy δθ˘p of the type:
PQB =
2
3
n˘pδθ˘p (1.41)
This approach requires therefore the knowledge of δθ˘p. Several possibilties for the estima-
tion of this QBE are given in section 3.1. One of the possibilities is to use the corresponding
transport equation. This is briefly described below.
The Quasi Brownian viscosity assumption
The viscous stress tensor in Eq. 1.39 contains a viscosity parameter. In the Navier Stokes
equations the viscosity depends on the collision frequency between molecules (τc). The
characteristic time scale concerning particles is the particle relaxation time τp. In statistical
gaz-particle simulations without collisions the QB viscosity is defined by the following
relation.
νQB =
τp
3
δθ˘p (1.42)
A physical motivation for this quantity is given in section 11. The dynamic QB viscosity
(µQB) and the kinetic QB viscosity (νQB) are related by µQB = n˘pνQB. Like the QBP
the QB viscosity depends on the QBE. In the following the transport equation for QBE is
briefly presented.
The transport equation for Quasi Brownian Energy
In the case of the dispersed phase, δθ˘p is a measure of the uncorrelated particle movement.
Since the uncorrelated particle movement is not uniform in space, an additional transport
equation for this property is needed. With the definition of δθ˘p and taking ψp = δup,kδup,k
in Eq. 1.30 yields:
∂
∂t
n˘p〈δup,kδup,k〉p + ∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j〈δup,kδup,k〉p = − ∂
∂xj
n˘p〈δup,jδup,kδup,k〉p (1.43)
−n˘p〈 2
τp
δup,kδup,k〉p
∗ Note that even though δθ˘p is sometimes called temperature, it characterizes the uncorrelated particle
motion and has no link with the temperature of the particle matter, which must be obtained through the
enthalpy equation of the dispersed phase.
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−2n˘p〈δup,jδul,p〉∂u˘p,j
∂xl
+Cp (cp,kcp,k)
In the transport equations of the second order correlation arises a third order correlation.
In statistical simulation of gaz-particle simulation this term is usually modeled by a diffuse
term similar to Ficks law in the temperature equation [91].
〈δup,jδup,kδup,k〉p = −k˘QB ∂
∂xj
δθ˘p (1.44)
The diffusion coefficient k˘QB is modeled in analogy to the diffusion coefficient used in the
fluctuating particle kinetic energy in the two-fluid formulation by (Simonin [92][91]) :
k˘QB =
10
27
n˘pτpδθ˘p (1.45)
The influence of modeling the third order correlation of the QBE equation by a diffusive
term is discussed in section 3.1.5.
Transport equations for Mesoscopic Momentum and Quasi Brownian Energy
The equations for mesoscopic Eulerian particle velocity field (Eq. 1.36) and the quasi
brownian energy distribution (Eq. 1.43) can then be written as follows :
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,ju˘p,i = − ∂
∂xi
PQB +
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,ij +
n˘p
τp
(ui − u˘p,i) (1.46)
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,jδθ˘p = −2 n˘p
τp
δθ˘p − [PQBδij − τ˘p,ij] ∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
n˘pk˘QB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p (1.47)
Here the viscous part of the Quasi Brownian Stress tensor is abbreviated by :
τ˘p,ij = µQB
(
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+
∂u˘p,j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
δij
)
(1.48)
The physical signification of the three terms on the right hand side of Eq. 1.47 are as
follows :
• −2 n˘p
τp
δθ˘p is the dissipation of Quasi Brownian Energy by drag with with the carrier
phase,
• −PQBδij ∂u˘p,i∂xj is the production of Quasi Brownian Energy by compression,
•
[
2
3
µQB
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
δij − µQB
(
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+ ∂u˘p,j
∂xi
)]
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
is the production of Quasi Brownian Energy
by shear and
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Figure 1.4: Production of Quasi Brownian Motion by compression and shear. The continuous
lines give the carrier phase fluid particle and the dashed lines the particle trajectory.
• ∂
∂xj
n˘pk˘QB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p is the diffusion of Quasi Brownian Energy in analogy to heat diffusion
in the Navier Stokes equations.
In Fig. 1.4 two production mechanisms of QBM are illustrated. The sketch on the left
shows two counter rotating vortices of the carrier phase that entrain the particles. Due
to their inertia particles are ejected from the carrier phase vortices and meet in a region
between the two carrier phase vortices. This compression of particle density leads to
an increase in QBM like the compression of a gas leads to an increase in temperature.
Whereas in a gas molecules collide and the particle velocities are redistributed, in the
dispersed phase particle velocities are not redistributed and particles tend to penetrate
into the neighboring carrier phase vortex as far as the counteracting drag force allows
the particle to do so. The sketch on the right of Fig. 1.4 shows two co-rotating vortices
of the carrier phase and corresponds to a situation, where shear produces an increase in
temperature in the Navier-Stokes equations. The dispersed phase acts correspondingly,
when particles penetrate a depth proportional to the product of the residual velocity and
the particle relaxation time δu ∗ τp into the opposite carrier phase vortex. This analogy to
the Prandtl mixing layer assumption illustrates, how the shear of the mesoscopic velocity
field induces the production of QBM.
Transport equation for the total kinetic energy
For practical applications it is sometimes more convenient to transport the total kinetic
energy of the dispersed phase. This quantity can be obtained by multiplication of Eq. 1.46
with u˘p,i and summing with Eq. 1.47. The transport equation for the total kinetic energy
e˘cin,p = 1/2u˘p,iu˘p,i + δθ˘p is then :
∂
∂t
n˘pe˘cin,p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j e˘cin,p =
n˘p
τp
(uiu˘p,i − 2e˘cin,p) (1.49)
− ∂
∂xj
[PQBδij − τ˘p,ij] u˘p,i + ∂
∂xj
n˘pk˘QB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p
The conservation equation for total kinetic energy can also be derived using ψp = cp,icp,i
and applying the previous procedure of ensemble averaging.
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Transport equations for passive quantities
Other equations for passive or active scalars corresponding to particle properties such as
particle temperature Tp or particle enthalpy hp,s can be derived as the other conservation
equations. In the following the conservation equation for particle enthalpy is presented. It
may be obtained by setting ψp = hp,s. Here it is pointed out, that particle temperature is
a property of a single particle and not related to the uncorrelated motion of particles.
∂
∂t
n˘ph˘p,s +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,jh˘p,s = +
∂
∂xj
(
n˘pu˘p,jh˘p,s − n˘p〈cp,jhp,s〉p
)
(1.50)
+n˘p〈 ∂
∂t
hp,s + cp,j
∂
∂xj
hp,s〉p + C (hp,s) (1.51)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.50 is the diffusion of enthalpy due to uncor-
related particle velocity. The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.50 corresponds
to the enthalpy exchange of the particles with the carrier phase and needs to be modeled.
Modeling of such terms is discussed in the chapter of the one-dimensional two-phase flame
(chapter 6).
1.3.4 Eulerian Equations for Polydispersed Two-Phase Flows
The difficulty of polydispersed particle size distributions is proper to the Eulerian formu-
lation. In the Lagrangian Particle tracking method every particle has its own inertia and
diameter and it is therefore independent on the particle velocity distribution. For the
treatment of polydispersed two-phase flows in the Eulerian formulation several strategies
exist. Among the most popular are the two following:
1. Particle class methods: The particle size distribution is divided into fixed particle
size classes and transport equations are derived for each particle class. Particle class
exchange terms due to evaporation, collision and other physical phenomena need to
be modeled for every particle class. Furthermore inter-class exchange terms need to
be formulated, if the particle diameter per class is static and evaporation, particle-
breakup or coalescence are considered. Since momentum transport equations are
considered individually, there is no necessity for the hypothesis that all particles
follow the same velocity distribution. This model is numerically expensive, if a
realistic particle size distribution shall be transported.
2. Presumed Particle distribution with distribution moment transport: Supposing that
the particle size distribution is independent of the particle velocity distribution this
method allows to take into account the different particle sizes for phase exchange
terms such as evaporation. The hypothesis of decoupled size and velocity distribution
is clearly questionable, since for instance the particle relaxation time varies as the
square of the particle diameter and therefore particle of different sizes should be
subject to significantly different dynamics. The advantage of this approach is the
limited number of additional transport equations compared to the Particle Class
method.
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1.4 Eulerian-Eulerian conservation equations by vol-
ume filtering
This approach is based on the idea of volume filtering and is therefore close to a spatial
filter in the sense of Large Eddy Simulations (LES) for mono-phase flows. It supposes the
existence of the Navier-Stokes equations (conservation of mass, mass fractions, momentum
and energy) in each phase [91]. This is a simple approach, that leads to two-way coupled
set of equations for the two phases. The drawback of the approach is however, that is does
not give information about the modeling of phase interchange and fluctuating terms. The
interest in the presentation of the volume filtered equations is double fold: First volume
filtered results are used in sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1 to compare the Eulerian-Eulerian results
to the Lagrangian results. Secondly the volume filtered approach is used in the chapter
for the one dimensional two-phase flame with two-way coupling for mass, momentum and
enthalpy terms (chapter 6). The Navier-Stokes equations as they are used for volume
filtering are:
∂
∂t
ρ+
∂
∂xj
ρuj = 0 (1.52)
∂
∂t
ρYk +
∂
∂xj
ρYkuj =
∂
∂xj
ρDk
∂
∂xj
Yk + ω˙k (1.53)
∂
∂t
ρui +
∂
∂xj
ρuiuj = − ∂
∂xi
P +
∂
∂xj
τij =
∂
∂xj
σij (1.54)
∂
∂t
ρh+
∂
∂xj
ρhuj =
∂
∂t
P + uj
∂
∂xj
P − ∂
∂xi
qi + τij
∂
∂xj
ui + ω˙T (1.55)
where the variables ρ, uj and h correspond to the gaseous density, gaseous velocity and
gaseous enthalpy,if in the gas phase and liquid density, liquid velocity and liquid enthalpy,
if in the liquid phase. The kernel of the filter function is then a convolution of the
characteristic function with the volume filter. This approach is different from the ensemble
average approach. Certain hypothesis like one-way coupling are not necessary and different
assumptions become necessary. One of the necessary hypothesis is, that the volume filter
is larger than the particle diameter and that particles are significantly smaller than the
length scales that are to be resolved by the computation. One important feature of the
two-fluid model is, that it allows to construct consistent equations. The volume fractions
of the different phases always add up to one and summing of the corresponding transport
equations of the different phases lead to equations that are globally conserved.
1.4.1 The characteristic function χφ
For two-phase flows the original system is composed of two distinct phases (liquid droplets
in a gas for example) [69]. The interface between the phases is assumed to have zero
thickness and each phase is identified by the characteristic function (or component indicator
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Figure 1.5: The concept of volume averaging: The black line represents the boundaries of the
control volume and the black dots the inclusions.
function [24]) χφ, such that [110]:
χφ =
{
1 if phase φ
0 else
(1.56)
Multiplication of any quantity with the characteristic function then allows to identify the
corresponding phase quantity.
1.4.2 Derivation operator and commutation relations
Under the conditions of a sharply defined interface of zero thickness, the interface may
be transported by an isosurface transport equation known from level-set methods or the
G equation in combustion [73].
D
Dt ζ
G =
∂
∂t
G+ wi,ζ
∂
∂xi
G (1.57)
The index ζ signifies that the differential operator D
Dtζ
and the displacement speed wi,ζ are
related to the interface. Conservation of the indicator function χφ and of the surface in
between the phases represented by the delta function δζ requires:
D
Dt ζ
χφ = 0 and
D
Dt ζ
δζ = 0 (1.58)
The derivation of interface transport and commutation relations is discussed in detail in the
publications of Whitaker [46][114],Gray [113], Simonin [110] and Drew [24]. The resulting
commutation relations are : [
d
dt
, χφ
]
= (wφ,j − uφ,j)nφ,jδζ,φ, (1.59)
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[
∂
∂t
, χφ
]
= wφ,jnφ,jδζ,φ, (1.60)[
∂
∂xj
, χφ
]
= −nφ,jδζ,φ. (1.61)
Here commutation bracket was defined as [a, b] = a • b − b • a. wi is the velocity of the
interface and nφ,i is the normal of the interface with respect to the phase.
1.4.3 Properties of Volume averaging with characteristic func-
tion
Here one supposes the existence of a fictive control volume Ω. In the language of LES
filters this corresponds to a top hat filter for the integration kernel †. Then one obtains
immediately the phase fraction of the control volume, αφ, that is the control volume integral
over the characteristic function :
αφ = 〈χφ〉Ω :=
1
Ω
∫
Ω
χφdΩ. (1.62)
Any scalar or vector function g may be volume averaged by multiplication with the charac-
teristic function χφ and integration over the control volume Ω to obtain its correspondent
phase averaged value Gφ.
αφGφ = 〈χφg〉Ω :=
1
Ω
∫
Ω
gχφdΩ. (1.63)
Note, that this averaging definition corresponds to volume-weighted averages of the selected
quantity. Fluctuations of those properties are expressed by:
g′χφ = [g −Gφ]χφ. (1.64)
If using the Favre averaged (or volume-mass averaged) definition one obtains for the phase
averaged value Gφ is :
αφρφGφ = 〈ρgχφ〉Ω :=
1
Ω
∫
Ω
ρgχφdΩ (1.65)
Fluctuations of Favre averaged quantities are noted by double primed symbols g′′ and are
defined by :
ρφ 〈g′′χφ〉Ω = −〈ρ′g′′χφ〉Ω , (1.66)
〈ρg′′χφ〉Ω = 0. (1.67)
To simplify the following averaging properties are assumed, even if they are mathematically
not all strictly fulfilled.
†see Sagaut [84] for a thorough discussion on filters and consequences for Large Eddy Simultation
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1. linearity:
〈a+ b〉Ω = 〈a〉Ω + 〈b〉Ω (1.68)
〈λa〉Ω = λ 〈a〉Ω (1.69)
2. idempotence:
〈〈a〉Ω b〉Ω = 〈a〉Ω 〈b〉Ω (1.70)
3. commutation with derivative operators:〈
∂
∂xi
a
〉
Ω
=
∂
∂xi
〈a〉Ω (1.71)〈
∂
∂t
a
〉
Ω
=
∂
∂t
〈a〉Ω (1.72)
The errors due to the commutation of the filtering process with the derivatives is discussed
by Sagaut [84] in the case of mono-phase LES computations.
1.4.4 Navier-Stokes equations in the two fluid model
In the following subsections the equations of the so called two-fluid model are derived by
volume averaging of the complete Navier-Stokes equations. The two-fluid model is obtained
by applying the following steps to every conservation equation:
1. Multiplication by the indicator function χφ.
2. Application of the commutation relations to possible terms.
3. Favre Averaging over the control volume.
4. Replacement of unclosed terms by closure models.
For convenience the following convention for notation is applied in this section. Small
letters such as ui, p, h, e, σij, ω˙k describe quantities in each phase before the volume aver-
age. Capital letter such as Uφ,i, Pφ, Hφ, Eφ,Σφ,ij, Ω˙φ,k describe the corresponding filtered
quantity of the phase φ. Mass fractions Yk are already indicated by capital letter in the
Navier Stokes equations. The phase index φ serves to identify the phase and therefore also
a volume filtered quantity.
Continuity
The continuity equation is obtained from the corresponding Navier-Stokes Eq. 1.52 by ap-
plying the the procedure described above and by using the commutation relations Eqs. 1.59
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to 1.61 :
∂
∂t
ρ+
∂
∂xj
ρuj = 0 (1.73)
χφ
∂
∂t
ρ+ χφ
∂
∂xj
ρuj = 0 (1.74)
∂
∂t
χφρ+
∂
∂xj
χφρuj = −ρ(uj − wj)nφ,jδζ,φ (1.75)
∂
∂t
αφρφ +
∂
∂xj
αφρφUφ,j = −〈ρ(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω (1.76)
The right hand term of Eq. 1.76 is the mass transport through the interface and is abbre-
viated henceforth by Γφ:
Γφ = −〈ρ(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω (1.77)
In the type of application considered in this study (sprays of liquid fuels in gas) Γφ repre-
sents evaporation or condensation.
Species
The species equation is obtained from the corresponding Navier-Stokes Eq. 1.53 like the
continuity equation :
∂
∂t
ρYk +
∂
∂xj
ρYkuj =
∂
∂xj
ρDk
∂
∂xj
Yk + ω˙k (1.78)
χφ
∂
∂t
ρYk + χφ
∂
∂xj
ρYkuj = χφ
∂
∂xj
ρDk
∂
∂xj
Yk + χφω˙k (1.79)
∂
∂t
χφρYk +
∂
∂xj
χφρYkuj = −ρYk(uj − wj)nφ,jδζ,φ (1.80)
+χφ
∂
∂xj
ρDk
∂
∂xj
Yk + χφω˙k (1.81)
∂
∂t
αφρφYφ,k +
∂
∂xj
αφρφYφ,kUφ,j = −〈Ykρ(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω + αφ
∂
∂xj
ρφDk
∂
∂xj
Yφ,k (1.82)
+
∂
∂xj
(αφρφYφ,kUφ,j − 〈χφρYkuj〉Ω) + αφΩ˙φ,k (1.83)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq.1.76 is the mass transport through the interface :
Γφ,k = −〈ρYk(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω (1.84)
The mass exchange term then corresponds to the exchange of the mass fraction in between
the gaseous carrier phase and the liquid droplets Γφ,k. If for example a mono-component
fuel is transported and evaporated, only the corresponding gaseous transport equation has
the source term Γφ,k that is then identical to the source term in the continuity equation
Γφ.
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Momentum
The momentum equation (Eq. 1.54) undergoes the same treatment as the continuity/species
equation. For simplicity the pressure and viscous stresses are regrouped into the stress ten-
sor σij = −δij ∂∂xj p+ τij. The momentum transport equations is then obtained by:
χφ
∂
∂t
ρui + χφ
∂
∂xj
ρuiuj = χφ
∂
∂xj
σij (1.85)
∂
∂t
ρuiχφ +
∂
∂xj
ρuiujχφ + (ρui)(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ = ∂
∂xj
σijχφ + σijnφ,jδφ (1.86)
∂
∂t
αφρφUφ,i +
∂
∂xj
αφρφUφ,iUφ,j =
∂
∂xj
(
αφρφUφ,iUφ,j − 〈χφρuiuj〉Ω
)
+
〈
∂
∂xj
χφσij
〉
Ω
+
〈σijnφ,jδφ〉Ω − 〈(ρui)(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω (1.87)
At this place it is useful to introduce some shortcuts to be used later on.
〈σijχφ〉Ω =: αφΣφ,ij (1.88)
〈(σij − ρui(uj − wj))nφ,jδφ〉Ω =: Iφ,i (1.89)
〈(ρui(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω =: Υφ,i (1.90)
Σφ,ij is the two-fluid version of the stress tensor of the phase φ. Iφ,i unites all the forces
due to the interaction of the two phases such as drag (and surface tension), momentum
exchange due to evaporation etc.
One difficulty in the momentum equation of the dispersed phase is associated to the
stress term Σl,ij. In the carrier phase, since it can be considered as a continuous medium,
this tensor corresponds to the pressure and viscous tensor. In the case of the dispersed
phase this tensor corresponds to pressure and viscous stresses in the inclusions. If surface
tension is neglected, the pressure within the inclusion is equal to the carrier phase pressure.
There are models that consider two different pressure equations for the carrier and dispersed
phase (see [86],[36]). It is however common practice to use the carrier phase pressure in the
dispersed phase equation [110]. This leads to a term of the form αl
∂
∂xi
Pg in the momentum
equation of the dispersed phase. This term can be interpreted as the Archimedes force. It
can be explained by considering the carrier phase pressure force on the inclusion expressed
by its surface integral :
Fi =
∫
∂V
PnidA =
∫
V
∂
∂xi
PdV (1.91)
Here ni is the surface normal of the inclusion. This integral can be transformed into a
volume integral of the pressure gradient. Then, placing a control volume that includes the
particle and the surrounding carrier phase one may extend the volume integral over the
particle to the volume integral over the control volume using the characteristic function.∫
V
∂
∂xi
PdV =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
χl
∂
∂xi
PdΩ = αl
∂
∂xi
Pg (1.92)
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Care has to be taken if this force is included, since it may cover a part of the forces already
considered on a single particle (see section 1.1.4).
The residual viscous stresses of Σl,ij for the dispersed phase are often neglected, since the
internal flow of the inclusions are not considered.
Using the idempotence hypothesis one may divide the pressure term into a filtered pressure
and a fluctuating pressure and use it to decompose the stress tensor. The fluctuating
pressure is however correlated to the local instantaneous carrier phase velocity field. Using
p = P + p′ one may write the stress tensor component of the forces due to interaction of
the fluids as:
〈σijnφ,jδφ〉Ω = 〈[τij − pδij]nφ,jδφ〉Ω (1.93)
= 〈[τij − p′δij]nφ,jδφ〉Ω − Pφ 〈nφ,iδφ〉Ω (1.94)
= 〈[τij − p′δij]nφ,jδφ〉Ω + Pφ
∂
∂xi
αφ (1.95)
Performing the same operation on the term Σφ,ij yields:
∂
∂xj
αφΣφ,ij =
∂
∂xj
αφ
(
〈τij〉Ω − Pφδij
)
=
∂
∂xj
αφ 〈τij〉Ω −
∂
∂xi
αφPφ. (1.96)
Finally combining the pressure related terms one obtains a term −αφ ∂∂xiPφ.
The tensor 〈χφρu′′i u′′j 〉Ω = 〈χφρuiuj〉Ω−αφρφUφ,iUφ,j is for the dispersed phase the two-fluid
equivalent of the Quasi Brownian Stress tensor. Modeling of this stress tensor from the
volume filtered approach is not clear however. Here, it represents the fluctuating part of
the particle velocity in the control volume. The considered particles are not a continuous
medium and therefore particles do not have contact forces. The only possible direct in-
teraction are collisions. Neighboring particles see however a similar carrier phase velocity
field and undergo therefore a repelling force towards a similar equilibrium. When collisions
are neglected this is however not an argument to model the subgrid stresses by a pressure
and viscous term.
In the case of the carrier phase the stress tensor (Eq. 1.88) represents the “subgrid”
Reynolds stresses. The Tensor Tφ,ij represents the laminar molecular stresses in each
phase.
Defining furthermore,
〈[τij − p′δij]nφ,jδφ〉Ω := I ′φ,i (1.97)
one may rewrite the momentum equation as:
∂
∂t
αφρφUφ,i +
∂
∂xj
αφρφUφ,iUφ,j +
∂
∂xj
〈
ρu′′i u
′′
jχφ
〉
Ω
=
∂
∂xj
αφTφ,ij − αφ ∂
∂xi
Pφ + αφρφGi + I
′
φ,i −Υij (1.98)
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Sensible Enthalpy
The conservation equation for the sensible enthalpy hs reads:
∂
∂t
ρhs +
∂
∂xj
ρujhs =
d
dt
p+ τij
∂
∂xj
ui − ∂
∂xj
qj (1.99)
The standard procedure of multiplying by the indicator function yields,
χφ
∂
∂t
ρhs + χφ
∂
∂xj
ρujhs = χφ
d
dt
p+ χφτij
∂
∂xj
ui − χφ ∂
∂xj
qj, (1.100)
and the commutation relation delivers:
∂
∂t
χφρhs +
∂
∂xj
χφρujhs + (ρhs)(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ =
d
dt
χφp+ p(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ + χφτij ∂
∂xj
ui − ∂
∂xj
χφqj − qjnφ,jδφ. (1.101)
The final step, averaging over the control volume leads to:
∂
∂t
αφρφHφ,s +
∂
∂xj
αφρφUφ,jHφ,s + 〈(ρhs)(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω +
∂
∂xj
〈
ρu′′jh
′′
sχφ
〉
Ω
=
d
dt
αφPφ + 〈p(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω +
〈
u′′j
∂
∂xj
χφp
′′
〉
Ω
+
〈
χφτij
∂
∂xj
ui
〉
Ω
− ∂
∂xj
αφqφ,j
−〈qjnφ,jδφ〉Ω (1.102)
At this point one may identify some terms that need to be modeled :
• The term 〈(ρhs)(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω represents the density weighted enthalpy exchange
through the interface.
• The term 〈qjnφ,jδφ〉Ω represents the heat flux through the interface.
• The term representing the phase averaged viscous stresses
〈
χφτij
∂
∂xj
ui
〉
Ω
may be
decomposed into,〈
χφτij
∂
∂xj
ui
〉
Ω
= Tˆφ,ij
∂
∂xj
αφUφ,i − 〈τijuinφ,jδφ〉Ω . (1.103)
Grouping the terms due to interface interactions on the one hand and terms due to viscous,
turbulent forces and internal heat diffusion on the other hand, this yields :
Πφ = −〈(ρhs)(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω + 〈p(uj − wj)nφ,jδφ〉Ω
−〈qjnφ,jδφ〉Ω − 〈τijuφ,inφ,jδφ〉Ω +
〈
u′′j
∂
∂xj
χφp
′′
〉
Ω
(1.104)
Smφ = Tˆφ,ij
∂
∂xj
αφUφ,i − ∂
∂xj
αφQφ,j − ∂
∂xj
〈
ρu′′jh
′′
sχφ
〉
Ω
(1.105)
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Finally one deduces a short form for the sensible Enthalpy :
∂
∂t
αφρφHφ,s +
∂
∂xj
αφρφUφ,jHφ,s = Πφ + S
m
φ +
d
dt
αφPφ. (1.106)
Internal Energy
Using the relation between enthalpy and energy hs = es+ p/ρ and the development of the
pressure :
d
dt
αφPφ =
∂
∂t
αφPφ + Uφ,j
∂
∂xj
αφPφ, (1.107)
=
∂
∂t
αφPφ +
∂
∂xj
αφPφUφ,j − αφPφ ∂
∂xj
Uφ,j, (1.108)
One may rewrite the enthalpy equation as a sensible Energy conservation equation:
∂
∂t
αφ(ρφes,φ + Pφ) +
∂
∂xj
αφUφ,j(ρφes,φ + Pφ) = Πφ + S
m
φ +
d
dt
αφPφ. (1.109)
Subtraction of the pressure term from both sides leads to the equation for the conservation
of sensible energy:
∂
∂t
αφ(ρφes,φ) +
∂
∂xj
αφUφ,j(ρφes,φ) = Πφ + S
m
φ − αφPφ
∂
∂xj
Uφ,j. (1.110)
Transport equation for the number density
When evaporation is excluded and the particles are assumed to be spheres of uniform size
there exists a simple relation between the volume fraction, the particle number density and
the particles (αl = nppid
3pi/6). The transport equation for the volume fraction 1.76 can
then be used to determine a transport equation for the droplet number density.
∂
∂t
np +
∂
∂xj
npUl,j = 0 (1.111)
Transport equation for dispersed phase subgrid energy
The transport equation for the dispersed phase subgrid energy is constructed in Ap-
pendix A.2. The subgrid kinetic energy is noted by :
∆q2Ω,l =
1
2
〈u′′ku′′k〉Ω,l (1.112)
For such a construction some important assumptions need to be made on the properties
on the dispersed phase. Notably the particles in one control volume need to have the same
mass. Such restrictions can be relaxed in a more complicated derivation which is beyond
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Figure 1.6: A control volume with particles that have an uncorrelated and correlated collective
motion. Some part of the collective motion disappears in the volume filtered approach due to the
size of the control volume.
the scope of this analysis. The resulting transport equation of the subgrid energy is similar
to the QBE but does not contain the same information.
∂
∂t
αlρl∆q
2
Ω,l +
∂
∂xj
αlρlUl,j∆q
2
Ω,l = −αlρlτl,kj
∂
∂xj
Ul,k +
αlρl
τp
(
∆qΩ,fp − 2∆q2Ω,l
)
+∆q2Ω,lΓ
− ∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l
Here the following shorthand for the stress tensor is used :
τl,ij = 〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l (1.113)
The stress tensor τl,ij can be identified with the stress tensor of the momentum equation
in the case of particles with identical mass:
αlρl〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l = 〈χlρu′′i u′′j 〉Ω (1.114)
The difference between the QBE and the subgrid kinetic energy is discussed below.
1.4.5 Comparison of ensemble averaged transport equation to
volume filtered transport equations
The equations for the dispersed phase (Eqs. 1.35, 1.36) obtained by ensemble averaging can
be compared to the equations obtained by volume filtering (Eqs. 1.76, 1.87). At first glance
the two sets of equations compare remarkably, if the droplet number density is replaced
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by the equivalent volume fraction (n˘p = αl6/pid
3). It has to be kept in mind however,
that even if the structure of the equations is similar, if not identical, the interpretation
of the transported quantity is somehow different. In the case of the ensemble average
conditioned on one carrier phase realization, the dispersed phase quantities consist of an
average of many realizations. The volume filtered equations represent an average of one
carrier phase and one dispersed phase realization. One could imagine the existence of more
than one combination of carrier phase dispersed phase realization, that lead to the same
volume average, but this is not necessarily a representative sub-ensemble of the relevant
realizations. This point is discussed further by Drew & Passmann [24].
Another major difference is due to the volume filtering approach. Volume filtered equations
are continuous and represent characteristic properties at length scales larger than the
control volume used for the filtering operation. Ensemble averaging does not impose a
characteristic length scale and ensemble averaged equations are, a priori, valid at all length
scales. This has consequences for the construction and interpretation of the stress tensor
in the ensemble averaged and volume averaged approaches. Transport equations for both
stress tensors are constructed in Appendix A. In the case of volume filtered equations
the stress tensor 〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l contains both, the correlated and the uncorrelated motion of
particles at length scales smaller than the filter size. In the case of ensemble averaged
equations the stress tensor 〈δuiδuj〉p only contains the uncorrelated motion of particles
since there is no length scale associated to the ensemble averaging process. This difference
is illustrated in Fig.1.6. It shows a square control volume that contains particles of different
sizes. The particles have, at the level of the control volume, a collective vortex like motion.
In the ensemble averaged approach this collective motion of the particles is contained in
the mesoscopic particle velocity field u˘p. In the volume filtered approach this part of
the motion is part of the subgrid stress tensor 〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l. If numerical simulations of the
ensemble averaged system of equations is performed, the equations are implicitly filtered
at the scale of the numerical grid. Therefore it is necessary to insure that all physical scales
are resolved in the numerical computation when choosing the numerical grid.
When the ensemble averaged equations are filtered, a term for the subgrid stress arises.
The sum of this subgrid stress and the stress tensor of QBM is equivalent to stress tensor
obtained by volume filtering. The ensemble averaged equations allow to separate the QBM
stress from the subgrid stress. Therefore the ensemble averaged equations can be used to
investigate the uncorrelated motion apart from the correlated motion of subgrid stresses.
This will be discussed further in section 5.3.
Eulerian conservation equations for volume fractions obtained by ensemble
average
Conservation equations that are equivalent to Eqs.1.35,1.36 and 1.49 can be obtained when
the particle mass is included in the conserved variable. For instance ψp = mp where mp is
the particle mass yields a mass conservation equation:
∂
∂t
n˘pmp+
∂
∂xj
n˘pmpu˘p,j = n˘p〈 ∂
∂t
mp+cp,j
∂
∂xj
mp〉p+ ∂
∂xj
n˘p (mpu˘p,j − 〈mpcp,j〉p)+Cp (1.115)
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Using the identities for particle density ρp = mp/ (pi/6d
3) and particle volume fraction
αp = n˘ppi/6d
3 one can rewrite the mass conservation Eq. 1.115 as a dispersed phase volume
conservation equation:
∂
∂t
αpρp+
∂
∂xj
αpρpu˘p,j = n˘p〈 ∂
∂t
mp+cp,j
∂
∂xj
mp〉p+ ∂
∂xj
(αpρpu˘p,j − 〈n˘pmpcp,j〉p)+Cp (1.116)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.116, n˘p〈 ∂∂tmp〉 corresponds to the change
of the individual particle mass. In reactive systems with evaporating droplets this term
can be modeled by evaporation. The signification of the second on the right hand side,
〈cp,j ∂∂xjmp〉p becomes clear by replacing mp by ρl6/pid3. For constant particle density, this
designates the correlation between particle velocity and change of particle volume and
therefore diameter in space. For monodispersed two-phase flows this term is zero. The
third term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.116 represents the correlations in mass and
velocity fluctuation and is neglected at this point. The fourth term on the right hand side
of Eq. 1.116 is zero when collisions are not considered.
For ψp = mpcp,i one recovers an equation for the conservation of inertia:
∂
∂t
αpρpu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
αpρpu˘p,ju˘p,i =
∂
∂xj
(αpρpu˘p,ju˘p,i − n˘p〈mpcp,jcp,i〉p) (1.117)
+n˘p〈Fp,i〉p + n˘p〈 ∂
∂t
mpcp,i + cp,j
∂
∂xj
mpcp,i〉p + Cp (mpcp,i)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.117 represents the stress term due to un-
correlated particle velocities as in Eq. 1.36. The second term on the right hand side of
Eq. 1.117 corresponds to the momentum change due to an an external force such as drag.
The third term represents momentum change due to mass change, whereas the last term
on the right hand side of Eq. 1.117 represents particle collisions and is neglected.
Eulerian conservation equations : Ensemble average vs Volume average
The Eulerian equations obtained by ensemble and by volume average are summarized in
table 1.1. In the case of the ensemble average, the presented equations can be obtained
directly as a moment transport from the kinetic equation with exception of the volume
fraction that needed the spherical particle assumption. In the case of the volume averaged
equations other assumptions are necessary. In the case of the transport equation for the
particle number density, the spherical droplet assumption is made and relation between
evaporation and particle diameter is assumed. The equation of subgrid kinetic energy is
derived making the assumption, that all particles have identical diameter in the control
volume.
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ensemble averaged volume averaged
number density
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j = 0
∂
∂t
np +
∂
∂xj
npUl,j = 0
ψp = 1 Navier Stokes continuity +
spherical droplet assumption
dispersed phase mass fraction
∂
∂t
αpρp +
∂
∂xj
αpρpu˘p,j = 0
∂
∂t
αlρl +
∂
∂xj
αlρlUl,j = 0
ψp = mp + Navier Stokes continuity
spherical droplet assumption
species equation
∂
∂t
αlρlYl,k +
∂
∂xj
αlρlYl,kUl,j = 〈χlρY ′′k u′′j 〉Ω
Navier Stokes species
momentum equation
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j = − ∂∂xiPQB ∂∂tαlρlUl,i + ∂∂xjαlρlUl,iUl,j =
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,ij − 1τp (u˘p,i − ui) − ∂∂xj 〈χlρu′′i u′′j 〉Ω − αl ∂∂xiPg
+αlρlGi + Il,i −Υij
ψp = cp,i Navier Stokes momentum equation
QBE
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,jδθ˘p =
−2 n˘p
τp
δθ˘p − [PQBδij − τ˘p,ij] ∂u˘p,i∂xj
+ ∂
∂xj
n˘pk˘QB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p
ψp = cp,kcp,k not identified
subgrid energy
∂
∂t
αlρl∆q
2
Ω,l +
∂
∂xj
αlρlUl,j∆q
2
Ω,l =
−αlρlτl,kj ∂∂xjUl,k − ∂∂xkαlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l
+αlρl
τp
(
∆qΩ,fp − 2∆q2Ω,l
)
see Appendix A.2
dispersed phase sensible enthalpy
∂
∂t
n˘ph˘p,s +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,jh˘p,s =
∂
∂t
αφρφHl,s +
∂
∂xj
αφρφUφ,jHl,s =
+ ∂
∂xj
(
n˘pu˘p,jh˘p,s − n˘p〈cp,jhp,s〉p
)
Πl + S
m
l +
d
dt
αlPl
+n˘p〈 ∂∂thp,s + cp,j ∂∂xj hp,s〉p + C (hp,s)
ψp = hp,s Navier Stokes enthalpy equation
Table 1.1: Comparison of ensemble averaged to volume averaged transport equations in the
absence of mass transfer. Note that even if the transport equations have similar form, their
physical content is not identical (see section 1.4.5)
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1.5 Nature of Eulerian-Eulerian Equations
While mathematical correctness does not imply
physical validity, the latter cannot be obtained
without the former.
Drew &Passmann [24]
A detailed discussion of the nature of Eulerian-Eulerian Equations is found in the book of
Drew and Passman ([24],chap. 19 & 20) and a more fundamental study on conservation
laws is found in the book of LeVeque [54].
1.5.1 Fundamental considerations
In the absence of any force on the particle and in the abscence of QBM the Eulerian
dispersed phase equation for inertia correspond to the inviscid Burgers equation ([54]).
∂
∂t
ui + uj
∂
∂xj
ui = 0 (1.118)
This equation admits an analytical solution (credited to Hopf and Cole) and it can be
shown that, when the characteristics of this equation cross, it admits non-physical triple
solutions. Adding a small amount of viscosity changes the nature of the equations and
leads to solutions that may admit steep gradients, but stay physical. If the Stokes number
is small, the drag force may be sufficient, so that those difficulties do not arise. If the
Stokes number is large enough to allow a certain “free path” of the particles this difficulty
becomes an issue and pressure and/or viscous terms need to be included to guarantee that
physical solutions are obtained.
In the following two sections characteristics of the Eulerian-Eulerian description for
dispersed two phase flows are described. The first section considers the ensemble averaged
equations. This differs from the two-fluid model approach described in the second section
by the phase coupling via pressure and volume fractions as well as the existence of a “sound
speed” for the dispersed phase.
1.5.2 Characteristics in ensemble averaged equations
Here the one dimensional equations of the carrier phase and dispersed phase as obtained
from ensemble averaging are investigated. Drag force is neglected. The one dimensional
set of equations neglecting viscous terms for the two phases is:
∂
∂t
ρ+
∂
∂x
ρu = 0 (1.119)
∂
∂t
ρu+
∂
∂x
ρuu+
∂
∂x
P = 0 (1.120)
∂
∂t
ρE +
∂
∂x
ρuE +
∂
∂x
uP = 0 (1.121)
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∂∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂x
n˘pu˘p = 0 (1.122)
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p +
∂
∂x
n˘pu˘pu˘p +
∂
∂x
PQB = 0 (1.123)
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p +
∂
∂x
n˘pu˘pδθ˘p + PQB
∂
∂x
u˘p = 0 (1.124)
This set of conservative equations can be transformed into a primitive set of equations using(
ρEg =
Pg
γ−1 +
1
2
ρgUgUg
)
for the gaseous phase and the “equation of state” PQB = 2/3n˘pδθ˘p
for the dispersed phase.
∂
∂t
ρ+ ρ
∂
∂x
u+ u
∂
∂x
ρ = 0 (1.125)
∂
∂t
u+ u
∂
∂x
u+
1
ρ
∂
∂x
P = 0 (1.126)
∂
∂t
P + γP
∂
∂x
u+ u
∂
∂x
P = 0 (1.127)
∂
∂t
n˘p + n˘p
∂
∂x
u˘pu˘p
∂
∂x
n˘p = 0 (1.128)
∂
∂t
u˘p + u˘p
∂
∂x
u˘p +
1
n˘p
∂
∂x
PQB = 0 (1.129)
∂
∂t
PQB + u˘p
∂
∂x
PQB +
5
2
PQB
∂
∂x
u˘p = 0 (1.130)
This set of equations may be expressed in matrix form.
∂
∂t

ρ
u
P
n˘p
u˘p
PQB

+

u ρ 0 0 0 0
0 u 1
ρ
0 0 0
0 γP u 0 0 0
0 0 0 u˘p n˘p 0
0 0 0 0 u˘p
1
n˘p
0 0 0 0 5
2
PQB u˘p

∂
∂x

ρ
u
P
n˘p
u˘p
PQB

= 0 (1.131)
The characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian-Matrix is :
(u− λ)
(
(u− λ) (u− λ)− γP
ρ
)
(u˘p − λ)
(
(u˘p − λ) (u˘p − λ)−
5
3
PQB
n˘p
)
= 0 (1.132)
The eigenvalues of the characteristic polynomial can be divided into two groups: a gaseous
and a dispersed phase part. The gaseous part admits the usual values:
λ1 = u (1.133)
λ2 = u+ c (1.134)
λ3 = u− c (1.135)
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Here the sound speed was defined as c =
√
γ P
ρ
. The eigenvalues associated to the dispersed
phase are:
λ1 = u˘p (1.136)
λ2 = u˘p +
√
5
2
PQB
n˘p
(1.137)
λ3 = u˘p −
√
5
2
PQB
n˘p
(1.138)
Therefore
√
5
2
PQB
n˘p
can be interpreted as the “sound speed” i.e. the velocity of propagation
of particles in all directions by Quasi Brownian Motion‡. Using the “equation of state”
PQB = 2/3n˘pδθ˘p one can define this quantity as:
c˘p =
√
5
2
PQB
n˘p
=
√
5
3
δθ˘p (1.139)
Under the assumptions made for the derivation of the ensemble averaged equations for
the dispersed phase and neglecting drag force the transport equations do not couple and
not influence each other concerning sound speed. Since all eigenvalues are real, this set of
equations is hyperbolic and can be treated with the corresponding numerical tools.
1.5.3 Characteristics in the two-fluid model
Here the one-dimensional equations of the two fluid formulation neglecting the viscous
terms in the carrier and dispersed phase are used to discuss the behavior of the information
propagation in the two-fluid model. The phase coupling via drag force is ignored. The
carrier phase pressure is used as pressure for the dispersed phase. It can be seen that
this formulation alters the notation of sound speed for the carrier phase depending on the
volume/mass loading and the dispersed phase velocity.
The equations of the two-fluid model can be written in a semi-conservative form that
shows that the carrier phase pressure couples to the carrier and dispersed phase. The
one-dimensional set of equations considered, is:
∂
∂t
αgρg +
∂
∂x
αgρgUg = 0 (1.140)
∂
∂t
αgρgUg +
∂
∂x
αgρgUgUg + αg
∂
∂x
Pg = 0 (1.141)
∂
∂t
αgρgEg +
∂
∂x
αgρgUgEg + αg
∂
∂x
UgPg = 0 (1.142)
‡ Note, that in a gas frequent collisions transfer the information, so that a sound wave can propagate.
In the case of the dispersed phase the particles admit a certain “free path length” and, may transport
information within this free path. When ignoring collisions one can physically not consider this however
as a “sound wave” since after one free path the information is lost.
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∂∂t
αlρl +
∂
∂x
αlρlUl = 0 (1.143)
∂
∂t
αlρlUl +
∂
∂x
αlρlUlUl + αl
∂
∂x
Pg = 0 (1.144)
∂
∂t
αlρlEl +
∂
∂xj
αlρlUlEl + αl
∂
∂x
UlPg = 0 (1.145)
By transformation into primitive form one may express the energy in a pressure transport
equation
(
ρEg =
Pg
γ−1 +
1
2
ρgUgUg
)
§ and the system may be written as:
∂
∂t
ρg + Ug
∂
∂x
ρg + ρg
∂
∂x
Ug +
ρg
αg
(Ul − Ug) ∂
∂x
αl = 0 (1.146)
∂
∂t
Ug + Ug
∂
∂x
Ug +
1
ρg
∂
∂x
Pg = 0 (1.147)
∂
∂t
Pg + Ug
∂
∂x
Pg + γPg
∂
∂x
Ug +
αl
αg
Pg
∂
∂x
Ul +
Pg
αg
(Ul − Ug) ∂
∂x
αl = 0 (1.148)
∂
∂t
αl + αl
∂
∂x
Ul + Ul
∂
∂x
αl = 0 (1.149)
∂
∂t
Ul + Ul
∂
∂x
Ul +
1
ρl
∂
∂x
Pg = 0 (1.150)
∂
∂t
El + Ul
∂
∂x
El +
Ul
ρl
∂
∂x
Pg +
Pg
ρl
∂
∂x
Ul = 0 (1.151)
The previous set of equations may be expressed in matrix form:
∂
∂t

ρg
Ug
Pg
αl
Ul
El

+

Ug ρg 0
ρg
αg
(Ul − Ug) 0 0
0 Ug
1
ρg
0 0 0
0 γPg Ug
Pg
αg
(Ul − Ug) αlαgPg 0
0 0 0 Ul αl 0
0 0 1
ρl
0 Ul 0
0 0 Ul
ρl
0 Pg
ρl
Ul

∂
∂x

ρg
Ug
Pg
αl
Ul
El

= 0 (1.152)
The characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian Matrix is:
(Ug − λ) (Ul − λ)
[
(Ug − λ)2 (Ul − λ)2 − c2
(
(Ul − λ)2 + αlρg
αgρlγ
(Ug − λ)2
)]
= 0 (1.153)
Here the definition for sound speed c =
√
γP/ρ has been used. The characteristic poly-
nominal has two trivial eigenvalues:
λ1 = Ug
λ2 = Ul
§This is valid only for constant heat capacity Cp, mean molar mass W and R
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Those two eigenvalues correspond to the entropic modes of the two phases. If αl is zero
the other eigenvalues are:
λ3/4 = Ug ± c
λ5/6 = Ul
The first two eigenvalues correspond to the eigenvalues that can be found in the Euler
equations. In the case of the absence of the liquid phase the two-fluid formulation there-
fore has the same sound-speed behavior as the Navier-Stokes equations. In this case all
eigenvalues are real and the set of equations is hyperbolic.
If αl is non-zero there are significantly different roots. For some combinations, the eigen-
values may become complex, and the system may become elliptic and admit non-physical
sound speeds.
Considering the same equations without pressure coupling on the liquid phase, (which is
just the archimedes force of the gas onto the droplet), the gaseous and liquid phase are
decoupled and the eigenvalues of the characterisc polynomial become:
λ1/2 = Ug ± c
λ3 = Ug
λ4−6 = Ul
Those eigenvalues are real and the system is hyperbolic. This shows that if Archimedes
force is taken into account, the set of equations couple through the gaseous pressure and
the volume fraction. This can lead to non-physical sound speeds that are related to the
Eulerian formulation of the dispersed phase. In computations that aim at computing a
steady state, such as RANS methods, the coupling of sound speed between the two phases is
probably less important. In unsteady computations however, in which for example the link
between combustion and acoustic modes is studied, it is questionable whether to include the
Archimedes force into the transport equations. Indeed a modification of sound speed alters
for instance the eigenmodes of a combustion chamber. The second drawback of a modified
sound speed and phase coupling concerns the boundary conditions. Unsteady boundary
conditions, in which volume varying volume fractions occur, alter the momentum equation
of the carrier phase, since the pressure gradient is pondered by the volume fraction.
In section 1.1.4 the Archimedes force was neglected from the equation of motion of an
isolated particle, which density is significantly larger than the density of the carrier phase
(ρp  ρg). In such cases the pressure term due to Archimedes force can be retracted from
the conservation equation.
1.6 Numerical implementation for dispersed two phase
flows
The Eulerian equations for the dispersed phase have been implemented into the Navier-
Stokes Solver AVBP (V 4.6) [88]. It is based on a 2D/3D finite Volume/ finite Element
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method for unstructured, structured and hybrid meshes. The carrier phase conservation
equations for density, mass fractions, velocities and total energy (kinetic + internal) (w =
(ρ, ρYk, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE)) are presented in the compact form:
∂
∂t
wi +
∂
∂xj
Fij = Si (1.154)
where Si are source terms in the case of reactive flow and phase coupling. The fluxes Fij
are then divided into a non-viscous part, the Euler fluxes F Iij, and a viscous part F
V
ij . The
inviscid fluxes are defined as
F Iij =

ρu ρv ρw
ρYku ρYkv ρYkw
ρu2 + P ρuv ρuw
ρuv ρv2 + P ρvw
ρuw ρvw ρw2 + P
(ρE + P )u (ρE + P )v (ρE + P )w

(1.155)
where P is the thermodynamic pressure given by the ideal gas law P = ρrT and E is the
total (kinetic + internal) energy. The viscous fluxes are defined as
F Vij =

0 0 0
Jx,k Jy,k Jz,k
−τxx −τxy −τxz
−τyx −τyy −τyz
−τzx −τzy −τzz
−(uτxx + vτxy + wτxz) + qx −(uτyx + vτyy + wτzx) + qy −(uτzx + vτzy + wτzz) + qz

(1.156)
where Jj,k are the species fluxes due to species diffusion, τij is the stress tensor and qj are
the fluxes due to thermal diffusion. The stress tensor for the carrier phase is modeled as
the trace free tensor of the velocity gradients with the dynamic viscosity µ.
τij = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δij
)
(1.157)
The transported moments of the dispersed phase are number density, mesoscopic parti-
cle velocity fields, and quasi brownian energy (QBE). wp,i =
(
n˘p, n˘pu˘p, n˘pv˘p, n˘pw˘p, n˘pδθ˘p
)
.
The conservations equations are then of the same form as in the case of the Navier-Stokes
equations
∂
∂t
wp,i +
∂
∂xj
Fp,ij = Sp,i (1.158)
where Sp,i are source terms as drag force and production of quasi brownian energy (QBE).
Again the fluxes Fp,ij are then divided into the non viscous part, the Euler fluxes F
I
p,ij, and
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the viscous part F Vp,ij. The inviscid fluxes are defined as
F Ip,ij =

n˘pu˘p n˘pv˘p n˘pw˘p
n˘pu˘
2
p + PQB n˘pu˘pv˘p n˘pu˘pw˘p
n˘pu˘pv˘p n˘pv˘
2
p + PQB n˘pv˘pw˘p
n˘pu˘pw˘p n˘pv˘pw˘p n˘pw˘
2
p + PQB
n˘pδθ˘pu˘p n˘pδθ˘pv˘p n˘pδθ˘pw˘p
 (1.159)
The viscous fluxes for the dispersed phase are defined as
F Vp,ij =

0 0 0
−τ˘p,xx −τ˘p,xy −τ˘p,xz
−τ˘p,yx −τ˘p,yy −τ˘p,yz
−τ˘p,zx −τ˘p,zy −τ˘p,zz
+q˘p,x +q˘p,y +q˘p,z
 (1.160)
where qp,i are the fluxes of QBE by diffusion.
The source term Sp,i includes drag and production of QBE by mean gradients.
Sp,i =

0
n˘p
τp
(ui − u˘p,i)
n˘p
τp
(vi − v˘p,i)
n˘p
τp
(wi − w˘p,i)
(−PQBδij + τ˘p,ij) ∂u˘p,ixj −
2n˘p
τp
δθ˘p

(1.161)
The conservative variables w are then advanced using a standard finite Volume cell-vertex
Lax-Wendroff approach [88]. The code AVBP is parallel and based on the COUPL library
using MPI for communication.
1.6.1 The Lax Wendroff scheme
The Lax-Wendroff scheme available in AVBP aims to solve the Navier-Stokes equations in
the form
∂
∂t
wi +
∂
∂xj
Fij = Si (1.162)
Then the Lax-Wendroff approach consists of a Taylor development of the conservative-
variable vector in time.
wi (t0 +∆t) = wi (t0) + ∆t
∂
∂t
wi (t0) +
1
2
(∆t)2
∂2
∂t2
wi (t0) +O
(
∆t3
)
(1.163)
Assuming ∂
∂t
wi +
∂
∂xj
Fij = 0, in the previous equation one may replace
∂
∂t
wi directly by
− ∂
∂xj
Fij. For the second order derative one has,
∂2
∂t2
wi = − ∂∂t ∂∂xjFij. Develloping the second
order term into
∂
∂t
∂
∂xj
Fij =
∂
∂xj
∂
∂t
Fij =
∂
∂xj
[(
∂
∂wk
Fij
)
∂
∂t
wk
]
= − ∂
∂xj
[(
∂
∂wk
Fij
)
∂
∂xl
Fkl
]
(1.164)
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and substituting the new equalities into the Taylor development one gets a second order
temporal scheme:
wi (t0 +∆t) = wi (t0)−∆t ∂
∂xj
Fij +
1
2
(∆t)2
∂
∂xj
[(
∂
∂wk
Fij
)(
∂
∂t
wk
)]
+O
(
∆t3
)
(1.165)
Here it is question to explicitely calculate the jacobi matrices ∂
∂wk
Fij. The divergence of
the term is taken care of by the gaussian integral in the finite Volume approach:∫
V
∂
∂xj
(
∂Fij
∂wk
∂wk
∂t
)
dV =
∫
∂V
(
∂Fij
∂wk
∂wk
∂t
)
njdA (1.166)
This allows to advance the conservative variable in time:
wi (t0 +∆t) ≈ wi (t0) + ∆t 1
∆V
∫
∂V
FijnjdA+
1
2
(∆t)2
1
∆V
∫
∂V
(
∂Fij
∂wk
∂wk
∂t
)
njdA+∆tSi
(1.167)
The time step is chosen according to the usual CFL conditions for the gaseous phase,
supposing that the gaseous sound speed is always large compared to the dispersed phase
“sound speed” (c c˘p) (see Eq.1.139).
∆t <
∆l
||u||+ ||c|| (1.168)
1.6.2 Source term correction in the small τp limit
If the characteristic particle relaxation time τp is small compared the characteristic time
scale of the carrier phase Tf , ie. in the case of small Stokes numbers, the particle relaxation
time may be of the order of the carrier phase time step or smaller. In such cases the source
term related to drag force causes the dispersed phase velocity to oscillate around the carrier
phase target velocity. In order to avoid this unphysical oscillation one has to reduce the
numerical time step of the carrier phase to a fraction of the particle relaxation time τp.
This can increase significantly computational cost. If particles are considered as tracers,
one way to circumvent the reduction of the time step is, to integrate the dispersed phase
velocity exactly.
In order to obtain an analytical solution for the source term correction one may assume
the carrier phase velocity field to be constant u = const for one time step. Here the sketch
of the source term correction is given for the one-dimensional case. The one-dimensional
equation of motion is:
∂
∂t
u˘p =
1
τp
[u− u˘p] (1.169)
The analytical solution of Eq. 1.169 in the case of a constant carrier phase velocity is:
u˘p = u˘p,0 exp
(− (t− t0)
τp
)
+ u0
(
1− exp
(
(− (t− t0))
τp
))
(1.170)
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u˘p,0 is the initial particle velocity. If the initial start time is taken to be zero t0 = 0 then
Eq. 1.170 reduces to:
u˘p = ug + (u˘p − u) exp
(
− t
τp
)
(1.171)
The finite difference discretisation of Eq. 1.171 is:
u˘p(t+ δt)− u˘p(t)
δt
= (ug − u˘p(t))
1− exp
(
− δt
τp
)
δt
 (1.172)
With the Taylor development of exp
(
− δt
τp
)
this yields for the finite difference version:
u˘p(t+ δt)− u˘p(t)
δt
= (ug − u˘p(t))
(
1
τp
− 1
2
δt
τ 2p
+
1
6
δt2
τ 3p
. . .
)
(1.173)
Then, in the large Stokes number limit, one finds the original drag law ∝ 1/τp and in the
small Stokes number limit one finds the exact integration value. The only change in the
source term is to replace 1/τp by:
1− exp
(
− δt
τp
)
δt
(1.174)
to attain exact temporal integration.
This method can be extended to the source term part of the total kinetic energy equa-
tion. There the differential equation without convective and dissipative terms becomes the
analogon of the drag equation.
∂
∂t
q˘2p =
1
τp
(
qfp − 2q˘2p
)
(1.175)
The discrete equivalent of Eq. 1.175 with exact temporal integration is :
q˘2p(t+ δt)− q˘2p(t+ δt)
δt
=
(
qfp − 2q˘2p
) 1
2
1− exp
(
−2δt
τp
)
δt
(1.176)
As in the case of the drag equation it is sufficient to replace 1/τp by the following term:
1
2
1− exp
(
−2δt
τp
)
δt
(1.177)
An extension of this method to third order Runge-Kutta time stepping was developed by
E. Riber [82][81].
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Chapter 2
Particle dynamics in homogeneous
isotropic turbulence
Von Nostradamus’ eigner Hand,
Ist dir es nicht Geleit genug ?
Erkennest dann der Sterne Lauf,
Und wenn Natur dich unterweist,
Dann geht die Seelenkraft dir auf,
Wie spricht ein Geist zum anderen Geist.
Goethe, Faust 1. Teil
The dynamics of particles in turbulence have been studied for quite some time. It is at
the same time a challenging academic problem as well as an industrial problem. It arises
in a wide variety of industrial applications ranking from pneumatic transport of grain to
fluidized bed which is the workhorse of the chemical industry. Theoretical considerations
on particle dispersion have been undertaken by Tchen [12] among others ([79],[80]). This
lead to a definition of time and length scales that characterize the behavior of the parti-
cles in turbulence. Analytical methods (Maxey [61]) even permit to predict that inertial
particles will accumulate in regions of low vorticity and high strain. Experimental mea-
surements have been made by Snyder and Lumley [97] among others. Studying particles in
grid generate turbulence with and without influence of gravity leads to the discovery and
understanding of many phenomena of particle dynamics. Using massively computation
power Lagrangian Particle tracking is a very powerful tool to precisely analyze the dynam-
ics of particles in turbulent flow. Since the information of every single particle trajectory
is computed, very detailed statistics can be extracted from such computations performed
among others by Squires and Eaton [102] or Elghobashi and Truesdell [27].
From these theoretical considerations, experimental measurements and Lagrangian
computations a certain level of understanding of the physical phenomena has been attained.
As in the previous work of Fe´vrier [32] and Simonin [92] here the Eulerian viewpoint is
being emphasized. The motivation for the Eulerian viewpoint is double-fold:
∗Lagrangian Simulations were performed with NTMIX by J. Helie
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Figure 2.1: Concept of the test case and the analysis of particle dynamics in homogeneous
turbulence.
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• First it is interesting to consider the Eulerian viewpoint to check if the Eulerian-
Eulerian formulation can capture effects, that were observed in experiments and
Lagrangian simulations.
• The second motivation for the Eulerian viewpoint is related to the Eulerian formu-
lation itself: Segregation effects for instance can be interpreted using the number
density field and studying the divergence of the associated flow field. Other effects
can be interpreted relying on the similarities to the compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions.
A plan for the analysis and comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian simulations is sketched
in Fig. 2.1. In this chapter the necessary tools for the analysis of Lagrangian simulations
are introduced and applied to the results of the Lagrangian simulations performed by J.
Helie (IMFT). The results of the Lagrangian simulations are volume filtered and the result-
ing continuous fields are then post processed, as if they were obtained from an ensemble
averaged computation (section 2.7.2 of this chapter). Comparison between the Lagrangian
and Eulerian simulations will be done in chapter 4. This comparison can be made us-
ing the ergodicity theorem. Supposing, that Lagrangian simulations are performed with
sufficiently many particles and that the control volume for the filtering operation can be
made sufficiently small, the volume filtered quantities are identical to the ensemble aver-
aged quantities. In order not to contradict this assumption, particles where assumed to be
point particles, that respond to a Stokes drag law in the Lagrangian simulation.
2.1 Dynamics of particles in turbulence
A rough classification of particle laden flow concerning Stokes number and volume fraction
(or particle number) was given in the first chapter. Here, the behavior of dispersed flow
whose particle loadings are small, so that one way coupling can be assumed, is further
discussed. As mentioned in the first chapter, a wide range of length and time scales exists
in the turbulent carrier phase. Those time and length scales need to be compared to the
characteristic time and length scales of the dispersed phase. It is necessary to assume, that
the particle diameter is much smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale. Since ensemble
averaged quantities are considered in the dispersed phase, there is no small scale limit
for the Eulerian length scales. This property of the Eulerian interpretation illustrates
furthermore one of its characteristics : the Eulerian description gives ensemble-averaged
quantities and not individual particle/droplet properties and can therefore have length
scales smaller than the particle diameter.
2.2 Time and Length scales for particle properties
In this section some integral properties of the turbulent carrier phase are recalled. They
are used later in this chapter when defining the test cases. Then, turbulent length and
time scales are introduced in the framework of both, Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches.
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2.2.1 Mesoscopic approach and its time and length scales
Integral properties of a flow are defined independent in space. If the considered realization
of the flow is isotropic, in exploitation of numerical simulations it is common use to define
integral properties by the normalized space integral over the computational domain. Here
the volume average is defined as:
〈ψ〉V = 1
V
∫
ψdV (2.1)
The correlations presented in the following are not proper to this averaging operator and
of more general validity.
Autocorrelation functions and integral length scales of the carrier phase
An important tool to investigate the velocity field in homogeneous turbulence is autocor-
relation functions. The normalized velocity autocorrelation function for incompressible
turbulence is usually named Rij and defined by the following relations [77]:
Rˆfij(r) = 〈ui(x)uj(x+ r)〉 (2.2)
Rfij(r) = Rˆfij(0)
−1Rˆfij(r) (2.3)
In homogeneous isotropic turbulence, rotation and translation invariance lead to the inter-
esting feature, that the autocorrelation functions can be separated into a longitudinal and
a transverse autocorrelation [14]:
f(r) = Rfii(rei) (2.4)
g(r) = Rfii(rej) with i 6= j (2.5)
Here r =
√
riri is the distance. This allows to write the autocorrelation function in the
following form:
Rfij(r) = g(r)δij +
f(r)− g(r)
r2
rirj (2.6)
If the fluid is incompressible, which is the case for the considered carrier phase, specific re-
lations can be obtained between the parallel and normal components of the autocorrelation
functions [57]:
g(r) = f(r) +
r
2
df(r)
dr
(2.7)
A hand-waving physical interpretation of the normal and parallel components can be given
by the following argument: if a fluid particle in a vortex looks in the direction of its velocity,
its velocity component will decrease. Then the correlation will decrease as well. If the same
fluid particle looks normal to its velocity, for instance into the center of a vortex, it will see
a decrease of the velocity correlation and will eventually become negative, since the vortex
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velocity is in the opposite direction.
The autocorrelation function Eq. 2.2 allows to define an integral length scale :
Lfij,k =
∞∫
0
Rfij(rek)dr (2.8)
Longitudinal and transversal integral length scales can be defined with respect to the
definitions of the longitudinal and transversal autocorrelation functions.
Lf11 =
∞∫
0
Rfii(rei)dr (2.9)
Lf22 =
∞∫
0
Rfii(rej)dr i 6= j (2.10)
According to the hand-waving explication above, the integral length scales Lij characterize
the length scales associated to the big structures of the flow. When additionally defining a
turbulent velocity by u′ =
√
1
3
〈uiui〉 one can define an integral time scale, or an eddy turn
over time as:
T fu =
L
u′
(2.11)
Other important length scales are given by the longitudinal and horizontal Taylor micro-
scales [5] that can be obtained by a spatial Taylor development of the velocity in the
autocorrelation functions. The longitudinal Taylor micro-scale λ1 is defined by:
λ1 =
(
−1
2
d2R11
dr21
∣∣∣∣∣
r=0
)−1/2
(2.12)
and the transversal Taylor micro-scale λ2 by:
λ2 =
(
−1
2
d2R11
dr22
∣∣∣∣∣
r=0
)−1/2
(2.13)
The Taylor micro-scale therefore measures the curvature of the autocorrelation function at
the origin.
These integral properties describe the carrier phase turbulence. In the following section
those definitions - with their limitations - are transposed to the dispersed phase and the
carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation.
Lagrangian autocorrelation functions
In the case of Lagrangian simulations one does not dispose of continuous fields and it is not
obvious to define the equivalent of the velocity autocorrelation function. In the Lagrangian
framework it is more natural to define a temporal correlation function [12]. If V
(k)
i (X
(k)
i , t)
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is the velocity of an individual particle k at location X(t0) at time t0, one may define the
correlation with the velocity of the same particle at time t1 and location X(t1) [100]:
RˆL,ij(τ) = 1
N
∑
k
∞∫
−∞
V
(k)
i (t)V
(k)
j (t+ τ)dt (2.14)
RL,ij(τ) = RˆL,ij(0)−1RˆL,ij(τ) (2.15)
As expected, the normal terms of this correlation terms depend very much on the particle
relaxation time [32]. If the particle relaxation time is small compared to the characteristic
time scale of the turbulence, the particle will rapidly adapt to the carrier phase turbulence
and one finds the Lagrangian correlation function of a fluid particle. If the particle relax-
ation time is large compared to the characteristic time scale of the turbulence, the particle
will persist on its trajectory for a longer time and the correlation function will drop less
rapidly than the Lagrangian correlation function of a fluid particle.
Following the definition of Fe´vrier [32] one may define a spatial correlation function:
Rppij (r) = 〈V (m)i V (n)j |x = X(m), X(n) = x+ r,m 6= n〉 (2.16)
In this definition Fe´vrier used the conditional averaging operator 〈|〉 for the particles.
Eulerian autocorrelation functions and integral length scales of the dispersed
phase
In order to construct the Eulerian definition equivalent to Eq. 2.16 one has to account for
the particle presence : it requires to define a probability density of two particles present
at two distinct locations. Fe´vrier used the following definitions for the presence of the
two-point number density :
n˘pp(x,x+ r, t) = 〈δ(x−X(m))δ(x+ r −X(n)) |m 6= n〉 (2.17)
This allows then to define Eulerian spatial correlation functions for the dispersed phase,
the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation and the particle weighted carrier phase cor-
relation:
ˆ˘
R
pp
ij =
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)u˘p,i(x, t)u˘p,j(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)〉 (2.18)
ˆ˘
R
fp
ij =
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)ui(x, t)u˘p,j(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)〉 (2.19)
ˆ˘
R
ff
ij =
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)ui(x, t)uj(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)〉 (2.20)
The Lagrangian correlation (Eq. 2.16)) takes into account the correlated and uncorrelated
part of the particle velocity, whereas the Eulerian correlation (Eq. 2.18) takes only into
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account the mesoscopic particle velocity. Therefore Lagrangian and Eulerian correlations
differ by the uncorrelated part of the velocity as pointed out by Fe´vrier [32].
The two point number density n˘pp(x,x + r, t) allows furthermore to define a normalized
function that measures segregation effects :
gpp(r) =
〈n˘pp(x,x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘p(x, t)〉〈n˘p(x+ r, t)〉 (2.21)
In the ensemble averaged Eulerian computation one does not have access to the two point
number density probability 〈n˘pp(x,x + r, t)〉. If the probabilities of finding a particle at
point x and at point x + r are completely uncorrelated the two point probability can be
expressed as the product of the two one point probabilities. Even if this does not allow
to compare totally the Lagrangian correlation functions, here the normalized Eulerian
autocorrelation functions are defined as :
ˆ˘R
pp
ij (r) =
〈n˘p(x, t)u˘p,i(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)u˘p,j(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘p(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)〉 (2.22)
R˘ppij (r) = ˆ˘R
pp
ij (0)
−1 ˆ˘R
pp
ij (r) (2.23)
ˆ˘R
fp
ij (r) =
〈n˘p(x, t)ui(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)u˘p,j(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘p(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)〉 (2.24)
R˘fpij (r) = ˆ˘R
fp
ij (0)
−1
ˆ˘R
fp
ij (r) (2.25)
ˆ˘R
ff
ij (r) =
〈n˘p(x, t)ui(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)uj(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘p(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)〉 (2.26)
R˘ffij (r) = ˆ˘R
ff
ij (0)
−1
ˆ˘R
ff
ij (r) (2.27)
In analogy to the longitudinal and transversal autocorrelations functions one can define
the corresponding longitudinal and transversal autocorrelations functions of the dispersed
phase.
f˘pp(r) = R˘ppii (rei) (2.28)
g˘pp(r) = R˘ppii (rej) with i 6= j (2.29)
f˘ fp(r) = R˘fpii (rei) (2.30)
g˘fp(r) = R˘fpii (rej) with i 6= j (2.31)
f˘ ff (r) = R˘ffii (rei) (2.32)
g˘ff (r) = R˘ffii (rej) with i 6= j (2.33)
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The Eulerian autocorrelation function Eq. 2.22 allows to define an integral length scale of
the correlated motion of the dispersed phase:
L˘pij,k =
∞∫
0
R˘ppij (rek)dr (2.34)
As in the case of the carrier phase, this length scale gives information about the large
scale structures of correlated motion. In analogy to the carrier phase one can define a
longitudinal Taylor micro-scale λp1:
λp1 =
(
−1
2
d2R˘pp11
dr21
∣∣∣∣∣
0
)−1/2
(2.35)
and a horizontal Taylor micro-scale λp2 :
λp2 =
(
−1
2
d2R˘pp11
dr22
∣∣∣∣∣
0
)−1/2
(2.36)
This Taylor micro-scale then gives information about the curvature of the mesoscopic
particle velocity autocorrelation function at the origin. As in the case of the autocorrelation
function for the mesoscopic velocity one can use two one point number density functions
to define the segregation function:
g˘pp(r) =
〈n˘p(x, t)n˘p(x+ r, t)〉
〈n˘p(x, t)〉〈n˘p(x+ r, t)〉 (2.37)
Eq. 2.37 is the autocorrelation function of the number density field. It allows, as in the case
of the velocity autocorrelation function, to define a length scale associated to the curvature
at the origin :
λn˘p =
(
−1
2
d2g˘pp
dr22
∣∣∣∣∣
0
)−1/2
(2.38)
In the carrier phase turbulence the Taylor micro-scale can be associated to the pseudo-
dissipation [14]. A priori it is not clear how to interpret physically the mesoscopic Taylor
micro-scale or the length scale associated to the number density autocorrelation function.
The length scale from the number density autocorrelation function g˘pp gives information
about the stiffness of the number density gradients. Some care has to be taken when inter-
preting the autocorrelation functions. Since the mesoscopic velocity field is compressible
not all the relations used in incompressible turbulence are valid.
One dimensional spectra
Making use of the longitudinal and transverse autocorrelation functions one may define
one dimensional energy spectra [78] for the incompressible carrier phase.
E11(κ) =
∫
f(r)eiκrdr (2.39)
E22(κ) =
∫
g(r)eiκrdr (2.40)
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The autocorrelation functions f(r) and g(r) are real and even functions. Therefore the
Fourier transform can actually be reduced to a cosine transform and the resulting spectra
are also real and even.
The previously defined autocorrelation functions for the dispersed phase are conditioned
by the particle presence since they include the number density. One dimensional spectra
obtained from the dispersed phase autocorrelation function include therefore this informa-
tion. The one dimensional spectra of the dispersed phase are here defined in analogy to
the one dimensional carrier phase spectra.
E˘pp11(κ) =
∫
f˘pp(r)eiκrdr (2.41)
E˘pp22(κ) =
∫
g˘pp(r)eiκrdr (2.42)
E˘fp11 (κ) =
∫
f˘ fp(r)eiκrdr (2.43)
E˘fp22 (κ) =
∫
g˘fp(r)eiκrdr (2.44)
E˘ff11 (κ) =
∫
f˘ ff (r)eiκrdr (2.45)
E˘ff22 (κ) =
∫
g˘ff (r)eiκrdr (2.46)
One dimensional spectra can later be compared to the three dimensional spectra obtained
from the usual spectral definition of kinetic energy.
In the incompressible carrier phase the essential quantity is the velocity field. Since
the dispersed phase has a compressible behavior, the autocorrelation function of number
density (eq. 2.37) gives some information on segregation. The fourier transform of this
quantity allows then to investigate the length scales important in the segregation process.
N˘pp(κ) =
∫
g˘pp(r)eiκrdr (2.47)
A hand-waving physical interpretation of this spectral quantity can be obtained by consid-
ering a vortex such that the turnover time is of the same order than the particle relaxation
time. Particles will be entrained by the vortex, but inertia will carry particles to the re-
gions of shear outside the vortex. Therefore the dominant wave number contribution of
the spectral quantity N˘pp should correspond to the length scales down to the size of the
vortex.
2.2.2 Particle dynamic length scales
The length scale down to which particles follow the carrier phase flow can be estimated by
λp = τpvp. This corresponds to the mean path length particles need to adapt to the carrier
phase flow. Below this length scale particle-fluid correlation is weak or inexistent. Another
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dynamic length scale can be defined as δλp = τpδup. This corresponds to the kinetic
viscous length scale. This length scale can be interpreted like the Kolmogorov length
scale in turbulent flow : the correlated particle velocity u˘p undergoes viscous dissipation.
Between those two length scales, λp and δλp, there is no effective viscous mechanism and
yet there is a non-negligible amount of correlated particle motion. If all the correlated
dynamics of the dispersed phase has to be resolved, it should be resolved to the viscous
length scale of the dynamics as there is the Kolmogorov length scale for the carrier phase.
If the Stokes number is small enough however, the length scale up to which particle drag
dominates the dynamics (λp), may be smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale η and the
particles behave as perfect tracers. Difficulties in spatial resolution due to the dispersed
phase dynamics arise, if λp is larger than the Kolmogorov length scale η and if δλp is
significantly smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale. Then, in a true “DNS”, spatial
resolution needs to go down to the dissipative length scale δλp. The dynamic length scales
λp, δλp are not the only limiting factors however. Due to the correlated motion at small
length scales with “weak” pressure due to QBE, compressibility effects are very important
for the number density field: particles tend to accumulate in zones of high strain and low
vorticity as it has been observed in Lagrangian computations [103].
2.3 The Dynamical System of Particles in Turbulence:
Integral Properties
2.3.1 Carrier phase properties
Integral properties of incompressible decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence can be
summarized to a simple set of ordinary differential equations of the integral kinetic energy,
q2f =
1
V
1
2
∫
ukukdV (2.48)
and the dissipation of kinetic energy
ε =
1
V
ν
2
∫ ∂ui
∂xj
∂uj
∂xi
dV (2.49)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity.
∂
∂t
q2f = −ε (2.50)
∂
∂t
ε = −C2 ε
2
q2f
(2.51)
Those equations can be obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations with some assumptions
on the properties of the flow ([14],[44],[5]) satisfied in incompressible decaying homogeneous
turbulence. Eq. 2.50 is exact while Eq. 2.51 is a model based on a characteristic time scale
for dissipation proportional to q2f/ε.
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2.3.2 Dispersed phase properties
This simple system of two coupled ordinary differential equations that describes the global
development of the carrier phase can be extended to the dispersed phase and the fluid
particle correlation. The discrete formulation in the Lagrangian description of the dispersed
phase and continuous formulation in the Eulerian description require a separate definition
of the integral properties. This is presented in the two following subsections. Since the
following analysis of the behavior is strictly limited to the case of one way coupling, the
carrier phase system for the kinetic energy and dissipation is not influenced by the dispersed
phase and does not need modification.
Dispersed phase Lagrangian properties
Using the Lagrangian equations of particle transport with Stokes drag (Eqs. 1.21,1.22) a
corresponding set of ordinary differential equations for the fluid-particle correlation,
qfp =
1
N
N∑
k=1
ui(X
(k)
i (t), t)V
(k)
i (2.52)
and the particle kinetic energy,
q2p =
1
2
1
N
N∑
k=1
V
(k)
i V
(k)
i (2.53)
can be obtained for the dispersed phase and the fluid-particle correlation. It uses the
definition of the carrier phase kinetic energy “seen” by the particle, i.e. the carrier phase
kinetic energy conditioned by the particle presence [22],[52] :
qf@p =
1
N
N∑
k=1
ui(X
(k)(t), t)ui(X
(k)(t), t) (2.54)
This differs from the carrier phase energy q2f since it takes into account the non-uniform
distribution of the particle number density. The dynamical system for the fluid particle
correlation and the particle kinetic energy is :
∂
∂t
qfp = −εfp − 1
τp
[
qfp − 2q2f@p
]
(2.55)
∂
∂t
q2p = −
1
τp
[
2q2p − qfp
]
(2.56)
Here εfp is the dissipation of the fluid particle correlation.
εfp =
1
N
N∑
k=1
V ki uj(X(k)i (t), t) ∂∂xj
∣∣∣∣∣
xl=X
(k)
l
(t)
ui(xl, t) +
V
(k)
i
ρ
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣∣
xl=X
(k)
l
(t)
P (xl, t) (2.57)
− νV (k)i
∂
∂xj
∣∣∣∣∣
xl=X
(k)
l
(t)
τij(xl, t)

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The dissipation of the fluid-particle correlation εfp can be used to introduce a dissipative
time-scale for the fluid particle correlation τ tfp:
τ tfp =
qfp
εfp
(2.58)
Theoretical arguments (Simonin []) show that this time scale should be approximative half
of the carrier phase dissipative time scale.
Dispersed phase Eulerian properties
In the case of Eulerian simulations the particle velocity is divided into two parts, one
corresponding to the mesoscopic Eulerian velocity field (u˘p,i) and a residual velocity (δup,i)
of quasi brownian motion. Then the equivalent set of differential equations for the fluid
particle correlation
qfp =
1
V
1
〈n˘p〉V
∫
n˘puiu˘p,idV, (2.59)
the resolved integral kinetic energy of the dispersed phase,
q˘2p =
1
V
1
2
1
〈n˘p〉V
∫
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,idV, (2.60)
and the integral quasi brownian energy,
δq2p =
1
V
1
〈n˘p〉V
∫
n˘pδθ˘pdV (2.61)
can be obtained from the Eulerian conservation eqs. 1.35, 1.46, 1.47 and using the fact
that the simulations are performed in a periodic domain, such that the terms preceding a
spatial derivative vanishes:
∂
∂t
qfp = −qfp
τ tfp
− 1
τp
[
qfp − 2q2f
]
(2.62)
∂
∂t
q˘2p = −
1
τp
[
2q˘2p − qfp
]
− εQB (2.63)
∂
∂t
δq2p = −
1
τp
δq2p + εQB (2.64)
Comparing Eq. 2.63 to the equivalent relation obtained from the Lagrangian Eq. 2.56, a
supplementary dissipation term εQB related to the quasi brownian motion arises.
εQB =
1
V
∫
u˘p,i
∂
∂xj
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉pdV (2.65)
Conservation of the energy balance implies the transfer of the dissipated correlated energy
into the uncorrelated quasi brownian energy.
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One important assumption made in the derivation of the integral properties is that the
particle relaxation time remains constant. In realistic flows this is not true however. As
discussed in the first chapter the particle relaxation time changes with the Reynolds number
of the particle. Since the present study is limited to Stokes drag, the relaxation time is
assumed constant.
The set of differential equations for the integral properties (Eqs.2.62 to 2.64) can not
be solved independently, since for the closure of the equations expressions for εfp and εQB
have to be specified. On the other hand, if solving for εfp and εQB in the ODE system
and measuring the integral properties, the dissipative time scale τ tfp can be measured
and checked to analytical results. A second application for the integral properties is to
check the computational results by evaluating explicitly εfp and εQB during the numerical
computation and to check whether the total behavior of the integral system is consistent.
2.4 Spectrum Analysis
The spectral behavior of an incompressible gas in homogeneous isotropic turbulence is a
classical problem [78]. In a rough sketch, the non-linear terms in the transport equation
ensure a transport from the energetic length scales to the rest of the spectrum. Since dis-
sipation is proportional to the second spatial derative, it is most efficient at small length
scales. Molecular viscosity dissipates therefore kinetic energy in the range of the smallest
length scales. The smallest length scale in a turbulent viscous flow is normally associated
to the Kolmogorov length scale η [57].
In the case of the dispersed phase the picture is somewhat not as clear. In a gas one
can imagine, that the continuous field description of the gaseous molecules is well adapted
due to the high collision frequency. Then from the spectral view-point an energy cascade
from the energetic length scales to the dissipative length scales by the non-linear terms
of the transport equation can be understood. In the dispersed phase without collisions
it is not clear, to what point the continuous formulation can reproduce the behavior of
the dispersed phase and whether such an energy cascade exists. Coupling of the dispersed
phase to the carrier phase by drag force via the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation
suggests however - if the Stokes number is not too large - that the dispersed phase should
admit a behavior similar to the one of the gaseous carrier phase.
The subject of the current section therefore is to introduce the necessary spectral tools to
investigate the behavior of the dispersed-phase kinetic energy and to understand its tem-
poral development in an Eulerian framework. The description is introduced in three steps.
First the spectral transfer in an incompressible fluid is recalled. This is the traditional
technique to investigate the turbulent transfer in incompressible homogeneous isotropic
turbulence. It is then extended to compressible fluids. Transfer terms related to transport
and pressure are treated separately to study the effect of compressibility in the dispersed
phase. Finally the compressible analysis is extended by separating the velocity into a
compressible and an incompressible component. Since those velocities are orthogonal in
spectral space, this allows to construct a compressible and an incompressible spectral en-
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ergy development.
The presented tools are limited to the case of one-way coupling. The influence of the
dispersed phase on the carrier phase spectrum has been investigated by Truesdell [27],
Boivin [9], Squires [101] and others ([105][2]).
Here the notation of Pope [78] is used. Other discussion on spectral development can for
example be found in [44], [8].
The spectral tools presented here are first used in section 2.7.2 for the analysis of the
gaseous carrier phase, dispersed phase and their correlation for the results of the volume-
filtered Lagrangian results. They are then used in section 3.1 to evaluate and interpret the
different models of the QB stress tensor. Finally some aspects are recalled when evoking
the necessary qualities of a LES model for Eulerian-Eulerian two phase flows.
2.4.1 Governing Equations in incompressible analysis
The governing equations consist of the incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations for the car-
rier phase and the transport equations for the dispersed phase.
Temporal and spatial dependence on variables are suppressed if their dependence is not
ambigious. One way coupling is explicitely assumed. For the carrier phase and the dis-
persed phase the viscosity is assumed spatially uniform. The carrier phase equations reduce
in this simple case to the following equations : (The supplementary index for the carrier
phase is again suppressed.)
∂
∂t
ui +
∂
∂xj
uiuj = −1
ρ
∂
∂xi
P + ν
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xk
ui (2.66)
∂
∂xj
uj = 0 (2.67)
Here the incompressibility condition ∂uj/∂xj has been used to write uj∂ui/∂xj as ∂/∂xj(uiuj).
The equivalent for the transport equation with constant number density of the dispersed
phase is:
∂
∂t
u˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
u˘p,iu˘p,j = − 1
n˘p
∂
∂xi
PQB + νQB
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xk
u˘p,i +
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i) (2.68)
∂
∂xj
u˘p,j = 0 (2.69)
The spatial fourier transform of any variable is here defined as:
Fκ {f(x)} = fˆ(κ) = 1
L
∫
f(x)e−iκxdx (2.70)
The fourier transform of the dynamic pressure is defined by:
Pˆ (κ) = Fκ
{
1
ρ
P (x, t)
}
, PˆQB(κ) = Fκ
{
1
n˘p
PQB(x, t)
}
. (2.71)
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Fourier transform of the two transport equations (2.66,2.68) yields :(
∂
∂t
+ νκ2
)
uˆi(κ) = −iκiPˆ (κ)− iκjFκ {ui(x)uj(x)} (2.72)(
∂
∂t
+ νQBκ
2
)
uˆp,i(κ) = −iκiPˆQB(κ)− iκjFκ {up,i(x)up,j(x)} − 1
τp
(uˆp,i − uˆi) (2.73)
These equations contain the Fourier transform of the correlations ui(x)uj(x) (and up,i(x)up,j(x)
respectively). The Fourier transforms of these correlations are:
Fκ {ui(x)uj(x)} = 1
L
∫
uˆi(κ
′)uˆj(κ− κ′)dκ′ (2.74)
Making use of the incompressibility condition
(
∂
∂xj
uj
)
for the carrier phase, the right hand
side of Eq. 2.72 can be isolated by multiplication of Eq. 2.72 with κi. It can be seen that
the pressure then balances the components parallel to κ in the derivative of the convective
term [78]. To shorten notation, it is useful to define the projection operator Pˆij(κ) as:
Pˆij(κ) =
(
δij − κiκj
κ2
)
(2.75)
and the fourier transform of the convection term derivative as:
Gˆk(κ) = Fκ
{
∂
∂xj
uk(x)uj(x)
}
= iκj
1
L
∫
uˆk(κ
′)uˆj(κ− κ′)dκ′ (2.76)
Then the fourier transformed incompressible Navier-Stokes equation can formally be writ-
ten as: (
∂
∂t
+ νκ2
)
uˆi (κ) = −Pˆij(κ)Gˆj(κ) (2.77)
For the following analysis the dispersed phase is considered incompressible like the carrier
phase. Then the pressure term balances the velocity divergence in the momentum equation
and the spectral momentum transport can be expressed in analogy to the carrier phase
momentum Eq. 2.77 with a remaining term related to particle drag:(
∂
∂t
+ νQBκ
2
)
uˆp,i (κ) = −Pˆij(κ)Gˆp,j(κ) + 1
τp
(uˆi(κ)− uˆp,i(κ)) (2.78)
In this equation the term due to dissipation is a model since νQB is assumed constant.
Eqs. 2.77 and 2.78 can then be used to obtain transport equations for the spectral kinetic
energy of the carrier phase:
Ef (κ) =
1
2
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ) (2.79)
the kinetic Energy of the dispersed phase:
Ep(κ) =
1
2
uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) (2.80)
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and the spectral carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation:
Efp(κ) =
1
2
(
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ)
)
(2.81)
The corresponding transport equations for the gaseous and dispersed phase velocity corre-
lation are:(
∂
∂t
+ 2νκ2
)
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ) = −uˆi(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ)− uˆ∗i (κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ) (2.82)
(
∂
∂t
+ 2νQBκ
2
)
uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) = −uˆp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆp,k(−κ)− uˆ∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆp,k(κ) (2.83)
+
1
τp
((
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)uˆp,i(κ)
)
− 2uˆp,i(κ)uˆ∗p,i(κ)
)
Here Gˆp,k is defined in analogy to the carrier phase operator:
Gˆp,k(κ) = Fκ
{
∂
∂xj
u˘p,k(x)u˘p,j(x)
}
= iκj
1
L
∫
uˆp,k(κ
′)uˆp,j(κ− κ′)dκ′ (2.84)
The transport equation for the carrier-dispersed phase correlation is:(
∂
∂t
+ (ν + νQB)κ
2
)(
uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆ
∗
p,i(κ)uˆi(κ)
)
= (2.85)
−uˆp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ)− uˆ∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ)
−uˆi(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆp,k(−κ)− uˆ∗i (κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆp,k(κ)
+
1
τp
(
2uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ)−
(
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)uˆp,i(κ)
))
The different terms of the transport equation are developed separately. They are identified
as:
• the inter-scale transport of the carrier phase:
Tˆf (κ) = −1
2
(
uˆi(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ) + uˆ∗i (κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ)
)
(2.86)
• the dissipation of carrier phase kinetic energy:
Eˆf = νκ2uˆi(κ)uˆ∗i (κ) (2.87)
• the inter-scale transport of the dispersed phase:
Tˆp(κ) = −1
2
(
uˆp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆp,k(−κ) + uˆ∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆp,k(κ)
)
(2.88)
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• the phase exchange (drag) term in the dispersed phase:
Πˆp(κ) =
1
2
1
τp
((
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)uˆp,i(κ)
)
− 2uˆp,i(κ)uˆ∗p,i(κ)
)
(2.89)
• the dissipation of dispersed phase kinetic energy by QB diffusion:
Eˆp = νQBκ2uˆp,i(κ)uˆ∗p,i(κ) (2.90)
• the inter-scale transfer term in the carrier-dispersed phase correlation:
Tˆfp = −1
2
(
uˆp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ) + uˆ∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ)
+uˆi(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆp,k(−κ) + uˆ∗i (κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆp,k(κ)
)
(2.91)
• the term related to drag in the fluid-particle correlation:
Πˆfp =
1
2
1
τp
(
2uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ)−
(
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)uˆp,i(κ)
))
(2.92)
• and the dissipation of fluid-particle correlation:
Eˆfp = (ν + νQB)κ2
(
uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ)
)
(2.93)
This allows to write the equations for the temporal development of the spectra as:
∂
∂t
Ef (κ)− Tˆf (κ) + Eˆf (κ) = 0 (2.94)
∂
∂t
Ep(κ)− Tˆp(κ) + Eˆp(κ)− Πˆp(κ) = 0 (2.95)
∂
∂t
Efp(κ)− Tˆfp(κ) + Eˆfp(κ)− Πˆfp(κ) = 0 (2.96)
In incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence the expression Tˆf (κ) is a transfer term
in the sense that the wave number integral of this quantity is zero.∫
Tˆf (κ)dκ = 0 (2.97)
By analogy the expressions Tˆp(κ) and Tˆp(κ) were also named transfer terms since they
redistribute kinetic energy. However they do not necessarily satisfy the transport condition
in the sence that the wave number integral vanishes.
Dissipative quantities containing Quasi Brownian viscosity νQB are actually models
since in contrary to the carrier phase viscosity ν the dispersed phase viscosity varies in
space with δθ˘p and is therefore not constant.
When the QBE is small or comparable to the correlated particle kinetic energy u˘2p ≥
2/3δθ˘p the situation can be compared to gaseous flows at Mach numbers ≥ 1. Then the
behavior of the dispersed phase can not be considered as incompressible and a compressible
analysis of the dispersed phase becomes necessary. This compressible analysis is presented
in the following section.
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2.4.2 Governing Equations in compressible analysis
Since the gaseous equations can be treated as incompressible (Ma  1) the compress-
ible analysis is limited to the dispersed phase. The primitive transport equations of the
compressible dispersed phase are:
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j = 0 (2.98)
∂
∂t
u˘p,i + u˘p,j
∂
∂xj
u˘p,i = − 1
n˘p
∂
∂xi
PQB + νQB
∂
∂xj
(
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+
∂u˘p,j
∂xi
− 2
3
δij
∂up,k
∂xk
)
(2.99)
+
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i) (2.100)
Fourier transform of Eq. 2.99 is then:
∂
∂t
uˆp,i(κ) = −Fk
{
1
n˘p
∂
∂xi
PQB
}
(2.101)
−νQB
(
κ2uˆp,i(κ) + κj (κiuˆp,j(κ))− 2
3
δijκj (κkuˆp,k(κ))
)
(2.102)
−Fκ
{
up,j(x)
∂
∂xj
up,i(x)
}
− 1
τp
(uˆp,i − uˆi)
For the ease of notation some definitions for transport, pressure and viscous term are
introduced:
• the fourier transform of the transport term is abbreviated by:
Hˆi (κ) = Fκ
{
u˘p,j(x)
∂
∂xj
u˘p,i(x)
}
(2.103)
• The fourier transform of the pressure gradient term is abbreviated by:
Qˆi (κ) = Fκ
{
1
n˘p
∂
∂xi
PQB
}
(2.104)
• The viscous term is abbreviated by †:
Sˆi(κ) = νQB
(
κ2uˆp,i(κ) + κi (κjuˆp,j(κ))− 2
3
δijκj (κkuˆp,k(κ))
)
(2.105)
Then the fourier transformed transport equation is:
∂
∂t
uˆp,i(κ) = −Qˆi(κ)− Hˆi (κ)− Sˆi (κ)− 1
τp
(uˆp,i − uˆi) (2.106)
†This form is only valid when νQB is constant. This is not necessarily true. This formulation is only
chosen for simplicity and is therefore a model and not the exact dissipation due to QBM.
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Note that the difference between Eq. 2.73 and Eq. 2.106 is due to the pressure compensation
of the nonlinear term Hˆk (κ) parallel to κ. The other difference arises from the viscous
operator that takes into account the compressible component of the velocity. The transport
equations for spectral kinetic energy of the dispersed phase and fluid-particle correlation
take therefore a somewhat different form:
∂
∂t
uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) = −uˆp,i(κ)Qˆ∗i (κ)− uˆ∗p,i(κ)Qˆi(κ) (2.107)
− uˆp,i(κ)Hˆ∗i (κ)− uˆ∗p,i(κ)Hˆi(κ)
− uˆp,i(κ)Sˆ∗i (κ)− uˆ∗p,i(κ)Sˆi(κ)
+
1
τp
((
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)uˆp,i(κ)
)
− 2uˆp,i(κ)uˆ∗p,i(κ)
)
(
∂
∂t
+ (ν + νQB)κ
2
)(
uˆp,i(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆ
∗
p,i(κ)uˆi(κ)
)
= (2.108)
−uˆp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ)− uˆ∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ)
−uˆi(κ)Qˆ∗i (κ)− uˆ∗i (κ)Qˆi(κ)
−uˆi(κ)Hˆ∗i (κ)− uˆ∗i (κ)Hˆi(κ)
+
1
τp
(
2uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
i (κ)−
(
uˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)uˆp,i(κ)
))
Since the compressible term in the viscous dissipation of the carrier-phase dispersed-phase
correlation vanishes, the viscous component can be written as in the incompressible case.
Like in the incompressible case the different terms of the transport equation can be isolated.
Spectral interscale transport of the dispersed equation can be divided into the nonlinear
transport contribution due to Hˆi and the dynamic pressure contribution due to iκiPˆQB for
the spectral kinetic energy of the dispersed phase:
Tˆ cp (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆp,i(κ)Hˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆ
∗
p,i(κ)Hˆi(κ)
)
(2.109)
Tˆ pcp (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆp,i(κ)Qˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆ
∗
p,i(κ)Qˆi(κ)
)
(2.110)
and for the case of the spectral fluid-particle correlation :
Tˆ cfp (κ) = −
1
4
(
uˆp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ) + uˆ∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ)
+uˆi(κ)Hˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)Hˆi(κ)
)
(2.111)
Tˆ pcfp (κ) = −
1
4
(
uˆi(κ)Qˆ
∗
i (κ) + uˆ
∗
i (κ)Qˆi(κ)
)
(2.112)
The compressible viscous component is abbreviated by Eˆcp:
Eˆcp =
1
2
(
uˆp,i(κ)Sˆ∗i (κ) + uˆ∗p,i(κ)Sˆi(κ)
)
(2.113)
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The temporal development in compressible analysis of the dispersed phase can then be
written as:
∂
∂t
Ep(κ)− Tˆ cp (κ)− Tˆ pcp (κ) + Eˆcp(κ)− Πˆp(κ) = 0 (2.114)
∂
∂t
Efp(κ)− Tˆ cfp(κ)− Tˆ pcfp(κ) + Eˆfp(κ)− Πˆfp(κ) = 0 (2.115)
2.4.3 Detailed analysis of the incompressible and compressible
behavior
Following the approach of Bertoglio [8][6] one can decompose the mesoscopic particle ve-
locity field into a purely compressible part uˆcp and an incompressible solenoidal part uˆ
s
p. In
spectral space the velocity field can be split using the projection operators introduced by
Kraichnan [51] so that the velocity components can be written as follows:
uˆcp,i =
κiκj
k2
uˆp,j (2.116)
uˆsp,i =
(
δij − κiκj
k2
)
uˆp,j (2.117)
uˆp,i = uˆ
c
p,i + uˆ
s
p,i (2.118)
By construction uˆcp and uˆ
s
p are orthogonal in Fourier space. This allows therefore to de-
compose the particle kinetic energy into a compressible part and an incompressible part :
Ecp(κ) =
1
2
uˆcp,i(κ)uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ) (2.119)
Esp(κ) =
1
2
uˆsp,i(κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ) (2.120)
In the same way one may define a solenoidal carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation.
Esfp(κ) =
1
2
(
uˆsi (κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
s∗
i (κ)uˆ
s
p,i(κ)
)
(2.121)
Since uˆi 6= uˆp,i the compressible component of the dispersed phase velocity is not necessarily
orthogonal to the purely solenoidal carrier phase velocity. This justifies the introduction
of a solenoidal carrier-phase dispersed phase correlation Esfp 6= Efp.
In order to simplify the notation, the projection operator (Eq.2.75) is used to obtain the
solenoidal part of the dispersed phase velocity and a new projection operator Πij
‡ is defined
for the compressible part as :
Πij =
κiκj
κ2
(2.122)
‡The projection operator is defined by Π and the drag force component in the energy transport equation
is defined by Πˆ. Both notations are chosen in accordance to literature.
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(incomp)
fluid particle
dispersed particle
u
c
Figure 2.2: Sketch of the decomposition of the dispersed phase velocity into an incompressible
component following the “fluid” particle (line) and a compressible component (uc,vector) due to
inertia, taking the particle out of the carrier phase vortex.
Compressible kinetic energy
Application of the projection operator Πij to the spectral velocity transport Eq. 2.106 leads
then to a transport equation for the compressible part of the velocity field:
∂
∂t
uˆcp,i(κ) = −ΠijFk
{
1
n˘p
∂
∂xj
PQB
}
− νQB 4
3
κi
(
κjuˆ
c
p,j(κ)
)
(2.123)
−ΠijFκ
{
up,k(x)
∂
∂xk
up,j(x)
}
− 1
τp
(
uˆcp,i
)
Since the carrier phase velocity field is assumed incompressible, the carrier phase velocity
vanishes from the drag force term. The spectral transport Eq.2.123, allows already some
interpretation on the nature of the compressible flow field. There is no coupling of the
compressible flow field via drag force with the carrier phase. QBP, if present, counteracts
the compressible velocity and therefore the only production of compressible velocity is
due to the nonlinear term in the transport equation. Drag force on the other hand only
diminishes the compressible velocity. From the physical viewpoint this is consistent since
one expects a heavy particle (i.e. with a large relaxation time) to be centrifuged out of a
carrier phase vortex leading to compressibility effects in the Eulerian description whereas
a particle with a small relaxation time to follow the carrier phase vortex, here due to the
strong repellent force in the drag force term. This example is sketched in Fig. 2.2.
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Eqn. 2.123 can then be used to construct the transport equation for the compressible
kinetic energy. Here also the definitions of eqns. 2.103,2.104 are used:
∂
∂t
uˆcp,i(κ)uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ) = −uˆcp,i(κ)ΠijQˆ∗j(κ)− uˆc∗p,i(κ)ΠijQˆj(κ) (2.124)
− uˆcp,i(κ)ΠijHˆ∗j (κ)− uˆc∗p,i(κ)ΠijHˆj(κ)
− 24
3
νQB
(
κiuˆ
c∗
p,i
) (
κjuˆ
c
p,j
)
− 2
τp
(
uˆcp,i(κ)uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ)
)
To shorten notation for the spectral energy equation the transport terms are defined as :
TˆΠcp (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆcp,i(κ)ΠijHˆ
∗
j (κ) + uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ)ΠijHˆj(κ)
)
(2.125)
TˆΠpcp (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆcp,i(κ)ΠijQˆ
∗
j(κ) + uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ)ΠijQˆj(κ)
)
(2.126)
The dissipative term due to drag force is abbreviated as :
ΠˆΠcp (κ) = −
1
τp
(
uˆcp,i(κ)uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ)
)
(2.127)
and the dissipative term due to QB viscosity as :
EˆΠcp =
4
3
νQB
(
κiuˆ
c∗
p,i
) (
κjuˆ
c
p,j
)
(2.128)
Using the previous abbreviations one can write the spectral transport equation for the
compressible energy of the dispersed velocity as :
∂
∂t
Ecp (κ)− TˆΠcp (κ)− TˆΠpcp (κ) + EˆΠcp (κ)− ΠˆΠcp (κ) = 0 (2.129)
Since the gaseous carrier phase is considered as incompressible the compressible carrier-
phase dispersed-phase correlation is zero.
Solenoidal kinetic energy
Application of the projection operator Pˆij to the spectral velocity transport Eq. 2.106 leads
then to a transport equation for the incompressible part of the velocity field:
∂
∂t
uˆsp,i(κ) = −PˆijQˆj(κ)− PˆijHˆj(κ)− PˆijSˆj(κ)−
1
τp
(
uˆsp,i − uˆsi
)
(2.130)
Eqn. 2.130 can then be used to construct the transport equation for the incompressible
kinetic energy.
∂
∂t
uˆsp,i(κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ) = −uˆsp,i(κ)PˆijQˆ∗j(κ)− uˆs∗p,i(κ)PˆijQˆj(κ) (2.131)
− uˆsp,i(κ)PˆijHˆ∗j (κ)− uˆs∗p,i(κ)PˆijHˆj(κ) (2.132)
− uˆsp,i(κ)PˆijSˆ∗j (κ)− uˆs∗p,i(κ)PˆijSˆj(κ)
− 1
τp
(
2uˆsp,i(κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ)− uˆsp,i(κ)uˆs∗i (κ)− uˆs∗p,i(κ)uˆsi (κ)
)
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To shorten notation for the spectral energy equation the transport terms are defined as :
TˆPcp (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆsp,i(κ)PˆijHˆ∗j (κ) + uˆs∗p,i(κ)PˆijHˆj(κ)
)
(2.133)
TˆPpcp (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆsp,i(κ)PˆijQˆ∗j(κ) + uˆs∗p,i(κ)PˆijQˆj(κ)
)
(2.134)
The dissipative term due to drag force is abbreviated as :
ΠˆPcp (κ) = −
1
2τp
(
uˆsp,i(κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ)− uˆsp,i(κ)uˆs∗i (κ)− uˆs∗p,i(κ)uˆsi (κ)
)
(2.135)
and the dissipative term due to QB viscosity as :
EˆPcp = uˆsp,i(κ)PˆijSˆ∗j (κ) + uˆs∗p,i(κ)PˆijSˆj(κ) (2.136)
Using the previous abbreviations one can write the spectral transport equation for the
incompressible energy of the dispersed velocity as :
∂
∂t
Esp (κ)− TˆPcp (κ)− TˆPpcp (κ) + EˆPcp (κ)− ΠˆPcp (κ) = 0 (2.137)
This evolution equation differs from the incompressible treatment in Eq. 2.94 by the sepa-
rate treatment of transport and pressure effect. Here it is not explicitly assumed, that the
flow field is divergence free but the solenoidal components of the velocity field are used.
Hence the Esp differs from the total kinetic energy by the compressible component.
§
Application of projection procedure as before to the dispersed phase spectral velocity
equation and multiplication with the carrier phase velocity allows to construct together
with the equivalent gaseous equation the solenoidal spectral transport equation of carrier
phase- dispersed phase correlation.(
∂
∂t
+ (ν + νQB)κ
2
)(
uˆsp,i(κ)uˆ
s∗
i (κ) + uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ)uˆ
s
i (κ)
)
= (2.138)
−uˆsp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ)− uˆs∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ)
−uˆsi (κ)PˆikQˆ∗k(κ)− uˆs∗i (κ)PˆikQˆk(κ)
−uˆsi (κ)PˆikHˆ∗k(κ)− uˆs∗i (κ)PˆikHˆk(κ)
+
1
τp
(
2uˆsi (κ)uˆ
s∗
i (κ)−
(
uˆsi (κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
s∗
i (κ)uˆ
s
p,i(κ)
))
The following notations are introduced for the transport equations of solenoidal carrier
phase dispersed phase correlation :
TˆPcfp (κ) = −
1
4
(
uˆsp,i(κ)Pˆik(−κ)Gˆk(−κ) + uˆs∗p,i(κ)Pˆik(κ)Gˆk(κ) (2.139)
+uˆsi (κ)Pˆik(−κ)Hˆ∗k(κ) + uˆ∗si (κ)Pˆik(κ)Hˆk(κ)
)
§The superscript s at the carrier phase velocity is not necessary, since the carrier phase is considered
incompressible. The notation is kept for clarity only.
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TˆPpcfp (κ) = −
1
4
(
uˆsi (κ)Pˆik(−κ)Qˆ∗k(κ) + uˆs∗i (κ)Pˆik(κ)Qˆk(κ)
)
(2.140)
EˆPfp(κ) = (ν + νQB)κ2
(
uˆsp,i(κ)uˆ
s∗
i (κ) + uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ)uˆ
s
i (κ)
)
(2.141)
ΠˆPfp(κ) =
1
τp
(
2uˆsi (κ)uˆ
s∗
i (κ)−
(
uˆsi (κ)uˆ
s∗
p,i(κ) + uˆ
s∗
i (κ)uˆ
s
p,i(κ)
))
(2.142)
This yields the following transport equation for the carrier phase dispersed phase correla-
tion.
∂
∂t
Esfp(κ)− TˆPcfp (κ)− TˆPpcfp (κ) + EˆPfp(κ)− ΠˆPfp(κ) = 0 (2.143)
2.4.4 Three dimensional spectra functions
The spectral energies Ef (κ), Ep(κ), Efp(κ) and their corresponding transport terms de-
pend on the three dimensional wave vector κ. Since the turbulent flow investigated in this
work is considered isotropic, one can remove the directional information retaining only the
wave number. This is done by integration of the three dimensional spectral energies over
an iso-wave number surface to obtain the three dimensional spectra functions depending
on the scalar wave number only.
Eφ(κ) =
∫∫∫
Eφ(κ)δ(κ− |κ|)dκ (2.144)
Three dimensional spectra functions and transfer terms are used later in this chapter to
analyze a volume filtered Lagrangian solution. In the following chapters this tool will as
well be used to analyze the Eulerian simulations with different stress tensor models. Finally
the spectral tools and results are used to discuss the implications for a future LES model.
2.5 Particle dispersion in turbulence
The uncorrelated molecular movement in a gas tends to render the molecular concentrations
of species more uniform. From the viewpoint of a continous field this process is described
by what is called molecular diffusion and associated to the Eulerian transport equations.
Passing to discrete particles (or fluid particles) the fact that two particles, that are initially
very close, gain in distance with time due to the (turbulent) motion is called (turbulent)
dispersion.
The definition of dispersion is however not unique. Tchen [12] associates particle dispersion
with probability function:
... the probability for a particle, which at the instant t0 started from the region
(y0, y0 + dy0) to arrive in the region (y, y + dy) at the instant t.
Other authors associate with dispersion the coefficient that quantifies the dispersive trans-
port like the diffusion coefficient quantifies the diffusive transport.
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Turbulent dispersion is driven by the turbulent (correlated) motion of the particles.
Assuming drag force as only coupling mechanism, the dispersion coefficient can be related
to the integral properties of the carrier phase turbulence and the particle relaxation time [].
When particles are subject to supplementary gravity field, particles tend to cross the carrier
phase turbulence with a certain settling velocity given by the gravity constant and the par-
ticle relaxation time. If the characteristic time for crossing an eddy is significantly shorter
than the equivalent integral turbulent time scale, the “effective Stokes number” of the
particle concerning dispersion is governed by the time-scale of gravitational settling [119].
This phenomena is known as the crossing trajectory effect.
2.5.1 Lagrangian measurement of particle dispersion coefficient
Particle dispersion is usually measured in Lagrangian simulations by tracking individual
particle path and calculating the variance of the relative displacement [102]:
〈
X2p (t)
〉
=
1
N
N∑
j=1
[Xp,j(t)−Xp,j(t0)]2 . (2.145)
The particle dispersion can be related to the time derivate of this quantity (see [67])
DLp (t) =
1
2
d
dt
〈
X2p (t)
〉
(2.146)
Using the definition of the Lagrangian particle velocity the particle dispersion coefficient
can be related to the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation [102] (see also eq.2.14).
2.5.2 Eulerian measurement of particle dispersion coefficient
In Eulerian simulations one does not have access to individual particle paths. Particle dis-
persion can still be measured by a semi-empirical method (see Lavie´ville [52], Deutsch [22],
Simonin [] and Monin [67]): Supposing that the simulation is being carried out with col-
ored particles, a transport equation is written for the fraction of colored particles to total
particles (c˜ = n˜c
n˜p
). This transport equation is similar to the transport equation for particle
number density (Eq. 1.35):
∂
∂t
c˜n˜p +
∂
∂xi
c˜n˜pu˜p,i =
∂
∂xi
c˜n˜p
(
u˜p,i − u˜cp,i
)
(2.147)
Here, u˜cp,i is the mesoscopic velocity of colored particles. Since only the velocity of the total
particle number density is resolved, a supplementary term arises on the rhs of Eq.(2.147).
This term takes into account the slip velocity between colored particles and the mesoscopic
velocity of the particle ensemble. Comparing to the Navier-Stokes equations, this term is
the equivalent of molecular diffusion in a species equation. Since the slip velocity can only
arise from uncorrelated movement of the particles, this term can be modeled as a diffusion
related to the quasi Brownian motion.
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If the ensemble-averaged mean number density fraction of colored particles 〈n˜p〉 C =
〈n˜pc˜〉, (c˜ = C + c′) is uniformly stratified in the k-direction and fluctuations are assumed
periodic with respect to the computational domain, the fluctuating number density of
colored particles c′n˜p can be extracted from the total colored number density and one
obtains a transport equation for the fluctuations of colored particle concentration:
∂
∂t
c′n˜p +
∂
∂xi
c′n˜pu˜p,i = −n˜pu˜p,k ∂
∂xk
C + ∂
∂xi
c˜n˜p(u˜p,i − u˜cp,i) (2.148)
Averaging the colored number density equation (Eq. (2.147)) one obtains a Reynolds av-
eraged type transport equation:
∂
∂t
〈n˜p〉 C + ∂
∂xi
〈n˜p〉 C 〈u˜p,i〉p = −
∂
∂xi
〈n˜pc′up,i〉+ ∂
∂xi
〈
c˜n˜p
(
u˜p,i − u˜cp,i
)〉
(2.149)
Eq.2.148 has been written neglecting the quasi Brownian motion term. Particle dispersion
can be measured making a gradient assumption: (〈c′n˜pu˜p,k〉 = 〈n˜p〉Dtp,k ∂∂xkC). A semi-
empirical dispersion coefficient is defined by:
Dtp,k =
〈n˜pc′up,k〉
〈n˜p〉 ∂∂xkC
(2.150)
This dispersion coefficient compares to the Lagrangian dispersion coefficient (2.146) in the
long time limit of stationary turbulence. Nevertheless simulations neglecting the quasi
Brownian motion should underestimate the Lagrangian dispersion.
As pointed out by Lavie´ville [52] following an argument of Batchelor [7] of Eq. 2.150 in
the case of a pure diffusion equation, the semi-empirical Eulerian Dispersion coefficient is
equivalent to the Lagrangian expression (Eq. 2.146).
2.5.3 Measurement of particle dispersion in a gravity field
In the presence of gravity particles are subject to a constant force field. If gravity is
balanced by particle drag, particles have attained the so called terminal velocity. The
terminal velocity vt in the case of negligble mean carrier velocity is
vt = gτp (2.151)
where g = 9.806 is the gravity constant and τp is the particle relaxation time. Then
Eq. 2.147 has to be modified such as to take into acount the terminal velocity.
∂
∂t
c˜n˜p +
∂
∂xi
c˜n˜p (u˜p,i + vtδi,g) =
∂
∂xi
c˜n˜p
(
u˜p,i − u˜cp,i
)
(2.152)
Since the terminal velocity is constant it the divergence part associated to the terminal
velocity is zero. Therefore Eq. 2.152 can be used to write the analogous of Eq. 2.148.
∂
∂t
c′n˜p +
∂
∂xi
c′n˜pu˜p,i = −n˜pu˜p,k ∂
∂xk
C − vtδk,g ∂
∂xk
n˜pc
′ +
∂
∂xi
c˜n˜p(u˜p,i − u˜cp,i) (2.153)
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Therefore gravity adds an intrinsic forcing term to the dispersion equation. Whereas in the
absence of gravity the dispersion equation is independent on the value of the mean forcing
gradient ∂
∂xk
C, the forcing gradient needs to be significantly larger then the terminal velocity
in order to suppress spurious forcing due to gravity.
2.6 Test cases for dynamics of particles in turbulence
A generic test case for the dynamics of a coupled carrier-phase dispersed phase system is
particles in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Such model flows can be classified in three
categories:
1. Decreasing homogeneous turbulence: This reflects the natural behavior of the Navier-
Stokes equations and no artificial forcing terms are needed. This test case has however
the drawback of being statistically unsteady and therefore particle relaxation times
need to be chosen carefully, so that the decreasing behavior of the carrier phase
turbulence does not alter the behavior of the points of interest. The advantage of
this setup is, that it can be compared to experiments of spatially decreasing grid
turbulence. This approach has been used together with Lagrangian particle tracking
to determine particle dynamics and particle dispersion [102][27].
2. Forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence: In this setup the most energetic length
scales are forced in spectral space [48]. This setup is well suited to study temporally
independent quantities, since the turbulence is statistically stationary. This approach
has been extensively used to study particles in turbulent flows [32][52][22]
3. Kinematic Simulation (KS): This approach is sometimes called artificial (or cheap)
turbulence, since it only provides a divergence free flow field with the spectral kinetic
energy characteristic of the Navier-Stokes equations [33]. The advantage of this
approximation is its low numerical cost. Its biggest drawback is, that the flow field
does not satisfy the complete Navier-Stokes equations. As pointed out by Maxey [61]
triple correlations vanish and there is no representation of the energy transfer from
large scales to dissipative small scales. Furthermore it lacks the temporal advection
of small scale turbulent motion by large eddies.
2.6.1 Previous work on the behavior of particles in forced tur-
bulence
Particle behavior in forced homogeneous turbulence was studied among others by Squires [103],
Deutsch [22], Lavie´ville [52] and Fe´vrier [32]. These studies were made using Lagrangian
particle tracking with different particle concentrations and using LES for the carrier phase.
These studies revealed some aspects of turbulence seen by the particles, segregation and
the existence of an uncorrelated component in the dispersed phase kinetic energy called
Quasi Brownian Motion.
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Quasi Brownian Energy
The division of the particle kinetic energy into a correlated, mesoscopic kinetic energy q˘2p
and an uncorrelated Quasi Brownian energy δθ˘p was first introduced by Simonin [92] and
Fe´vrier [32]. Fe´vrier observed in his simulations of forced turbulence a relation between
the correlated kinetic energy of the dispersed phase q˘2p, the carrier phase kinetic energy at
the particle location q2f@p, and the total kinetic energy of the particles q
2
p.
q˘2p
q2f@p
=
(
q2p
q2f@p
)3/2
(2.154)
Fe´vrier used this relation to obtain an expression for the uncorrelated particle kinetic
energy using the conservation of total kinetic energy (q˘2p = q
2
p − δq2p).
δq2p
q2f@p
=
q2p
q2f@p
−
(
q2p
q2f@p
)3/2
(2.155)
Deutsch [23][22] extended the theory of Tchen-Hinze, that relates the particle kinetic energy
q2p to the carrier phase dispersed phase correlation qfp and the carrier phase dispersed
phase correlation to the carrier phase kinetic energy q2f . qfp and q
2
f are linked using the
the characteristic time scales of the carrier phase and the particle relaxation time.
2q2p = qfp = 2q
2
f@p
T f@pL
T f@pL + τp
(2.156)
Here a Stokes number is defined as the ratio of the particle relaxation time to the carrier
phase integral length scale seen by the particle St = τp/T
f@p
L [32]. Together with the
Eq. 2.156, this allows to express the relations of Fe´vrier (eqs. 2.154 and 2.155) as a function
of the Stokes number.
q˘2p = q
2
f@p
(
1
1 + St
)3/2
(2.157)
δq2p = q
2
f@p
((
1
1 + St
)
−
(
1
1 + St
)3/2)
(2.158)
In Fig. 2.3 the Quasi Brownian Energy divided by the correlated kinetic energy is given
as a function of the inverse of the Stokes number. The symbols correspond to results of
the Lagrangian computation at different Reynolds numbers of the carrier flow and the
continuous line corresponds to the correlation given by P. Fe´vrier:
δq2p
q˘2p
=
√
1 + St− 1 (2.159)
This shows, that the uncorrelated energy of the dispersed phase can be related to the Stokes
number. It shows further more, that at a Stokes number of ≈ 3 the uncorrelated part of
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Figure 2.3: Dependence of the Quasi Brownian Energy on the Stokes number (P. Fe´vrier [32])
Figure 2.4: Correlated and uncorrelated particle kinetic energy as a function of the inverse of
the Stokes number in forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence (P.Fe´vrier [32]).
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the dispersed phase kinetic energy is of the same magnitude than the correlated kinetic
energy in forced stationary turbulence. Fig. 2.4 shows the correlated and uncorrelated
particle kinetic energy with respect to the carrier phase kinetic energy as a function of
the inverse of the Stokes number in forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence (taken from
P.Fe´vrier [32]). This shows, that the dispersed phase kinetic energy can be divided into an
uncorrelated and a correlated kinetic energy. The uncorrelated contribution of the kinetic
energy becomes increasingly important with increasing Stokes number.
2.7 Simulation test case of decaying Homogeneous
Isotropic Turbulence (HIT)
Here the approach of decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence is chosen. The initial flow
field has been obtained by first initializing the velocity field with a divergence free random
field, so that the associated kinetic energy E(k) respects a Passot-Pouquet spectrum [72]:
E(k) =
16
3
√
2
pi
u′2
ke
(
k
ke
)4
exp
−2{ k
ke
}2 (2.160)
Then, in order to obtain a flow field, that is solution of the Navier-Stokes equations the
initial field is computed for some eddy turn over times and the integral properties of the
turbulence are measured. Carrier phase turbulence can be qualified by several integral
properties ([14],[5],[57]). Among such values are:
• Reynolds number based on a characteristic length scale of the turbulence (Re),
• viscosity (ν),
• integral length scale (l),
• turbulent rms velocity (u′),
• eddy turn over time (Tu),
• dissipation length scale (η).
The integral properties of the carrier phase turbulence are necessary to qualify and quantify
the dynamics of the particles in it. The temporal behavior of the kinetic energy for
the test cases HIT1 and HIT2 is shown in fig. 2.6. The kinetic energy of the carrier phase
decays following the ODE system of Eqs. 2.50,2.51. In the case of HIT1 the carrier phase
kinetic energy values are given for the computation with the NTMIX (6th order compact
scheme) and AVBP (here 2nd order central scheme). It shows, that the code AVBP has a
sufficient numerical accuracy for the carrier phase. A different way to check the dissipation
of the numerical scheme compared to the dissipation of the viscous model is to compare
the measured dissipation to the temporal derivative of the kinetic energy. This is shown
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HIT 1 HIT 2
DNS DNS
Rel
(
= u
′l
ν
)
13.6 70.9
ν 0.005 0.0005
l 0.855 0.647
Lf11 0.945 0.726
Lf22 0.754 0.597
Lf33 0.865 0.618
u′ 0.0789 0.0548
ε 0.00104 0.00022
Tu(= l/u
′) 10.91 11.8
τ+(= u′2/2ε) 2.99 6.83
η(= (ν3/ε)1/4) 0.104 0.0274
τη(= ν
1/2ε−1/2) 2.19 1.506
Reference values:
Reacc
(
=
crefLref
νref
)
200 2005.8
Lref 0.001 0.001
cref 347.0 347.0
Tref 2.8818e-6 2.8818e-6
Computational box
(non-dimensional)
Lx, Ly, Lz 2pi 2pi
643 : δx 0.098 —–
1283 : δx 0.049 0.049
1923 : δx 0.033 0.033
643 : δt 0.0480 —–
1283 : δt 0.0239 0.0239
1923 : δt 0.0137 0.0137
Table 2.1: Properties of two different initial carrier phase turbulence test cases. All values
are non-dimensional and given with three significant digits. In the top box measured values
are given, the second boxe gives the deduced quantities, the third box gives information on the
values used to convert to non-dimensional properties and the bottom box gives information on
the computational domain.
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Figure 2.5: Spectrum of the carrier phase kinetic energy of HIT 1 (Re = 13.6,line) and HIT 2
(Re = 70.9,dashed line) in Kolmogorov scaling at the time particles are injected.
in fig. 2.7. In both cases, HIT1 and HIT2, the temporal derivative of the carrier phase
dissipation corresponds to the measured dissipation of the code. Oscillation of the carrier
phase derivative occurs, since kinetic energy is measured at every time step.
In Fig. 2.8 the temporal development of the length scales of the carrier phase are shown.
Since the box of the computation is of size 2pi there are roughly six integral length scales
in the computational box.
2.7.1 Dispersed phase properties
The dynamics of particles in homogeneous isotropic turbulence depends on the particle
relaxation time τp (when only Stokes drag is considered). Stokes numbers for the different
test cases are given in table 2.2.
The dynamics depends of course on the initial conditions. Several approaches exist to
initialize particle positions and particle velocities:
1. Dispersed phase velocity equals carrier phase velocity: If the relaxation time
is small compared to the characteristic time scales of the carrier phase, the particles
have a velocity field close to the carrier phase velocity field. In this case it is physical
to initialize the dispersed phase velocity field with the gaseous velocity field and to
initialize the quasi brownian energy field with a value close to zero. The QBE field
can not be initialized with zero since shear viscosity and QBE flux coefficients are
directly linear in QBE.
2. Dispersed phase velocity equals zero: If relaxation times are large compared
to the characteristic time scales of the carrier phase, there is much more QBE than
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Figure 2.6: Decay of the carrier phase kinetic energy for HIT1 is shown in the left graph.
The Symbols indicate the carrier phase energy from the NTMIX code used for the Lagrangian
reference computation. The decay of kinetic energy for the case HIT2 is shown in the right graph.
kinetic energy in the mesoscopic particle velocity field. In this case it might be more
physical to initialize the dispersed phase velocity field with zero and to initialize the
quasi brownian energy field with some fraction of the gaseous kinetic energy.
3. Dispersed phase velocity is partially correlated to the carrier velocity: In
the intermediate case, which is the most physical approach, a solution is to initialize
the dispersed phase velocity field with a fraction of the carrier phase velocity the
quasi brownian energy field with the complement of the carrier phase kinetic energy.
2.7.2 Results of Lagrangian Simulations
In this section the results of the Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations of J. Helie are presented,
post-processed and discussed. This is done here by two means:
First the integral properties of the carrier phase, dispersed phase and their correlation are
discussed. This corresponds to an application of the quantities introduced in section 2.3.
The second analysis of the Lagrangian simulation concerns the temporal evolution of the
one dimensional spectra. This is discussed and implications for the modeling of a stress
tensor are shown.
Whereas the integral properties of the Lagrangian simulation are obtained from the discrete
particles, for the second analysis continuous fields of the correlated velocity, number density
and Quasi Brownian Energy are necessary to perform the spectral analysis. The continuous
fields are obtained by a volume filtering approach using different kernels for the filter [43].
This corresponds to the approach presented in section 1.4. The continuous fields however
are then interpreted as if they were obtained by ensemble average. Volume averaging
and ensemble averaging do not necessarily result in the same continuous fields [24]. Here
however it is assumed, that if a large number of particles are used, the volume averaged
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Test case τp Stτ+ (HIT 1) StTu (HIT 1) Stτ+ (HIT 2) StTu (HIT 2)
A 0.00287 0.00096 0.000263 0.00042 0.000243
B 0.00574 0.00192 0.000526 0.00084 0.000486
C 0.0115 0.00385 0.00105 0.00168 0.000975
D 0.023 0.00769 0.00211 0.00337 0.00195
E 0.046 0.0154 0.00422 0.00673 0.0039
F 0.092 0.0308 0.00843 0.0135 0.0078
G 0.184 0.0615 0.0169 0.0269 0.0156
H 0.367 0.123 0.0336 0.0537 0.0311
I 0.735 0.246 0.0674 0.108 0.0622
J 1.469 0.491 0.135 0.215 0.124
K 2.938 0.983 0.269 0.43 0.249
L 5.498 1.84 0.504 0.805 0.466
CJ 4.687 1.57 0.430 0.686 0.397
M 0.4485 0.15 0.0411 0.0657 0.038
N 0.538 0.18 0.0493 0.0788 0.0456
V 0.445 0.149 0.0408 0.0651 0.0377
W 0.450 0.151 0.0412 0.0659 0.0381
Z 0.459 0.154 0.0420 0.0672 0.0389
BS 1 5.88 1.97 0.539 0.861 0.498
BS 2 8.61 2.88 0.789 1.26 0.730
BS 3 11.8 3.95 1.08 1.73 1.0
BS 4 23.5 7.86 2.15 3.44 1.99
Table 2.2: The table describes dispersed phase properties of the different test cases. Lagrangian
simulations were performed with the parameters (HIT 1,CJ) and (HIT 1,H). The other test cases
are computed in the Eulerian simulation only.
Lagrangian results are comparable to the ensemble averaged results. Simulations with a
different number of particles per computational cell (5, 10, 20, 40) were performed by J.
Helie to investigate the effect of sampling on the continuous fields. By using 40 particles
per cell, the error in the fields can be evaluated to be lower then 5% using different type
of filter Kernels.
The carrier phase reference solution was produced with NTMIX, a cartesian finite difference
code with a sixth order compact scheme [53]. This ensures low dispersion/diffusion errors
for the carrier phase reference solution and allows to check the precision of the code AVBP
used for the Eulerian-Eulerian computations.
Properties of the Lagrangian Simulation
In this simulation the carrier phase parameters are given by HIT1 in table 2.1 and the
dispersed phase characteristics correspond to case CJ in table 2.2. The Reynolds number
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Figure 2.9: Spectral development of the carrier phase kinetic energy, dispersed phase kinetic
energy and the dispersed-phase carrier phase correlation in the Lagrangian Simulation (HIT
1,CJ).
was chosen to be small (Re = 13.6), so that no subgrid models are needed for the carrier
phase and a true “DNS” could be performed. At such low Reynolds numbers the viscous
effects are very important. Therefore the usual assumption of separation of scales, made
at high Reynolds numbers, is not realistic. This initial flow field is obtained as described
in section 2.7.1. In Fig. 2.4 the correlated and uncorrelated kinetic energy of the dispersed
phase in forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence is shown. The Lagrangian simulation of
J. Helie (HIT1,CJ) can be placed according to Stokes number close to unity in the center
of the graph. Here large segregation effects and effects due to uncorrelated particle motion
are expected.
Eulerian simulations with a larger range of Stokes numbers are presented in the following
chapter.
Integral properties of the Lagrangian Simulation
The dispersed phase is initialized according to the procedure described in section 2.7.1:
Particles are randomly distributed in the computational domain, so that initially a homo-
geneous distribution of particle number density is achieved. The individual particle velocity
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is set to the carrier phase velocity at the location of the particle. This implies, that the
Quasi Brownian Motion is initially zero. Fig. 2.9 shows the spectral development of the
integral properties of the Eulerian-Lagrangian simulation. The carrier phase energy decays
due to molecular viscosity (continuous line with circles). The carrier-phase dispersed-phase
correlation follows closely the carrier phase energy (dot-dashed line with triangles). Due to
particle inertia the dispersed phase energy (dashed line with squares) decays more slowly
than the carrier phase energy or the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation. The uncor-
related particle kinetic energy (QBE) (line with diamonds) is initially zero. This is due to
the initialization, where the particle velocity is initially equal to the gaseous velocity and
therefore entirely correlated. The time evolution behavior of the Quasi Brownian energy
can be interpreted as follows: Due to its inertia the particle velocity becomes slightly un-
correlated from the gaseous velocity. After about one carrier phase turn over time (≈ 4
non-dimensional time units) some particles have been ejected from the vortices. If such
particles from different vortices meet, their velocity is at best partially correlated. This
leads to the production of Quasi Brownian Energy in such regions. At large scales dispersed
phase velocity diminishes due to drag force, since the carrier phase velocity is effectively
decreased by molecular viscosity. Since particle inertia is proportional to its velocity, the
production of Quasi Brownian Motion decreases with the decreasing correlated particle
velocity. Quasi Brownian Motion decreases as well due to drag with the carrier phase and
consequently so does Quasi Brownian Energy.
Autocorrelation Functions
In this part the instantaneous Eulerian quantities of the Lagrangian simulation at the non-
dimensional time t = 10.8 are used to calculate the different autocorrelation functions. The
Eulerian properties of the dispersed phase (number density, “mesoscopic velocity”¶) are
obtained by volume filtering. The normal and parallel components of the autocorrelation
functions are shown in Fig. 2.10. The usual autocorrelation functions of the carrier phase
are given in the upper left graph (f ,g). Due to the periodicity of the computational domain
and the insufficient sampling, the autocorrelation function f does not exactly tend to zero
and the autocorrelation function g does not have a negative loop. The autocorrelation
functions of the gaseous velocity pondered by the particle presence (“correlation of the gas
velocity seen by the particles” f ff , gff ) are significantly steeper at the origin than the
purely gaseous autocorrelation functions. This shows the influence of the strongly varying
number density field. Autocorrelation functions of the mesoscopic dispersed phase velocity
(fpp,gpp) are given in the lower left graph and the autocorrelation functions of the carrier-
phase dispersed-phase correlation (f fp,gfp) in the lower right graph. They both show a
behavior similar to the velocity autocorrelation function of the carrier phase pondered by
the particle presence.
The autocorrelation function g˘pp(r) associated to the droplet number density field is
shown in Fig. 2.11. At the origin this correlation function drops very rapidly to zero
¶Volume filtered quantities are not necessarily equal to ensemble averaged quantities. This hypothesis
is however made at this point in order to post-process and analyze the continuous quantities.
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Figure 2.10: Autocorrelation functions of the Lagrangian Simulation from volume filtered dis-
persed phase quantities (t=10.8, HIT 1, CJ).
indicating a strongly varying particle number density field. Unfortunately the gradient of
this correlation function is too steep at the origin to evaluate numerically a meaningful
length scale λn˘p . Qualitatively this length scale is however significantly smaller than the
corresponding Taylor micro-scale of the carrier phase velocity field.
One dimensional spectra
One dimensional spectra as obtained from the fourier transform of the autocorrelation
functions are shown in Fig. 2.12. The one dimensional spectra of the carrier phase show
the classical behavior of turbulence at low Reynolds numbers. The one dimensional spectra
of the dispersed phase show also a decay but a non-negligible remaining contribution at
small scales. It is also interesting to notice that the longitudinal component of the one
dimensional fluid-particle and fluid-seen spectra disappear at rather small wave numbers
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Figure 2.11: number density autocorrelation functions g˘pp(r) of the Lagrangian Simulation from
volume filtered dispersed phase quantities (t=10.8, HIT 1, CJ).
whereas the transversal component persists down to small scales with consequent contri-
bution. The difference between the one dimensional spectra of the carrier phase and the
carrier phase seen by the particles consists in the conditioning on the number density of
the particles. The rapid decay of the longitudinal component reflects therefore the de-
correlation due to number density in the direction of the mesoscopic velocity.
The one-dimensional spectrum of the number density autocorrelation N˘pp (Fig. 2.13) de-
cays similar to the one dimensional dispersed phase energy spectrum and admits significant
variations at small scales. It has some similarities to the temperature spectrum of turbulent
flows with a high Prandtl number. When the diffusion coefficient of temperature is small
compared to viscosity, the temperature spectrum follows the turbulent energy spectrum
down to the Kolomogov scale. Whereas all kinetic energy is dissipated beyond this scale,
the temperature spectrum diverges from the kinetic energy spectrum and small scale tem-
perature fluctuations persist down to the length scale where thermal diffusion dissipates
temperature fluctuations. In the case of the number density, the fluctuations decrease
with the mesoscopic kinetic energy spectrum. At length scales where particle inertia dom-
inates since the particle relaxation time is comparable or larger than the associated time
scale, number density and velocity fluctuations persist since drag force is not an efficient
dissipative mechanism at such scales.
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Figure 2.12: One dimensional spectra of the Lagrangian Simulation from volume filtered dis-
persed phase quantities (t=10.8, HIT 1, CJ).
Three dimensional energy spectra
Here the properties introduced in section 2.4.1 are discussed. They are obtained from the
instantaneous carrier phase properties at (t(non − dim) = 10.8) and volume filtering the
discrete particle properties as explained above.
In Fig. 2.14 the different energy spectra are compared. The carrier phase energy Ef (lines
with +) shows the behavior of a low Reynolds turbulence with a small inertial range
and the rapidly decreasing viscous tail (to be compared to the −5/3 Kolmogorov decay).
As pointed out by Moin et al. [66] it is difficult to obtain a spectrum with a developed
inertial range in decaying turbulence. Forced turbulence produces better spectra. The
carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation ( dot-dashed line with downward triangle) fol-
lows closely the carrier phase kinetic energy up to a wave number of about 12. At smaller
length scales the two phases are completely uncorrelated. Correlation between the two
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Figure 2.13: number density spectrum N˘pp(r) of the Lagrangian Simulation from volume filtered
dispersed phase quantities (t=10.8, HIT 1, CJ).
phases is maintained by drag force. If the characteristic time from the small scales is
small compared to the particle relaxation time, drag force is ineffective in coupling the
two phases. This effect can be quantified by comparing the length scale λp = τpvp = 0.28
to the length scale from the spectrum, where carrier phase and dispersed phase become
uncorrelated (here l = pi/k = 0.26).
The behavior of the correlated particle kinetic energy (dashed line with standing triangles)
is somehow different to the carrier phase spectrum. At large scales (up to a non-dimensional
wave number of approximately 7) the correlated particle kinetic energy follows the spectra
of the carrier flow. At such large scales the particle relaxation time is small and the dis-
persed structures can follow the carrier phase. At small scales the particle kinetic energy
is larger than the carrier phase kinetic energy. Since the mean Quasi Brownian viscosity as
from the model in eq. 1.42 is smaller than the gaseous viscosity (ν = 0.005 νQB = 0.0019)
one expects a freely developing spectrum to decrease more slowly like the correlated dis-
persed phase kinetic energy does. Since the dispersed-phase is however coupled to the
carrier phase by drag one could expect the dispersed phase energy spectrum to drop faster.
An interesting detail in the dispersed phase spectrum is also, that the energy increases
slightly at very small scales. Even if this may partially be due to the volume filtering
method this tendency is true for the last 6 wave numbers. This is significantly larger than
the volume filter. One possibility is, that this is an artifact introduced by the temporally
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Figure 2.14: Spectra of the carrier phase, dispersed phase and carrier-phase dispersed-phase
correlation from the Lagrangian Simulation (t=10.8,HIT 1, CJ).
decreasing turbulence. If the carrier phase energy decreases more rapidly than the cor-
related dispersed phase kinetic energy, due to viscosity and coupling is effective at large
scales, this might be a “left over” from the particle velocity initialization. The dispersed
phase kinetic energy at initialization should then be larger or equal to the dispersed phase
kinetic energy at the time t = 10.8. In Fig. 2.15 the initial correlated particle kinetic
energy is compared to its value at t=10.8. One clearly sees that the correlated energy
at small scales is initially smaller than at time t=10.8. Therefore there must exist some
kind of transport mechanism to transfer correlated energy to the small scales of the dis-
persed phase. One possible way to analyze this, is to consider the temporal evolution of
the Eulerian spectrum as introduced in section 2.4. In order to choose the appropriate
representation (compressible/incompressible formulation) the kinetic energy spectra are
analyzed concerning the compressibility of the velocity field.
Compressible and Incompressible kinetic Energy
As discussed in section 2.4.3 the spectral kinetic energies can be decomposed into an in-
compressible and a compressible part. Fig. 2.16 shows the different components. The
carrier phase kinetic energies are given by continuous lines. The incompressible part is
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Figure 2.15: Spectra of the carrier phase, dispersed phase and carrier-phase dispersed-phase
correlation from the Lagrangian Simulation (t=10.8, HIT 1, CJ).
marked by a circle and the compressible part is marked by a +. Since the compressible
kinetic energy of the carrier phase is always at least two orders of magnitude smaller than
its incompressible counterpart, the lines of the incompressible and total kinetic energy of
the carrier phase superpose on the log-log plot. Therefore an incompressible analysis con-
cerning the temporal evolution of the spectra should be adequate.
The correlated dispersed phase kinetic energies are given by dashed lines, the incompress-
ible part is marked with a circle and the compressible part with a +. In contrary to the
carrier phase the dispersed phase compressible kinetic energy is only significantly smaller at
the large scales. At small scales the compressible kinetic energy is comparable to the incom-
pressible kinetic energy. In two-dimensional numerical simulations of supersonic turbulence
(Passot & Pouquet [72]) similar behavior is reported: kinetic energy related to vorticity
dominates the large scales, whereas compressible kinetic energy dominates the small scales.
The transient Mach number level for such a behavior is estimated by Ma ≈ 0.3 [72]. Moin
et al. [65] observed similar spectra in three dimensional simulations of compressible turbu-
lence with a fluctuating Mach number of Ma = 0.4.
In analogy to gaseous computations one may define a turbulent dispersed phase Mach
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Figure 2.16: Spectra of the incompressible and compressible kinetic Energies from the La-
grangian Simulation (HIT 1, CJ).
number:
Map =
u˘′p√
δθ˘p
(2.161)
that compares the correlated fluctuating velocity to the uncorrelated fluctuating velocity.
Then the ratio of the correlated kinetic energy to the uncorrelated kinetic energy gives
the square of this Mach number. Fig. 2.9 then shows, that the dispersed phase can be
considered as “supersonic”. In gaseous supersonic flows a non-neglecting part of the dissi-
pation is due to the formation of shocks. The dispersed phase can however not directly be
interpreted as a supersonic flow: if the Stokes number is sufficiently small, the influence of
drag force goes down below the Kolmogorov length scale and the dispersed phase spectrum
will follow the carrier phase spectrum.
Due to the behavior of the dispersed phase a compressible treatment seems to be most
adequate.
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Figure 2.17: Spectral transfer terms for the carrier phase of the Eulerian-Lagrangian Simulation
(HIT 1, CJ).
Temporal evolution of the carrier phase spectrum
Here the spectral transfer of energy in the carrier phase is discussed. This is a classical
tool in incompressible analysis (Pope [78],Andre [3]). Fig. 2.17 shows the spectral transfer
terms for the carrier phase. The continuous line shows the transfer of kinetic energy by Tf
from the energy containing part of the spectrum to the small scale dissipative part of the
spectrum. The dashed line shows the dissipative term Ef . Since the simulated turbulence
acts at small Reynolds numbers, the transfer part and the dissipative part of the spectrum
are not separated but overlap. The graph is scaled by the square of the wave number to
emphasize the small scales.
Temporal evolution of the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation
The upper graph in Fig. 2.18 shows the different terms of the temporal evolution of the
carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation in compressible analysis. The continuous line
shows the transfer term Tˆ cfp. Compared to the incompressible transfer term in the carrier
phase equation the transfer persists to small scales. The transfer term related to pressure
Tˆ pcfp is given by a short dashed line with squares and mostly negative. It therefore dissipates
correlation. The term related to gaseous and Quasi Brownian viscosity Eˆcfp given by the
dashed lines with circles dissipates correlation in the same range as the gaseous dissipative
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Figure 2.18: The upper graph shows the compressible analysis of the spectrum evolution of the
carrier phase - dispersed phase correlation spectrum of the test case (HIT 1, CJ) . whereas the
lower graph shows the compressible analysis of the spectrum evolution for dispersed phase in the
same case.
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term. The term related to drag force Πˆfp (interrupted line with triangles) dissipates also
correlation at the large energy containing scales, where the particle relaxation time is small
or comparable to the characteristic time scale. This is consistent with the fact, that the
carrier phase kinetic energy is slightly larger at those scales than the half of the carrier-
phase dispersed phase correlation. As in the case of the gaseous plot, small scales are
emphasized by scaling with the square of the wave number.
Temporal evolution of the dispersed phase mesoscopic kinetic energy
The temporal evolution of the dispersed phase mesoscopic kinetic energy spectrum is given
in the lower graph of Fig. 2.18. The transfer term Tˆ cp is shown by the continuous line.
As the transfer term in the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation it persists down to
the small scales. The transport term related to Quasi Brownian Pressure Tˆ pcp compensates
partially the transport term, but dissipates more at small scales. The dissipative term
related to Quasi Brownian viscosity Eˆcp is less dissipative at large or medium scales but
very dissipative at small scales due to the relatively flat spectrum. The term related to
drag force Πˆp dissipates energy at the large and small scales, but less at medium scales.
Since the mesoscopic particle kinetic energy is larger than the fluid particle correlation
throughout the spectrum this is a consistent behavior. If the sum of the different transfer
terms is made, one obtains a very dissipative behavior at small scales for the dispersed
phase kinetic energy. This is not consistent with the observation made previously, that
the spectrum increases with time at small scales. This puts into question the spectral
balance Eqn. 2.114 made on the basis pressure-viscosity assumption for the unresolved
stresses (eqn. 1.39): The spectrum graph (Fig. 2.15)) and the graph showing the transport
of the spectral kinetic energy (Fig. 2.18) show, that the behavior of the dispersed phase
differs at small scales from the behavior of the carrier phase. Since the transport analysis
in the Fig. 2.18 can not explain the balance of mesoscopic kinetic energy at small scales,
a somehow different mechanism must be present. The expression related to transport
and drag force arise directly from first principles. The terms related to QBP and Quasi
Brownian viscosity are models that are expected to mimic the unresolved fluxes related
to the stress tensor 〈δup,iδup,j〉p. Apparently those unresolved fluxes play a role in the
existence of small scale mesoscopic velocity. Fig. 2.15 suggests that there is a mechanism
that feeds small scale mesoscopic energy and the unresolved fluxes are not necessarily well
represented by a dissipative mechanism.
Temporal evolution of the compressible part of the dispersed phase spectrum
Here the Lagrangian results are discussed concerning the compressible part of the velocity
field. The different terms of the compressible energy evolution are presented in Fig. 2.19.
The transfer term TˆΠcp is represented by the continuous line. It shows a the feeding of
compressible energy over a wide range of length scales. The transfer term related to QBP
TˆΠpcp , shown by the dashed line with squares, has a more dissipative role concerning the
compressible velocity field, especially at small scales. The dissipative term related to QB
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Figure 2.19: Spectral transfer terms for the compressible part of the dispersed phase of the
Eulerian-Lagrangian Simulation (HIT 1, CJ).
viscosity EˆΠcp is given by the dashed line with circles. As in the case of the analysis of
the total kinetic energy it is important at the very small scales. The transfer term related
to drag ΠˆΠcp is shown by the interrupted line with triangles. As previously discussed, it
is entirely negative. It is interesting to notice its importance at small scales. All terms,
except the transfer term related to the square of the velocities, are mostly of dissipative
character. This confirms the previous analysis. As in the case of the total kinetic energy,
the sum of the transfer terms has a mostly dissipative character, especially at small scales,
which is in contradiction to the observed spectrum.
Temporal evolution of the solenoidal part of the carrier phase dispersed phase
correlation
The upper graph of Fig. 2.20 shows the components of the temporal evolution equations of
the solenoidal component of the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation. The transport
component TˆPcfp dominates this evolution equation. In the transport of the total correlation
(compressible + incompressible) contribution, there was some more production of fluid
particle correlation at small scales. The other components of the evolution equation have
a form comparable to the components in the evolution equation of the total carrier phase
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Figure 2.20: The upper graph shows the compressible analysis of the spectrum evolution of
the carrier phase - dispersed phase solenoidal correlation spectrum of the test case (HIT 1, CJ).
whereas the lower graph shows the compressible analysis of the spectrum evolution for solenoidal
dispersed phase kinetic energy in the same case.
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dispersed phase correlation.
Temporal evolution of the solenoidal part of the dispersed phase spectrum
The lower graph of Fig. 2.20 shows the components of the temporal evolution equations of
the solenoidal component of the solenoidal dispersed phase kinetic energy. The transport
component TˆPcp differs significantly from the total evolution equation since the compressible
component is absent. This is also the case for the dissipation by the drag force component
ΠˆPcp . The pressure contribution Tˆ
Ppc
p is small, since it acts essentially on the compressible
component of the flow.
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Chapter 3
Eulerian-Eulerian Prediction of
dispersed phase properties
In this chapter the Eulerian-Eulerian system, described in the first chapter, is solved for the
test case of decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence, described in the second chapter.
The Stokes number is varied from the case of tracer particles to inertial particles. A detailed
comparison of the Eulerian and Lagrangian computation for two different Stokes numbers
is given in the fourth chapter.
The main interest of this chapter is the modeling of the Quasi-Brownian stress tensor
n˘〈δup,iδup,j〉. Modeling for the stress tensor has been introduced in the first chapter without
a detailed analysis of the underlying physical phenomena. Here certain aspects of the stress
tensor are investigated and different models are proposed. The range of application in terms
of Stokes number for the different models is discussed and finally the models are tested. For
inertial particles compressibility effects become important (see section 9) and difficulties
with numerical solution of the number density field require an increase in spatial resolution
and/or filtering of the number density field. Therefore a filtered density approach with a
modified pressure is proposed for the case of inertial particles and tested.
Preliminary work of this chapter was performed during the Summer Program at the
Center of Turbulence Research in Stanford, Ca. The work was preliminary in the sense
that the stress tensor was modeled by an excessive pressure term. In this work the Eulerian
predictions were compared to the Experimental measurements of Snyder and Lumley [97]
and the Lagrangian simulations of Elghobashi and Truesdell [27]. Results were published
in the corresponding proceedings [49].
The concept of Quasi Brownian Motion (QBM) and Quasi Brownian Stress was taken
from Simonin [92] and Fe´vrier [32]. For some part of the modeling of the QBM stress tensor
results from Lagrangian simulations in forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence were used.
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Figure 3.1: Different model approaches for QBE stress 〈δup,iδup,j〉p illustrating computational
complexity and physical content of the model.
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3.1 Modeling approaches for the Quasi-Brownian Stress
tensor
In this section different models of the QB stress tensor are introduced and evaluated with
respect to the range of application.
In section 1.3.3, Eq. 1.39 a pressure-viscosity model was proposed for the QB stress tensor
〈δup,iδup,j〉p. It was first used in chapter 2 in order to introduce the different tools for the
diagnostics in the Eulerian-Eulerian framework such as energy spectra. Then, application
to the volume filtered Lagrangian results has shown the mechanisms, that should be re-
produced in an Eulerian model. Therefore it is interesting to investigate the stress tensor
and the underlying physical phenomena more precesisely.
The results of the Lagrangian computations of P. Fe´vrier give an idea of the importance
of the stress tensor with respect to the Stokes number. In Fig. 2.3 the QBE divided by the
correlated kinetic energy is given as a function of the inverse of the Stokes number. Since
in the QB stress tensor the magnitude of the off-diagonal elements is always smaller or
equal than the trace, QBE can be considered as an indicator of the importance of the QB
stress tensor. The two extreme limits of very small and very large Stokes numbers show
completely different behavior :
• In the case of very small Stokes numbers (St 1, right side of Fig. 2.3) the particle
relaxation time is very small compared to the characteristic time scales of the carrier
phase and the particles follow almost completely the carrier phase velocity. One
application is the experimental measurement of the velocity flow field by PIV (Particle
Image Velocimetry) or LDA (Laser Doppler Anemometry). Recalling the definitions
of δup,i and taking into account, that the particle velocities of all particles are almost
totally aligned with the carrier phase velocities, the residual velocities tend to zero
in this case and the effect of the stress tensor becomes negligible. It is drag force is
dominant in this range of Stokes numbers.
• In the case of large Stokes numbers (St 1, left side of Fig. 2.3) particles have their
individual trajectory and are less influenced by the carrier phase velocity field. In
this case the elements of the stress tensor are non-negligible. The bigger the Stokes
number is, the larger the diagonal components of the stress tensor. Indeed, with
increasing Stokes number, each particle follows less the carrier phase (fluid) particle
trajectory. Drag force remains a certain large scale driving force, but is less important
compared to the case of tracer particles.
In the intermediate range, drag force is as important as the QB stress tensor.
The different models proposed in this section are summarized in table 3.1 and motivated
here. A detailed discussion of the different models is found in the following sections ( 3.1.1
to 3.1.6).
Modeling of the stress tensor is approached from the limit where particles can be con-
sidered as tracers. Then, according to Eq. 2.159 the stress tensor is only a small correction
in the momentum equation. If the correction is very small the stress tensor can be omitted.
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Here this is refered to as the No Model (NM) approach. One example can be given by the
Eulerian computation of Druzhini and Elghobashi [25][26]. This approach is presented in
section 3.1.1.
Most simple models are therefore close to the Euler equations for a gas: Only the
diagonal terms are modeled by pressure terms. When QBE is fixed and uniform in space
like temperature in a gas, the QBP varies only with the number density distribution. This
can be compared to the isothermal Euler equations in which temperature is fixed. This
approach is called here Homogeneous Pressure Model (HPM) and explained in section 3.1.2.
A different model, taking into account spatial variations of QBE, can be expressed
making an isentropic assumption relating the variation of QBE to the number density. If
only the diagonal stresses are considered, the stress tensor can be modeled by a pressure
assumption. This approach is named here Isentropic Pressure Model (IPM). It is explained
in section 3.1.3.
More complex models are close to the Navier Stokes equations in a gas. The diagonal
terms are modeled by a pressure model and the non diagonal terms are modeled making a
viscosity assumption like the Boussinesque assumption.
An extension of the IPM to a Viscous Isentropic Pressure Model (VIPM), in which the
diagonal stresses are modeled by a pressure assumption and the non diagonal terms by
viscosity model, is possible. If the Boussinesque assumption is used, a viscosity coefficient
is necessary. The physical motivation for such a QB viscosity is detailed in section 3.1.4.
The Viscous Pressure Model (VPM) used in Eq. 1.39 was proposed in section 1.3.3 by
analogy to gaz-particle flow. It uses a transport equation for the QBE. Diagonal stresses
are modeled by a pressure model and non-diagonal stresses by a viscous assumption as
in the VIPM model. The transport equation for QBE and the modeling assumptions are
detailed in section 3.1.5.
A different approach is to solve explicitly a transport equation for the QB stresses.
In this case triple correlations need to be modeled. The computational procedure can be
compared to Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations that use transport equations for
the Reynolds stresses. This model is called the Transport Equation Model (TEM) and
detailed in section 3.1.6.
A qualification of the different models concerning physics is sketched in Fig. 3.1 in
terms of model complexity and the physical content. The computational effort is closely
related to the model complexity. The models HPM,IPM and VIPM are purely algebraic
concerning the QBE. The VPM model requires a transport equation for QBE and the
TEM model requires 6 additional transport equations for the diagonal and non-diagonal
stresses.
The models presented here are compared at several instances to the Navier Stokes
equations by showing the parallels in the systems of the equations. It has to be kept in
mind however, that the equations for the subsonic flow of a gas and the equations of the
dispersed phase differ by two important physical properties: collisions and drag force.
Collisions ensure an efficient redistribution of momentum. This mechanism is absent
in the case of inertial particles, if collisions are not considered. In the case of a subsonic
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Figure 3.2: Carrier phase kinetic energy q2f and correlated dispersed phase kinetic energy q˘
2
p
from the numerical simulation (HIT1,H) as a function of time. The crosses give the correlated
dispersed phase kinetic energy from the ODE system with the same particle relaxation time
and carrier phase kinetic energy. (Eq. 2.63) The necessary dissipation term was extracted from
the Eulerian computation. The left graph shows the temporal development in the case, where
particles have initially zero velocity, the right graph shows the case, where particles have initially
a velocity identical to the carrier phase velocity at the particle location.
gas, the redistribution of momentum ensures, that the diagonal elements of the stress
tensor are almost isotropic and that a Gaussian distribution of molecular velocity is a good
approximation. The non-diagonal elements can be interpreted as the deviation from the
Gaussian velocity distribution in a gas [37]. In the case of inertial particles however, the
velocity distribution is a priori not known and can be different to a Gaussian distribution.
Drag force couples the dispersed phase strongly to the carrier phase at length scales
that are such that the particles can respond to the carrier phase. In a very simple picture
of a vortex the eddy turn over time Tu = l/u
′ given approx. by its characteristic length
scale l and its velocity u′ can be compared to the relaxation time τp. Therefore particles
may follow the structures of large vortices in a turbulence. Depending on Stokes number
the particle relaxation time may be too large for the particles too respond however to the
small scale vortices.
3.1.1 No model approach (NM) :
This approach assumes that the QBM stress can be neglected:
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = 0 (3.1)
In this case the set of equations for the dispersed phase reduces to:
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,i = 0 (3.2)
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Figure 3.3: Particle segregation without a stress tensor model (NM). The numerical simulation
fails for the case (HIT, I) after the non-dimensional time t= 10.36 due to the appearance of
difficulties in the number density transport equation.
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j =
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i) (3.3)
The no model approach should be valid in the case of very small Stokes numbers.
The limits of this case in the Eulerian formulation are explored here and compared to the
ODE model for the integral properties presented in section 2.3.2.
The left graph of Fig. 3.2 shows the temporal development of the carrier phase kinetic
energy q2f , the correlated dispersed phase kinetic energy q˘
2
p, and the correlated kinetic
energy as obtained from the ODE system in section 2.3.2, Eq. 2.60 for the test case HIT1,H.
In this simulation particles are initially at rest (initialisation 2, section 2.7.1). As predicted
by the ODE system, particle kinetic energy releases very quickly to the carrier phase
kinetic energy. Recalling the ODE system presented in chapter two (Eqs.2.62-2.64) the
fluid-particle correlation first increases due to its relaxation towards the carrier phase
kinetic energy. Correlated particle kinetic energy then follows the fluid particle correlation
and increases. Since the carrier phase turbulence decreases, at one point fluid particle
correlation equals twice the carrier phase kinetic energy and the developement is inverted.
Coupling to the carrier phase is not any more a driving force but dissipates fluid particle
correlation. The same mechanism leads to a decrease in correlated particle kinetic energy
once the correlated particle kinetic energy equals half the fluid particle correlation. Then
drag force dissipates particle kinetic energy. The right hand graph in Fig. 3.2 shows the
temporal development, if particles have initially the same velocity as the carrier phase
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(initialisation 1, section 2.7.1) Here the particle kinetic energy is slightly larger than the
carrier phase kinetic energy due to particle inertia. The drag force acts therefore as a
dissipative term in the particle momentum equation. The effect of drag force is the only
dissipative mechanism, since the stress tensor is neglected.
If the Stokes number based on the timescale τ+ exceeds 0.1, the numerical computation
fails since inertia effects lead to strong preferential concentrations with sharp gradients of
number density. This causes dispersion in the numerical scheme used to perform the
computation and makes the simulation fail.
One method to characterize segregation effects is by the value of the autocorrelation
function g00. This value is given as a function of time for the test case HIT1 with different
particle relaxation times in Fig. 3.3. Up to a Stokes number (based on the dissipative
time scale τ+) of 0.123, particle seggregation increases first and then becomes steady. This
behavior is proper to simulations with decreasing turbulence. Particles are swept out of the
regions of high vorticity into the regions of high shear. As the turbulence decreases particles
stay in the regions of high shear. Therefore the particle number density shows the history
of the carrier phase turbulence. In the case of forced turbulence the total kinetic energy of
the carrier phase is statistically stationary. Particles are swept out of the regions of high
vorticity but as the carrier phase turbulence is forced with changing modes new vortices
arrive in the regions of high particle number density and redistribute the number density.
Therefore values for segregation of decreasing turbulence can not directly be transmitted
to the case of forced turbulence.
3.1.2 Homogeneous pressure model (HPM) :
As mentioned in the introduction, the HPM only takes into account the local variations of
the number density and assumes a spatially uniform QBE. Off-diagonal terms of the stress
tensor are assumed in equilibrium. In the case of a homogeneous QBE, it is necessary to
have a physical value for this quantity as it is necessary in the case of isothermal Euler
simulations to provide a value for temperature.
Using the results of the simulations of P. Fe´vrier, the average QBE can be estimated
from the knowledge of the correlated kinetic energy by the relation given by the following
equation ( see section 2.6.1 ).
δq2p = ηQB q˘
2
p (3.4)
Here ηQB is the proportionality factor between the uncorrelated and the correlated kinetic
energy. This correlation factor can be estimated by two means [92]:
1. The first model has proposed by P. Fe´vrier [32] and is based on the analysis of Tchen-
Hinze [23] [22]. Following the argument of Fe´vrier, two inertial particles, that are
located at the same point, have a priori two different trajectory histories. Therefore
their velocities are, a priori, not completely correlated. The Lagrangian rms velocity
of the uncorrelated motion can be estimated by :
δu′p = u
′
√
TL
τp + TL
(3.5)
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Figure 3.4: QBE obtained from the equilibrium formula (Eq.3.8) for the different Stokes numbers
in the simulation HIT1. As a comparison for the order of magnitude, the correlated particle kinetic
energy with a Stokes number corresponding to test case D is also given. Note the log scale for
the energy.
The time those two particles dispose to correlate their velocity is the time they spend
in the location, where they are subject to the same carrier phase velocity field. Fe´vrier
estimates this time by:
Ts ≈
√
TLτp + T 2L. (3.6)
This characteristic time Ts, where the two particles “see” the same velocity field can
be compared to the relaxation time of the particle. This leads to another type of
Stokes number, that characterizes the uncorrelated part of the particle motion and
leads to an expression for the proportionality factor ηQB. For the Lagrangian time
scale Fe´vrier chose the integral Lagrangian time of the particle following the particle
trajectory :
ηQB =
√
τp
T f@pL
1 +
√
T f@pL
τp
=
√
StT f@pL
1 +
√
1
St
T
f@p
L
(3.7)
The Stokes number of the integral Lagrangian carrier phase time scale is defined as
StT f@pL
= τp/T
f@p
L .
2. This approach is directly based on calculated values of the mesoscopic kinetic energy
q˘2p, the carrier phase kinetic energy “seen” by the particle q
2
f@p and the fluid particle
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correlation qfp.
ηQB =
4q2f@pq˘
2
p
q2fp
− 1 (3.8)
The knowledge of the global instantaneous QB energy δq2p (Eq. 2.61) can then be used to
give the local QB energy δθ˘p (Eq. 1.40) with the hypothesis of a uniform δθ˘p. Then the
QB pressure can be written in the following form:
PQB =
2
3
n˘pηQB q˘
2
p (3.9)
This leads to a pressure modeling of the QB stress term:
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij (3.10)
In the case of the HPM, the equations that need to be solved for the dispersed phase are:
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,i = 0 (3.11)
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j = − ∂
∂xi
PQB +
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i) (3.12)
This “isothermal” approximation takes into account the variations of the number density
field. In contrary to an isothermal Euler approximation of the Navier Stokes equations,
the QBE is not assumed constant in time since it depends on the evolution of the resolved
dispersed phase kinetic energy.
The temporal development of the QBE δq2p obtained by the equilibrium formulae (Eq. 3.8)
is shown in Fig. 3.4 using a linear-log plot. Simulations run with this model, show that
at Stokes numbers about Stτ+ ≈ 0.15, particle segregation effects become again important
and the computations fail.
This model was used during the Summer Program 2002 at CTR,Stanford,CA to com-
pare Eulerian-Eulerian computations of decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence to
Eulerian-Lagrangian computations of Elghobashi and Truesdell [27] and the correspond-
ing experimental measurements of Snyder and Lumley [97]. In order to avoid difficulties
related to segregation effects, the QBE was assumed to be proportional to several times
the correlated kinetic energy of the dispersed phase. This unphysical correction of QBP
made the numerical simulation possible by making them “subsonic” and thus limiting
compressibility effects. Results are published in the corresponding proceedings [49].
3.1.3 Isentropic pressure model (IPM):
The homogeneous distribution of QBE used in the HPM approach is not very physical.
As can be observed in compressible gaseous flow, compression leads to an increase in
temperature. This physical phenomena can be translated to the behavior of the dispersed
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Figure 3.5: Conditional average of QB energy on the number density in the Lagrangian com-
putation at different times (HIT 1,CJ).
phase, where isentropic compression leads to an increase of QBE in regions of high particle
number density. This increase of QBE due to compression can be found in Lagrangian
computations of particle laden flow in critical Stokes number regime. In the case of small
Stokes numbers, drag force is a strong repelling mechanism and strongly diminuishes the
compressible component of the correlated velocity (Eq. 2.123) and compressibility effects
are weak. To take into acount an increase in QB energy due to compression, it is usefull
to to come back to the mechanism, that can be understood using the Chapman-Enskog
expansion. Making some simplifications, it can be shown that QBE should be proportional
to n2/3: Consider the conservation equations for particle number density :
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j = 0 (3.13)
and a shortened version of the transport equation for QBE :
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘j,pδθ˘p = −2
3
n˘pδθ˘p
∂u˘p,j
∂xj
(3.14)
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where effects due to particle drag, shear production and diffusion are neglected. This trans-
port equation can also be obtained by the lowest order expression in the Chapman-Enskog
expansion with a supplementary solvability condition on the higher order contributions to
QB energy ∗. Multiplication of Eq. 3.13 by −2
3
n˘−5/3p δθ˘p and summing with the product of
Eq. 3.14 with n˘−5/3p yields:
∂
∂t
n˘−2/3p δθ˘p + u˘p,j
∂
∂xj
n˘−2/3p δθ˘p = 0 (3.15)
or, using continuity:
∂
∂t
n˘p
(
n˘−2/3p δθ˘p
)
+
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘j,p
(
n˘−2/3p δθ˘p
)
= 0 (3.16)
Therefore, under the assumptions, that the contributions of diffusion, shear production
and dissipation by drag are negligible, the product n˜−2/3p δθ˘p is a conserved quantity. In
other words one can estimate local QBE by:
δθ˘p = An
2/3
p (3.17)
This model can be a posteriori tested by the Lagrangian simulation. The correlation
between particle number density and QBE is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The dotted line shows
the theoretical assumption δθ˘p = An
2/3
p and the other lines show the dependence of δθ˘p on
the particle number density n˘p at different times.
This leads to an equation of state for the quasi brownian pressure (QBP) :
PQB =
2
3
n˘5/3p 〈n˘p〉−2/3ηQB q˘2p (3.18)
As in the case of the homogeneous pressure model approach, the QB stress tensor is then
defined as:
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij (3.19)
QBP takes into account the spatially non uniform distribution of QB energy. In the IPM
the final equations that need to be solved for the dispersed phase with the isentropic
pressure model are:
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,i = 0 (3.20)
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j = − ∂
∂xi
PQB +
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i) (3.21)
Simulation for a wide range of Stokes numbers were attempted. As in the case of the HPM,
simulations failed for Stokes numbers larger than ≈ 0.15, again due to difficulties in the
resolution of the number density field.
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Figure 3.6: kinetic contribution to viscosity in a gas: illustration with a Couette Flow
3.1.4 Viscous Isentropic Pressure model (VIPM) :
In the IPM local variations of QBE are taken into account. The next step is to consider
the off-diagonal components of the stress tensor. For these terms, a simple algebraic model
compatible with the isentropic approximation, is the the Boussinesque assumption. This
requires the introduction of a viscosity for the dispersed phase. This in explained in two
steps. First the construction of a viscosity for a gas is briefly sketched. This is then used
to construct an equivalent viscosity for the dispersed phase.
In the case of a gas viscous effects have two origins [93]:
1. Kinetic contribution [13]: In a dilute gas, the mean free path of the molecule λ is
proportional to the product of molecular velocity v and the inter-collision time τc
(λ = vτc), the average time between two collisions of the same molecule τc. The
rate of exchange of momentum in the ensemble averaged velocity field depends for
mono-atomic gases essentially on the peculiar velocity and the penetration depth
given by the mean free path length (∝ λv). Therefore the kinematic viscosity should
be proportional to the product of the mean free path length and the peculiar velocity.
This is equivalent to say that kinematic viscosity is roughly proportional to the inter-
collision time and the square of the molecular velocity:
ν ∝ λcv = τcv2 (3.22)
The kinetic contribution depends therefore on the collision frequency, since the col-
lision frequency influences the mean free path length.
∗see Chapmann and Cowling [13], par 7.14 p 116 or Dellar [21]
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The kinetic contribution to viscosity can be illustrated with a Couette flow (Fig.3.6).
Here it is assumed, that the molecules in the upper layer have a mean velocity U1
and the molecules in the lower layer have a velocity U2. Due to the penetration of
molecules from the upper layer to the lower layer of about one free path length in one
inter-collision time, the initially steep gradient between the two ensemble averaged
velocities is smoothened out.
2. Collisional contribution: The collision contribution to the kinematic viscosity of a
gas becomes important, if the molecular number density (or pressure) is so large
that the molecular “diameter” becomes comparable to the free path length. Then
inter-molecular collisions efficiently redistribute molecular velocity and the ensemble
averaged velocity is altered. This mechanism is different from the viscosity in most
liquids. In most liquids viscosity decreases with temperature. This is due to the
inter-molecular forces, that are non-negligible.
The contributions to total viscosity in a gas is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. In contrary to the gas
phase, the particles in the dispersed phase do not have a “free flight” since they undergo
a constant force †. Nevertheless the particle relaxation time can be used together with
the particle velocity to establish a length scale, that corresponds to an inertia dominated
trajectory length of the particle. This length scale is λ = vpτp. Even in the absence of col-
lisions the momentum contribution of the particle changes the ensemble averaged velocity
field and increases the uncorrelated part of the particle kinetic energy. This motivates the
modeling of the non-diagonal terms of the QB stress tensor by a viscosity assumption. As
in the case of the gas, the kinetic QB viscosity is then proportional to the particle trajec-
tory length dominated by inertia and the particle velocity. It is the uncorrelated part of
the particle kinetic energy that causes a change in the ensemble averaged velocity field. It
can be estimated by δu =
√
δθ˘p. This leads to a QB viscosity of the form :
νQB ≈ 1
3
τpδθ˘p (3.23)
Using the picture of the “Couette Flow” (Fig. 3.6) for the dispersed phase, the demonstra-
tion of Grad [37] for the viscosity of a gas can be transposed to the dispersed phase to obtain
the expression for viscosity given in Eq. 3.23. Grad takes the second order moment trans-
port equations for a gas. The equivalent equation for the dispersed phase is developed in
appendix A.1. Then it is assumed, that the transverse velocities are zero (u˘p,2 = u˘p,3 = 0),
that temporal and the other spatial gradients vanish (∂f/∂t = ∂f/∂x1 = ∂f/∂x3 = 0),
and that the flux of QBE is negligible (〈δup,iδup,jδup,k〉p = 0). Under those assumptions
the second order transport equation reduces to the following equation:
n˘p〈δup,1δup,2〉p ∂
∂x2
u˘p,1 + n˘p〈δup,2δup,2〉p ∂
∂x2
u˘p,1 +
2n˘p
τp
〈δu1δu2〉p = 0 (3.24)
† This depends largely on the interaction force between the molecules. If the interaction force is short
ranged (that is it drops rapidly with increasing inter-molecular distance, Leonard Jones Potential etc.)
molecules undergo an almost free flight.
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Figure 3.7: Sketch of the origin of viscosity in a gas as a function of molecular number density.
At large inter-collision times the kinetic contribution to the viscosity dominates. At small inter-
collision times the collision contribution dominates.
If the diagonal stresses are much larger than the off-diagonal stresses (〈δup,2δup,2〉p 
|〈δup,1δup,2〉p|) and the diagonal stress is approximated by one third of the trace of the
tensor (〈δup,2δup,2〉p ≈ 2/3δθ˘p) and the off diagonal stress can be approximated by the
following expression.
〈δup,1δup,2〉p ≈ 1
3
τpδθ˘p
∂
∂x2
u˘p,1 (3.25)
This reveals the QB viscosity coefficient as the proportionality coefficient between the off-
diagonal stress and the mesoscopic velocity gradient.
As Grad pointed out, this is only a demonstrative motivation that lacks mathematical
correctness, since a production of QBE by “shear stress” leads to a flux of QBE.
Quasi Brownian viscosity in the Isentropic approximation
Since the local value of the QBE δθ˘p is not known, here the isentropic approximation (Eq. 3.17)
is used to estimate the local value of the QBE.
νQB ≈ 1
3
τp
n˘2/3p
〈n˘p〉2/3 δq
2
p (3.26)
The dynamic QB viscosity is then µQB = n˘pνQB and can be used to write the stress tensor
model with QBP for the diagonal terms of the QB stress tensor and a viscous assumption
for the non-diagonal parts QB stress tensor.
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Figure 3.8: QB viscosity obtained by Eq. 3.23 estimating δθ˘p using the equilibrium formula
(Eq.3.8) for different Stokes number in the test case HIT1. For reference, the carrier phase
viscosity is given as a continuous line.
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij − µQB
(
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
+
∂u˘p,j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂u˘k,p
∂xk
δij
)
(3.27)
The equations required to describe the dispersed phase behavior in the VIPM are :
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,i = 0 (3.28)
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j = − ∂
∂xi
PQB +
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,ij (3.29)
+
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i)
where τ˘p,ij is the viscous part of the QB stress tensor as defined by Eq. 1.48. The qualitative
order of influence of the viscous components of the QB stress tensor can be estimated by
evaluating the temporal development of the QB viscosity and comparing it to the carrier
phase viscosity. This is done in Fig. 3.8. The magnitude of QB viscosity increases with
the Stokes number but remains several orders of magnitude smaller than the carrier phase
viscosity. Therefore the QB dissipation stays significantly smaller than the dissipation in
the carrier phase.
3.1.5 Viscous Pressure Model : (VPM)
A different method to take into account local variations of the QBE is to explicitly use
the corresponding transport equation. The transport equation for QBE is obtained by
taking the trace of the transport equations for the double correlations (appendix A.1).
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This approach was presented in section 1.
The knowledge of the local values of QBE allows then to define the QBP and QB viscosity:
PQB =
2
3
n˘pδθ˘p (3.30)
µQB =
1
3
n˘pτpδθ˘p (3.31)
The transport equations that need to be solved for the dispersed phase in the case of the
VPM model are:
∂
∂t
n˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,i = 0 (3.32)
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j = − ∂
∂xi
PQB +
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,ij (3.33)
+
1
τp
(ui − u˘p,i)
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,jδθ˘p = −2 n˘p
τp
δθ˘p − [PQBδij − τ˘p,ij] ∂u˘p,i
∂xj
(3.34)
+
∂
∂xj
n˘pk˘QB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p
In the transport equation for QBE the triple correlation is modeled by a diffusion assump-
tion using the diffusion coefficient k˘QB. It is modeled by analogy to the diffusion coefficient
used in the transport equation for the fluctuating particle motion in the two-fluid formu-
lation (see Eq. 1.45).
Initialisation of QBE
One difficulty associated to the VPM model is the initialization of QBE. If particles are
initially at rest or have velocities equal to the carrier phase at the particle location, QBM
is physically absent. In the transport equation 3.34 all production mechanism for QBE
are proportional to QBE. In the case of production of QBE by the viscous elements of the
stress tensor, viscosity is proportional to QBE and thus production by shear is impossible
with zero QBE. The production of QBE by compression relies as well on the existence of
QBE, since it is result of the product of QBE with the divergence of the mesoscopic flow
field.
Here this difficulty was circumvented by initializing the QBE field with a value higher than
the value given by equilibrium formula (Eq.3.8). In this case dissipation by drag force
should decrease the amount of QBE rapidly to its production/dissipation equilibrium.
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Figure 3.9: The values of 〈δθ˘p〉 obtained by the simulation in the VPM model compared to the
values of δq2p as obtained from the equilibrium formula (Eq. 3.8) for different Stokes numbers in
the test case HIT1.
QBE using the transport equation
The values of QBE can quantitatively be compared to the values obtained from the equilib-
rium formula. This is shown in Fig. 3.9. The prediction of QBE by the transport equation
of QBE predicts values far lower than the values obtained by the equilibrium formula. This
may have several origins other than the production model for QBE. One possible origin is
that the length scales of the dispersed phase are significantly smaller than the length scales
of the carrier phase and that the small scale motion is insufficiently resolved. However a
series of simulations with a 643, 1283 and 1923 grid points show, that the spatial resolu-
tion is not responsible for the low values of QBE (Fig. 3.10). It shows that the temporal
development of QBE energy is identical in the three cases. Therefore the difficulty of low
QBE compared to the equilibrium formula is not due to the spatial resolution.
Effects of initialization on QBE
Another possible cause for the lack of QBE is due to the initialisation of the mesoscopic
velocity field. If dispersed phase velocities are aligned with the carrier phase velocity,
production of QBE could be very small. In this case an initialisation with a different
mesoscopic velocity field should change the rate of production of QBE. In Fig. 3.11 the
temporal developement of QBE is compared for two different initialisations. In one case the
mesoscopic velocity of the dispersed phase is initially set to zero and in the other case the
mesoscopic dispersed phase velocity is equal to the carrier phase velocity (see section 2.7.1).
The equilibrium QBE from the first simulation is given as a reference value. The figure
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Model Description
No model approach (NM) n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = 0 (section 3.1.1)
Homogeneous pressure model (HPM) n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij with uniform al-
gebraic QBE (“Isothermal” approximation,
section 3.1.2, algebraic QBE)
Isentropic pressure model (IPM) n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij with non-uniform
QBE (“Isentropic” approximation, sec-
tion 3.1.3, algebraic QBE)
Viscous isentropic pressure model
(VIPM)
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij − µQBSTij with non-
uniform algebraic QBE (section 3.1.4)
Viscous pressure model (VPM) n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p = PQBδij − µQBSTij (sec-
tion 3.1.5, transport equation for QBE, see
also section 1.3.3)
transport equation model (TEM) n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p (section 3.1.6, transport equa-
tions for stresses)
Table 3.1: Different models of the QBM stress tensor
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Figure 3.10: QBE with three different spatial resolutions (643, 1283, 1923) for the test case
HIT1,H.
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Figure 3.11: QBE with different initial conditions for the test case HIT1,H.
shows that the initialisation has a large impact for the development of QBE. If particles
are initially at rest, the mesoscopic velocity is not aligned with the carrier phase velocity
and a bigger production of QBE occurs. The value of QBE with the second initialisation
is however still one magnitude smaller than the equilibrium QBE.
Effects of carrier phase turbulence on QBE
A third possibility is related to the carrier phase turbulence. Since in the carrier phase test
case (HIT1) the Reynolds number is very low, this may be due to an effect of low Reynolds
number. In Fig. 3.12 developement for QBE in the test case (HIT2,D) is compared to the
QBE from the equilibrium formula. It shows that the same difficulty as in low Reynolds
number case arises.
Effect of the diffusion coefficient in the QBE transport equation
Triple correlations 〈δup,iδup,kδup,k〉p were modeled by making a gradient assumption on
QBE. When the Navier Stokes equations are developed from kinetic theory, the heat flux
term arises by making a perturbation on a gaussian velocity distribution in Hermite poly-
nomials. In the development of the mesoscopic equations no assumptions on the shape
of the velocity distribution was made. Therefore such a modeling is questionable. In the
test cases previously mentioned QBE is predicted too small compared to the equilibrium
formula and the effect of the diffusion coefficient can not be tested. Therefore this test is
reported to the section of inertial particle with larger values of QBE (section 12).
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Figure 3.12: QBE in the simulation (HIT 2,D).
3.1.6 Transport equation model for second order terms: (TEM)
Supposing that the residual particle kinetic energy is anisotropic, modeling the diagonal
terms of the QB stress tensor by one third of the trace is questionable. In order to take
into account such anisotropic effects, one possibility is to transport the second moments of
the residual particle velocity distribution. This approach corresponds conceptually to the
R2,ij models in gas-particle flow (Simonin [91]). The difference to Rij models in Reynolds
averaged (RANS) computations of turbulent gaseous flows is, that the present model is
derived from the kinetic equation and not from the Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore
the second order model contains contributions related to drag force absent in the trans-
port equations for gaseous turbulent flows. The derivation of the second order transport
equations is done in Appendix A.1. The resulting transport equation is given below:
∂
∂t
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p + ∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,k〈δup,iδup,j〉p = −n˘p〈δup,iδup,k〉p ∂
∂xk
u˘p,j (3.35)
−n˘p〈δup,jδup,k〉p ∂
∂xk
u˘p,i +
− ∂
∂xk
n˘p〈δup,iδup,jδup,k〉p − 2
τp
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p
The second order transport equations require modeling of the third order correlations
〈δup,iδup,jδup,k〉p. By analogy to the statistic two-fluid model [91] the third order correla-
tions are modeled via a diffusion assumption:
∂
∂xm
n˘p〈δup,iδup,jδup,m〉p = − ∂
∂xm
n˘pKp,mn ∂
∂xn
〈δup,iδup,j〉p (3.36)
with the diffusion coefficients
Kp,mn = 5
9
τp〈δup,mδup,n〉p (3.37)
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of diagonal stresses from the TEM and QBE from the VPM for two
different initializations.
In this model the second order stresses need to be initialized with physical values before
the computation. As in the case of the transport equation for QBE, the diagonal terms
can be initialized using the equilibrium formula of P. Fevrier (Eq. 3.8). Off-diagonal terms
can be initialized with zero, since production terms for the off-diagonal terms are in the
contraction of diagonal terms of the stress tensor with the gradients in the mesoscopic
velocity field.
3.1.7 Comparison of second order transport models to viscous
models
The diagonal stresses can be compared to 2/3 of the QBE obtained from the transport
equation in the VPM model and the equilibrium formula in the HPM model. Fig. 3.13
shows the temporal development of the diagonal stresses in comparison with QBE.
Since the stresses are local quantities, it is interesting to see, if the diagonal stresses are
isotropic, i.e. to what point the diagonal components have the same value. In Fig. 3.14 the
diagonal stresses from QBP and viscous modeling are compared to the diagonal stresses
as obtained from the transport equation.
3.1.8 Compressibility Effects
In the cases considered particle inertia leads to strong compressibility effects. This can be
illustrated by comparing the system of the dispersed phase to a dilute gas. In a subsonic
flow the uncorrelated velocity of the molecules (approximately the soundspeed) is larger
than the correlated velocity. This is translated in the Navier-Stokes equations by pressure
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Figure 3.14: Diagonal stresses in the case HIT 1, H. The left column shows the modeled stresses
〈δup,iδup,j〉p = 2/3 ∗ δθ˘pδij − νQBSTij from top to bottom 〈δupδup〉p, 〈δvpδvp〉p, 〈δwpδwp〉p and the
right column shows the equivalent stress components from the transport equation.
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Figure 3.16: Range of Stokes numbers where the simulation could be performed without en-
countering numerical difficulties with the present models.
which redistributes the molecules such that density variations are small and no shock like
structures are generated.
In a supersonic flow the uncorrelated velocity of the molecules (approximately the sound-
speed) is smaller than the correlated velocity. Such flows may contain shocks or shock like
structures where density variations are large.
If the correlated kinetic energy of the particles is larger than QBE, the QBP does not
prevent the creation of large differences in the number density field.
In the case of large Stokes numbers, the dispersed system becomes “subsonic” and QBP
effectivly counteracts compressibility effects. In the case of small Stokes numbers, the
dispersed phase has the characteristics of a “supersonic” gaseous flow since the correlated
velocity is larger than the uncorrelated velocity. In the tracer limit, it is drag force that
prevents compressibility effects, since it diminishes the compressible velocity component
(see Eq. 2.123). Maximal segregation occurs therefore in the range of Stokes numbers
where, both mechanisms are less effective which is the range of unity Stokes numbers.
3.2 Validity of the presented models:
If the Stokes number, based on the dissipative time scale τ+, exceeds 0.15 in the case
HIT1 and 0.0033 in the case HIT2, the numerical computation fails. This is represented
in the graph given in fig. 3.16. The origin of this problem is the number density field since
compressibility effects lead to strong variations in the number density. In a poorly resolved
computation this leads to negative number densities due to dispersion effects. In a typical
Navier-Stokes computation, the gaseous density varies too little in the absence of shocks
to observe such difficulties. Two possibilities exist to overcome this difficulties: One is to
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increase spatial resolution to the point, where the number density field is resolved and a
second possibility is to resolve filtered equations for the dispersed phase, comparable to
the filtered Navier-Stokes equations in Large Eddy Simulations (LES). Both strategies are
investigated in the following section. One difficulty both methods have in common is to
estimate the necessary spatial descitiztion of the number density field. This question is
considered a posteriori by comparing the simulations of three different spatial resolutions.
3.3 Extension to inertial particles
3.3.1 Increase in spatial resolution
The previously presented test cases were all performed with a spatial resolution of 643.
At Stokes numbers, where inertial effects become important simulations failed due to poor
resolution of the droplet number density field. An increase in spatial resolution should
improve the resolution of the number density field and therefore allow to perform compu-
tations with more inertial particles. Here spatial resolution is increased from 643 to 1283
and to 1923. An increase from 643 to 1283 allows to increase the Stokes number from
0.123 (HIT1,H) to 0.149 (HIT1,V). A further increase in spatial resolution to 1923 allows
to perform simulations with a Stokes number of 0.151 (HIT1,W). This shows that the
effects due to inertia are strongly dependent on the Stokes number and that an increase in
spatial resolution even at such low Reynolds numbers is insufficient to perform simulations
at higher Stokes numbers. This leads to the idea of performing simulations with a filtered
number density field.
3.3.2 Filtered dispersed phase equations
Here the second approach of filtered equations is presented. Only the resulting set of
equations is presented whereas the actual filtering operation is detailed in chapter 5.
Sloppy filtering in Favre averged sense of the dispersed phase equations (eqs.1.35,1.46 and
1.47) then leads to the following set of equations:
1. particle number density:
∂
∂t
¯˘np +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,j = 0 (3.38)
2. mesoscopic particle momentum:
∂
∂t
¯˘np ˜˘up,i +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,j ˜˘up,i = − ∂
∂xj
P¯QB +
∂
∂xj
¯˘τ p,ij (3.39)
+
¯˘np
τp
(
u˜i − ˜˘up,i
)
− ∂
∂xj
{
¯˘np ˜u˘p,ju˘p,i − ¯˘np ˜˘up,j ˜˘up,i}
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3. Quasi Brownian Energy:
∂
∂t
¯˘npδ
˜˘
θp +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,jδ
˜˘
θp = −2
¯˘np
τp
δ
˜˘
θp − [PQBδij − τ˘p,ij] ∂u˘p,i
∂xj
(3.40)
+
∂
∂xj
¯˘np
˜˘
kQB
∂
∂xj
δ
˜˘
θp
− ∂
∂xj
{
¯˘np
˜
u˘p,jδθ˘p − ¯˘np ˜˘up,jδ˜˘θp
}
(3.41)
Following the idea that essentially the insufficiently resolved quantity is the droplet number
density, the non-diagonal components of the tensor
∂
∂xj
{
¯˘np ˜u˘p,ju˘p,i − ¯˘np ˜˘up,j ˜˘up,i} (3.42)
or the tensor
∂
∂xj
{
¯˘np
˜
u˘p,jδθ˘p − ¯˘np ˜˘up,jδ˜˘θp
}
(3.43)
can be considered as negligible. Density in a gas is primarily influenced by pressure. Here
the filtered QB pressure, using the definition for QB pressure, can be expressed in terms
of the filtered density and Favre averaged QB energy.
P¯QB =
2
3
n˘pδθ˘p =
2
3
¯˘npδ
˜˘
θp. (3.44)
In the present case the number density field is filtered and admits less variations then the
unfiltered number density field. Variations in number density are created by the com-
pressible component of the mesoscopic velocity field. The “subgrid” term for the filtered
momentum equation needs to act therefore on the compressible component of the velocity
field like a pressure term.
This can be achieved by introducing for the diagonal components of the unresolved stresses
a subgrid pressure that compensates partially the compressible component of the meso-
scopic velocity field, leading to a filtered number density field. This subgrid term for
the diagonal part of the unresolved stresses (Eq. 3.42) can be chosen in the form of a
bulk viscosity and one may construct a new pressure for the filtered momentum equation
containing the filtered QB pressure and the subgrid pressure resulting from the normal
stresses.
P˜p = P¯QB + Psgs (3.45)
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The subgrid pressure is chosen as form of the bulk viscosity. ‡
Psgs = −ξsgs ∂
∂xj
˜˘up,j (3.46)
It is still necessary to estimate the subgrid coefficient ξsgs: In LES simulation of compress-
ible turbulence a subgrid model for the diagonal terms of the stress tensor is sometimes
used (Moin et al. [65],Yoshizawa [118]). There the additional diagonal terms are modeled
by a type of subgrid pressure that has the form:
2CI ρ¯∆
2
∣∣∣S˜ij∣∣∣2 (3.47)
In the considered case, it is not subject to model small scale vorticity that contributes to
the subgrid energy, as is the case in a compressible large eddy simulation. Only the local
compressibility effects are targeted. Local compressibility is measured by the divergence of
the flow field ∂
∂xj
˜˘up,j. This leads to the following coefficient for the subgrid bulk viscosity:
ξsgs = Cdivu(∆)
2
√√√√( ∂
∂xj
˜˘up,j
)2
(3.48)
Here ∆ is the size of filter. In the simulations presented in the following ∆ was chosen as
the size of the grid cell. Whereas the constant in the Smagorinsky model for the turbulent
subgrid viscosity can be evaluated theoretically, making an assumption on the form of the
spectrum, the constant in the subgrid pressure has at this point no theoretical basis and
therefore needs to be handled carefully.
The new equation of state (Eq. 3.45) leads to a filtered number density field. Since this
terms represents the compressible energy component of the subgrid energy it is questionable
whether or not to include it in the production term of the filtered QBE. This point is
addressed in the following section.
Filtered Pressure-Strain production of QBE
In the equation for QBE, one filtered term, that needs to be expressed, is the filtered QBP
mesoscopic velocity divergence correlation and the strain shear correlation:
PQBδij
∂u˘p,i
∂xj
− τ˘p,ij ∂u˘p,i
∂xj
(3.49)
‡ Following the argument of Kohler [50], a somewhat different interpretation of such an equation of state
without filtering is possible. There the divergence term in the equation of state is a first order correction
taking into account, that the trace elements of the stress tensor are not necessarily of the same value.
In the case of a shock for instance, peculiar velocities normal to the shock differ significantly from the
peculiar velocities parallel to the shock. Such an interpretation suggests however that the bulk viscosity is
a quasi brownian effect and not a subgrid effect. This is in contradiction to the previous assumption that
the simulation of the dispersed phase is only limited by the spatial resolution.
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Figure 3.17: QBE when the subgrid pressure is included in the production term of QBE com-
pared to the case where it is excluded.
Since the considered equations show highly compressible behavior, one can not use the
standard argument of incompressible LES and neglect the pressure dilatation correlation.
The most easy way to handle this term is to assume the filter to be a projector. If the
mesoscopic velocity field is considered to be entirely resolved, which is not entirely true,
since the subgrid pressure counteracts partially the compressible component, one may
approximate this term by :
P¯QBδij
∂ ¯˘up,i
∂xj
− ¯˘τ p,ij ∂
¯˘up,i
∂xj
(3.50)
In this case the subgrid pressure does not enter as a production term into the equation for
QBE.
Since it is the compressible component of the dispersed phase kinetic energy, that exchanges
with QBE by dilatation and compression, the subgrid pressure Psgs effects the local produc-
tion of QBE. Under the assumption, that the compressible kinetic energy enters directly
into QBE, the pressure strain component may be approximated by the following relation.
(
P¯QB + Psgs
)
δij
∂ ¯˘up,i
∂xj
− ¯˘τ p,ij ∂
¯˘up,i
∂xj
(3.51)
Simulations have been performed with and without this supplementary source term in the
equation for QBE. Results are shown in fig. 3.17. If the supplementary source term is
excluded, production of QBE is significantly smaller, since local compressibility effects are
not taken into account.
Reconstruction of the filter kernel
Here it is assumed that ¯˘np is the filtered number density field of the equivalent resolved
number density field n˘p. Formally the filtered number density field is obtained by the
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Figure 3.18: Filtering Kernel obtained by backward convolution between the Lagrangian number
density field and the Eulerian number density field with a subgrid Pressure term. Simulation
parameters are (HIT1, CJ) at t=10.8. The left graph shows the spatial filter and the right graph
shows the spectral filter.
following convolution with the filter kernel:
¯˘np(x) =
∫
n˘p(x
′)F (x′ − x)dx′ (3.52)
Using the Fourier transform property the convolution becomes a product in spectral space:
ˆ˘¯np(κ) = ˆ˘np(κ)Fˆ (κ) (3.53)
Finally, by the real space filter kernel can be obtained by backward Fourier transform:
F (x) = F−1
 ˆ˘¯np(κ)
ˆ˘np(κ)
 (3.54)
In the present case the unfiltered number density field is not available from the Eulerian
computation. Therefore the equivalent Lagrangian number density field is used to obtain
the filter kernel. The filter kernel is displayed in fig.3.18 for the case (HIT1,CJ) at t = 10.8.
Since the filter is considered isotropic in space, averaging over the different directions
was performed and only the one dimensional kernel is retained. The figure shows that
the convolution kernel averages the Lagrangian number density field a little more than
the neighboring grid cells. If interpreting this graph, one has to keep in mind that the
Lagrangian number density was already volume filtered to obtain a continuous field.
Unphysical production of QBE by dilatation
A subgrid pressure leads however to an unphysical artifact: By isolating the production
term related to pressure in the equation for QBE, one obtains with the filtered pressure
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the following expression:
P˜QBδij
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
=
˜˘
PQBδij
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
+ Psgsδij
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
(3.55)
The last term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.55 can be expanded into the detailed expres-
sion using the definition of Psgs in Eq. 3.46:
Cdivu(δx)
2
√√√√(∂u˘p,k
∂xk
)2
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
δij
∂u˘p,k
∂xk
(3.56)
This expression has the same sign for positive and negative divergence. In other words,
it leads to a production of QBE in the case of dilatation and compression. This is in
contradiction to what is expected from the isentropic approximation (see fig. 3.5). In order
to illustrate this effect two different computations were performed. The first one with the
subgrid pressure as a production term and the other one, where the absolute value of the
subgrid pressure was taken in the production term. If the absolute value is taken in the
production term, QBE is dissipated in the case of dilatation as expected by the isentropic
approximation. The difference is illustrated in fig. 3.19.
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Effect of the diffusion coefficient in the QBE transport equation
Triple correlations 〈δup,iδup,jδup,m〉 occur, if the particle velocity distribution is asymmetric
since odd power correlations vanish in symmetric distributions. In a gas spatial variations
in double correlations may then produce triple correlations by inter-molecular collisions
and therefore ensure a redistribution of kinetic energy and a return to equilibrium. Using
Ficks law, triple correlations are modeled by a gradient assumption for the double cor-
relations. This reflects the assumption that a spatially non-homogeneous distribution of
double correlations is redistributed by molecular collisions modeled by a diffusion process.
A second process of production of triple correlations is non-linear transport production
mechanism. This requires, that triple correlations are initially not zero and therefore, that
the particle velocity distribution is asymmetric from the beginning.
Concerning particles without collisions, the only production mechanism is due to non-
linear transport apart from higher order correlations since drag force is a dissipative term.
It is therefore questionable, whether a “kinetic” rather than a “collision” mechanism can
ensure the redistribution of the double correlations. Numerically this has been tested and
compared to the Lagrangian simulation. The comparison is made in fig. 3.20 and done for
two spatial resolutions. In the case of the lower resolution (643,left column) production
effects due to the subgrid model are important and do not allow a detailed analysis. It
is possible to see however, that maxima are lower in the case with QBE diffusion. In the
right column (spatial resolution 1283) results are closest to the Lagrangian solution when
QBE diffusion is omitted. Spatial structures in QBE are quite close to the Lagrangian
simulation and maximum level are comparable for the case of a spatial resolution of 1283
and omitting QBE diffusion.
3.4 Summary and Outlook
The limiting factor in performing Eulerian-Eulerian simulations seems to be effects of com-
pressibility in certain Stokes number regimes, as can also be seen in the analysis of the
Eulerian-Lagrangian results of J.Helie in section 9: On the one hand it puts into question
the modeling of the unresolved stresses 〈δup,iδup,j〉p by a pressure-viscosity model and leads
to difficulties in the numerical resolution of the number density field.
Compressibility effects occur for Stokes numbers, where the particle relaxation time is
small enough to follow the large structures of the carrier flow and to be large enough, so
that a certain inertia persists at small scales. Then the Quasi Brownian Motion of parti-
cles is insufficient to make the flow “subsonic” and pressure only weakly equilibrates the
compressible transport effects.
The different stress tensor models as well as the extension to inertial particles by a sub-
grid bulk viscosity are questionable for their suitability for the considered simulation. For
future tests it would be interesting to consider algebraic stress models, that are capable of
handling anisotropic diagonal stresses such as non-linear stress models for RANS compu-
tations (Speziale [99],Gatski [34], Pope [76],Taulbee [106]) and which are able to handle
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Eulerian simulation without QBE diffusion: kQB = 0:
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of QBE in two Eulerian computations with different spatial resolution
(left column 643, right column 1283). The top graph shows the result of the Lagrangian compu-
tation. In the graphs in the middle the diffusion coefficient in the QBE equation was omitted:
Without the diffusion coefficient QBE is as expected more localized and forms sharper peeks.
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compressibility effects.
Since the Eulerian description of the dispersed phase should be interpreted as a fluid that
describes certain properties of the discrete particle phase one can consider modeling as for
more exotic fluids such as Reiner-Rivilin fluids [107]. They introduce a natural time scale
into the quantities the stress tensor may depend on. A natural time scale for the dispersed
phase would be the particle relaxation time. In this case the stress tensor can be a general
function of the following arguments:
(
τp, n˘p, S˘ij, δθ˘p
)
. According to Truesdell, the classical
description using the Boussinesque assumption fails, if the characteristic time of the fluid
is of the order of the rate of strain or deformation. In such cases the stress tensor requires
modeling different from the Boussinesque assumption. In the case of the dispersed phase,
this criterion can be expressed by comparing the particle relaxation time to the rate of
strain. If the rate of strain in the dispersed phase is comparable to the rate of strain of the
carrier phase this fact can easily be expressed in terms of the Stokes number based on the
dissipative length scale of the carrier phase. Then, according to the analysis of Truesdell,
the classical stress tensor modeling needs to be reviewed.
In the current development of non-Newtonian visco-elastic fluids, such as fluids contain-
ing polymers, interesting approaches for the modeling of the stress tensor can be found.
Especially the way of including history effects into the stress tensor could be used for the
development of a stress tensor, that contains a certain memory of the particle trajectories.
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Chapter 4
Application to particle dispersion
(Comparison Euler-Lagrange)
The center of this chapter is the comparison between Eulerian and Lagrangian computa-
tions. Here the viewpoint is taken that the Lagrangian results reflect the physical behavior
of particles in a turbulent carrier phase. The Eulerian equations should, if properly mod-
eled, predict the equivalent physical properties. As previously evoked, in the Eulerian
computations the information about every individual particle is lost. Therefore only en-
semble (or in this case volume) averaged quantities of the Lagrangian simulation can be
compared to the Eulerian results. Here the Lagrangian results were kindly provided by
J. Helie and M. Moureau, IMFT. I would like to thank them very much at this point for
this fruitfull collaboration. The Lagrangian particle tracking used was briefly presented in
the first chapter. A second part of this chapter is devoted to the measurement of particle
dispersion.
4.1 Comparison of Eulerian and Lagrangian compu-
tations
In this section results of the Eulerian computation are compared to Lagrangian computa-
tions. This is done for the two specific cases provided by J. Helie and M. Moureau.
The first case is (HIT1,H). In this case it is not necessary to filter the number density field
to perform the numerical computation. In the second case particles are more inertial and
only a filtered number density field can be computed. This corresponds to case (HIT1,CJ).
Both test cases are defined in sections 2.7 and 2.7.1.
Comparison is done in several steps. In the first step the integral properties introduced in
chapter two are compared. In the second step local instantaneous values are compared on
cuts of snapshots. At those instantaneous times the spectral development of kinetic ener-
gies are than compared to evaluate the modeling of the stress term by a pressure viscosity
model.
The Eulerian simulation for the case HIT1,H was performed with the VPM model. For
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian integral properties in the test case (HIT1,
H).
the case of HIT1,CJ the subgrid term was additionally used, such that a filtered number
density field is compared to the unfiltered Lagrangian solution.
4.2 Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian simula-
tions for tracer like particles
4.2.1 Comparison of integral properties (HIT1,H)
The temporal development of the integral properties of q˘2p, qfp and δq
2
p for the test case
(HIT1,H) is shown in Fig. 4.1. Lagrangian results are marked by symbols only and the
Eulerian results are marked by lines and symbols.
Concerning fluid-particle correlation and the correlated particle kinetic energy, the two
simulations compare rather well. The uncorrelated particle kinetic energy δq2p is however
very badly predicted by the Eulerian computation and even the equilibrium assumption
shows results far off the Lagrangian results (note the linear-log scale in Fig.4.1 for δq2p).
Production of QBE is due to shear in the chosen Eulerian description (VPM, section 3.1.5).
Therefore it is assumed, that the lack of production of QBE in the Eulerian simulation is
mainly due to badly captured small scale vorticity.
Fig. 4.2 shows the probability density to find a computational cell with a certain particle
number density for the Lagrangian and Eulerian computation. The Lagrangian pdf has
wider wings than the Eulerian equivalent.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian number density pdf for the test case
(HIT1,H) at t=10.8. It shows the probability to find a computational cell with a certain number
density.
4.2.2 Comparison of local instantaneous properties (HIT1,H)
Here the local instantaneous number density field and the local instantaneous QBE are
selected for comparison. This is done on a cut plane for z = 0 in the case of the volume
filtered Lagrangian simulation and the Eulerian simulation at t = 10.8. In Fig. 4.3 the
local instantaneous number densities are compared. The upper graph shows the volume
filtered Lagrangian particle number density and the lower graph shows the Eulerian particle
number density. Number densities are normalized with respect to their mean value. It can
be seen, that the Eulerian simulation does not reproduce the fine small scale structures
of the Lagrangian simulation and that the number density field already seems filtered.
Extended regions of large and small droplet number densities are however well captured.
Fig. 4.4 shows the QB energy at the same cut as the particle number density. Eulerian
simulations show structures of QB energy which have a shape comparable to the Lagrangian
QBE but are of several magnitudes too small. This puts into question the model used for
the QB energy production and the estimation of QB viscosity. An enhanced QB viscosity
might on the other hand alter the structure of the small scale mesoscopic velocity. Therefore
it is interesting to compare the spectra of the Lagrangian and Eulerian mesoscopic flow
field.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the normalized droplet number n˘/〈n˘〉 in the Lagrangian computation
(upper graph, resolution 643) and the Eulerian computation (lower graph, resolution 643) at the
non-dimensional time t=10.8. The cut plane has been defined a z = 0. Values below the mean
are indicated by dashed contour lines, values above the mean are indicated by continuous contour
lines. The simulation parameters are (HIT1,H)
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian kinetic energy spectra for the test case
(HIT1,H) at t=10.8. Both simulations were performed on a grid with a spatial resolution of 643 .
4.2.3 Comparison of spectral properties (HIT1,H)
The spectra of the carrier phase kinetic energy, dispersed phase kinetic energy and the
fluid-particle correlation are given in Fig. 4.5. One may remark, that the carrier phase
spectra of the Lagrangian simulation and the Eulerian simulation do not coincide. The
spectrum of the carrier phase resolved by the NTMIX code with a 6th order spectral like
scheme drops more rapidly than the spectrum of the AVBP code with a second order
central difference scheme. Spatial resolution of both simulations is 643. This difference
may be due to different numeric schemes and has to be kept in mind while comparing and
interpreting the spectra of dispersed phase kinetic energy.
The carrier phase dispersed phase correlation follows closely the spectrum of the carrier
phase. Estimation of the “free path length” as done in section 9 shows, that in this case
particles should follow the carrier phase dynamics up to a length scale of λp = τpvp = 0.021.
This length scale is 5 times smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale of the carrier phase
and the grid spacing chosen for the simulation. Indeed, the carrier phase dispersed phase
correlation follows the carrier phase spectrum down to the very smallest length scales
resolved.
The dispersed phase spectrum of the mesoscopic velocity field of the Lagrangian simulation
follows closely the spectrum of the carrier phase up to a certain point, where it changes
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the temporal development of spectral kinetic energy of the dispersed
phase between the Lagrangian computation and the Eulerian computation. The simulation pa-
rameters are (HIT1, H). The upper graph shows the nonlinear transfer term and the drag force
term. The lower graph shows the redistribution due to QB pressure and QB dissipation.
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drastically from the carrier phase. This behavior was already observed in the presentation
of the test case (HIT1,CJ) in section 2.7.2. The Eulerian simulation of the mesoscopic
velocity field does not reproduce the carrier phase spectrum. Therefore a mechanism that
transports kinetic energy to small scales seems to be lacking in the case of the Eulerian
simulations. In order to analyze this further, the different transport terms for the temporal
development of spectral kinetic energy are compared.
Fig. 4.6 shows the different terms for the temporal development of spectral kinetic energy
for the dispersed phase. In the upper graph the transport term and the drag force term
of the Lagrangian and Eulerian simulations are compared. Whereas the Lagrangian and
Eulerian values of the transport term almost superpose, the drag force term shows slight
differences and seems more dissipative in the Eulerian simulation. This transport term
is however the consequence of the spectrum of fluid-particle correlation and the dispersed
phase kinetic energy spectrum (1/τp(Efp(κ)−Ep(κ))) and can therefore not be blamed for
excessive dissipation of correlated particle kinetic energy in the small scales.
The lower graph in Fig. 4.6 shows the contribution of QB pressure and QB dissipation to
the development of the spectrum. Since the values of QBE are of magnitudes too low in
this simulation such effects are quasi inexistent in the Eulerian simulation. One remarks
however, that both, QB pressure and QB dissipation, dissipate correlated particle kinetic
energy in the range of large to medium scales.
In the next step the analysis is extended to the compressible part of the mesoscopic velocity
field in order to explain the differences in the particle number density field. Fig. 4.7 shows
the dispersed phase kinetic energy spectrum as well as the compressible part of the carrier
phase kinetic energy and the compressible part of the dispersed phase kinetic energy for the
Lagrangian and the Eulerian simulation. The compressible part of the carrier phase kinetic
energy is in both simulations significantly lower than the dispersed phase kinetic energy.
The compressible kinetic energy of the dispersed phase of the Lagrangian and the Eulerian
simulation are almost identical up to a wave number of 13. At this scale the compressible
kinetic energy of the dispersed phase admits a kink in the Lagrangian simulation and
flattens of in the Eulerian simulation. This can partially explain the difference in the
number density field that captures well the large structures in the Eulerian simulation but
not the small scale structures of the Lagrangian simulation.
In order to explain this phenomena the temporal development of the compressible kinetic
energy is more closely examined. Fig. 4.8 shows the transport and drag force term of
the temporal development of the compressible kinetic energy of the dispersed phase in
the upper graph. Contributions due to QB pressure and QB dissipations are shown in
the lower graph. First it can be remarked that the production of the transport term is
slightly larger in the case of the Eulerian simulation compared to the Lagrangian simulation
at large scales. On the other hand the dissipation of compressible kinetic energy due to
particle drag is also slightly larger in the Eulerian simulation and compensates partially the
surplus of production by the transport term. It is also interesting to note that the term due
to particle drag is more dissipative a small scales than the corresponding Eulerian term.
This is consistent with the fact that the compressible part of the particle kinetic energy
in the Eulerian simulation is smaller than the Lagrangian simulation (Fig. 4.7) since the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian kinetic energy spectra for the test case
(HIT1,H) at t=10.8.
contribution due to drag force is of the form −1/τpEcp(κ). The contributions due to QB
pressure and QB dissipation are inexistent compared to the Lagrangian contributions due
to the low QB energy.
4.3 Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian simula-
tions for inertial particles
In this section the Eulerian and Lagrangian simulations with of the test case HIT1,CJ
are compared. This corresponds to more inertial particles than in the case HIT1,H. Since
this test case is placed in a region of maximal segregation, the number density field can
only be resolved when filtered and the subgrid term introduced in section 3.3 needs to be
applied. In this section first the results of the Eulerian simulations are compared to the
results of the Lagrangian simulation. In order to quantify the effect of filtering the number
density field, the filter obtained in section 3.3.2 is applied to the Lagrangian instantaneous
solutions and those are then post-processed. The filtered Lagrangian results are compared
then to the Eulerian and unfiltered Lagrangian results.
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4.3.1 Comparison of integral properties (HIT1,CJ)
The integral properties q2p, q˘
2
p, qfp and δθ˘p for the test case HIT1,CJ are shown in Fig. 4.9.
All those global values are well predicted by the Eulerian computation compared to the
Lagrangian computation. Only the QB energy is slightly smaller than in the Eulerian case
compared to the Lagrangian case.
The number density distribution is shown in Fig. 4.10. As in the case of less inertial
particles the distribution is less wide in the Eulerian simulation. Furthermore the La-
grangian simulation admits computational cells without particles. This is not the case in
the Eulerian simulation. When the particle number density reaches zero, this leads to a
difficulty in the definition of the number density pondered quantities. The Lagrangian
simulation produces a number density distribution that resembles a Poisson distribution.
This is not exactly the case for the Eulerian simulation. It is pointed out that the Eulerian
simulation was performed with a filtered number density field. Therefore it is natural for
the Eulerian distribution to be less wide than the Eulerian distribution.
4.3.2 Comparison of local instantaneous properties (HIT1,CJ)
Here the local instantaneous properties of the Eulerian and Lagrangian simulation are
compared. Fig. 4.11 shows the local instantaneous droplet number on the z = 0 cut
plane at t = 10.8. The upper graph corresponds to the Lagrangian simulation and the
lower graph corresponds to the Eulerian simulation. Since the Eulerian droplet number
corresponds to a filtered droplet number, it does not admit the strong variations of the
Lagrangian particle number density field. The large scale structures are nevertheless well
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian number density pdf for the test case
(HIT1,CJ) at t=10.8. It shows the probability to find a computational cell with a certain number
density.
represented in the Eulerian simulation.
In Fig. 4.12 the Quasi Brownian energy of the Lagrangian and Eulerian simulation is
compared at t = 10.8. The upper graph represents the Lagrangian QBE and the lower
graph the Eulerian QBE. Comparison shows, that the structures of QBE and their value
are well predicted by the Eulerian simulation.
4.3.3 Subgrid pressure
In Fig. 4.14 the QBP from the Lagrangian computation is compared to the subgrid pressure
in the Eulerian computation that leads to filtered number density field. This subgrid
pressure has to be larger than the QBP from the Lagrangian computation to diminish the
compressible velocity component of dispersed phase velocity. Qualitatively it is clear that
the subgrid pressure acts in regions where QBP is high as well. This is in accordance to
the idea that compression leads to an increase in QBE.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the normalized droplet number n˘p/〈n˘p〉 in the Lagrangian computa-
tion (upper graph, resolution 643), the filtered Lagrangian computation (middle graph, resolution
643) and the Eulerian computation (lower graph, resolution 1283) after one particle relaxation
time (t=10.8). The cut plane has been defined a z = 0. Values below the mean are indicated by
dashed contour lines, values above the mean are indicated by continuous contour lines. Simulation
parameters are (HIT1,CJ)
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the Quasi Brownian Energy (δθ˘p) in the Lagrangian computation
(upper graph,resolution 643) the filtered Lagrangian computation, (middle graph,resolution 643)
and the Eulerian computation (lower graph,resolution 1283)after one particle relaxation time
(t=10.8) . The cut plane has been defined a z = 0. Simulation parameters are (HIT1,CJ)
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the Quasi Brownian Pressure (2/3n˘pδθ˘p) in the Lagrangian compu-
tation (upper graph,resolution 643) the filtered Lagrangian computation, (middle graph,resolution
643) and the Eulerian computation (lower graph,resolution 1283)after one particle relaxation time
(t=10.8) . The cut plane has been defined a z = 0. Simulation parameters are (HIT1,CJ)
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of subgrid pressure in the lower graph to the QBP in the Lagrangian
computation upper graph. 160
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian kinetic energy spectra for the test case
(HIT1,CJ) at t=10.8.
4.3.4 Comparison of spectral properties (HIT1,CJ)
Fig. 4.15 shows the kinetic energy spectra of the carrier phase, dispersed phase and fluid
particle correlation in the test case (HIT,CJ) at t=10.8. The Eulerian computation was
performed on a 1283 grid and the Lagrangian computation on a 643 grid. Carrier phase
kinetic energy spectra of the Eulerian and Lagrangian computation coincide at almost all
wave numbers. Fluid particle correlation drops more rapidly in the Lagrangian case than
in the Eulerian case if going to larger wave numbers. Correlated dispersed phase kinetic
energy of the Eulerian simulation compares well to the Lagrangian simulations at small
wave numbers. At large wave numbers the Eulerian description admits significantly less
kinetic energy than the Lagrangian equivalent. One has to keep in mind that the Eulerian
simulation was obtained by a set of equations, that was filtered for the number density.
This may influence the small scale kinetic energy.
In order to investigate this energy behavior, the different terms of the temporal development
of the particle kinetic energy are investigated. In the Eulerian simulation a subgrid term
was however applied to the dispersed phase momentum equation. Using the definition of
the subgrid term as a subgrid pressure (eq. 3.45) one can define the contribution of the
subgrid term to the kinetic energy transport by analogy to the pressure term in dispersed
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the temporal development of spectral kinetic energy of the dispersed
phase between the Lagrangian computation and the Eulerian computation. The simulation pa-
rameters are (HIT1, CJ). The upper graph shows the nonlinear transfer term and the drag force
term. The lower graph shows the redistribution due to QB pressure and QB dissipation.
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phase momentum equation (eqs. 2.104,2.110).
Qˆi,sgs (κ) = Fκ
{
1
n˘p
∂
∂xi
Psgs
}
(4.1)
Tˆ pcp,sgs (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆp,i(κ)Qˆ
∗
i,sgs(κ) + uˆ
∗
p,i(κ)Qˆi,sgs(κ)
)
(4.2)
Then, the resulting total transport equation of the Eulerian dispersed phase kinetic energy
is:
∂
∂t
Ep(κ)− Tˆ cp (κ)− Tˆ pcp (κ)− Tˆ pcp,sgs(κ) + Eˆcp(κ)− Dˆp(κ) = 0 (4.3)
The temporal development of the different terms of the transport equation is shown in
Fig. 4.16. The upper graph shows the contributions of transport and drag force for the
Eulerian and Lagrangian computation. The Eulerian transport term represents acceptably
the Lagrangian transport at very low wave numbers. At larger wave numbers the Eule-
rian contribution levels off, whereas the Lagrangian contribution remains important. The
contribution of the drag force term shows a similar behavior. At small wave numbers con-
tributions are comparable and then the dissipative contribution of the Eulerian simulation
is much smaller than the Lagrangian contribution.
The lower graph shows the contribution of the QB pressure in the Lagrangian case and
the QB pressure and the subgrid pressure in the Eulerian simulation. The QB pressure
has the same tendency as the Lagrangian contribution for small wave numbers but not the
same magnitude. The contribution of the subgrid pressure term is by far more important
than the contribution of QB pressure in this simulation.
The Eulerian simulation reflects the behavior of the dispersed phase at small wave
numbers and therefore at large scales, but fails to show the same behavior at large wave
numbers.
The subgrid Pressure was introduced to obtain a filtered number density field by act-
ing on the compressible part of the mesoscopic velocity field. The compressible spectra
of the carrier and dispersed phase are shown in Fig. 4.17. Compressible components of
the carrier phase are almost identical in the Lagrangian and Eulerian simulation. The
compressible component of the dispersed phase kinetic energy is however only comparable
to the Lagrangian simulation at small wave numbers. At larger wave numbers the subgrid
contribution diminishes the compressible kinetic energy.
Furthermore it is interesting to investigate the contribution of the subgrid term to the
temporal development of compressible particle kinetic energy. In analogy to the temporal
development of the dispersed phase kinetic energy, the contribution of the subgrid pressure
to the temporal development of the compressible kinetic energy is defined by:
Tˆ Πˆpcp,sgs (κ) = −
1
2
(
uˆcp,i(κ)ΠˆijQˆ
∗
j,sgs(κ) + uˆ
c∗
p,i(κ)ΠˆijQˆj,sgs(κ)
)
(4.4)
This leads to the following equation for the temporal development of the compressible
kinetic energy:
∂
∂t
Ecp (κ)− Tˆ Πˆcp (κ)− Tˆ Πˆpcp (κ)− Tˆ Πˆpcp,sgs (κ) + Eˆ Πˆcp (κ)− DˆΠˆcp (κ) = 0 (4.5)
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian kinetic energy spectra for the test case
(HIT1,CJ) at t=10.8.
Fig. 4.18 shows the different contributions to the temporal development of the compress-
ible kinetic energy. In the upper graph the transport and drag force contributions are
compared. Production of compressible energy by the transport term at small wave number
is well reproduced by the Eulerian model. At larger wave numbers this production term
is absent. The dissipation of compressible energy due to drag is larger in the Lagrangian
simulation than the Eulerian simulation. This is due to the larger compressible kinetic
energy of the dispersed phase at large wave numbers.
The lower graph shows the contribution of QB pressure in the Eulerian and Lagrangian
simulation. The dissipative mechanism of QB pressure for the compressible kinetic en-
ergy is not reproduced by either the QB pressure of the Eulerian simulation, its subgrid
contribution nor its sum.
Comparison of Lagrangian, Filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian spectral transfer
The spectra of the mesoscopic kinetic energy in the Lagrangian computation, from the
Lagrangian results filtered before post-processing and the Eulerian results are shown in
figs. 4.19 and 4.20. The kinetic energy of the filtered Lagrangian results is smaller than
the kinetic energy of the Lagrangian result since the filtering procedure only retains the
filtered velocity. The kinetic energy is however not only significantly smaller at large wave
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the temporal development of the compressible spectral kinetic
energy of the dispersed phase between the Lagrangian computation and the Eulerian computation.
The simulation parameters are (HIT1, CJ). The upper graph shows the nonlinear transfer term
and the drag force term. The lower graph shows the redistribution due to QB pressure and QB
dissipation. 165
numbers but also smaller at intermediate wave numbers. The mesoscopic kinetic energy
of the Eulerian velocity field is almost identical up to wave numbers of approx. 12 and
smaller at larger wave numbers. It is however consistent with the Lagrangian simulation
at intermediate wave numbers and coincides with the filtered Lagrangian kinetic energy at
large wave numbers.
The compressible component of the Eulerian energy spectrum is closer to the filtered kinetic
energy of the Lagrangian simulation than the true Lagrangian simulation. This indicates,
that the operator chosen in section 3.3.2 acts principally on the compressible component
of the dispersed phase velocity and not on the solenoidal component as small wave num-
bers. This is confirmed by the solenoidal kinetic energy spectra shown in Fig. 4.20. The
solenoidal kinetic energy of the dispersed phase in the Eulerian simulation coincides with
the solenoidal kinetic energy of the Lagrangian simulation up to wave numbers of approx.
12.
Fig. 4.21 shows the transfer terms of the carrier-phase dispersed-phase correlation in
eq. 2.115. The principal mechanisms of transport, drag and dissipation are comparable
in the Lagrangian, filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian simulation. The biggest difference
appears in the term related to QBP, which is significantly smaller in the filtered Lagrangian
and Eulerian results.
Fig. 4.22 shows the terms of the mesoscopic kinetic energy in eq. 2.114 for the La-
grangian, filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian results. Significant differences between the
different results are in the term related to QBP and dissipation. Since the spectral kinetic
energy is larger in the Lagrangian computation at large wave numbers, dissipation is also
larger at large wave numbers. The mechanisms of transport and drag are well represented
at small wave numbers but redistribution of energy to large wave numbers is not well
represented in the Eulerian computation.
Fig. 4.23 shows the different terms of the development of the compressible kinetic energy
and Fig. 4.24 shows the development of the solenoidal energy. As already observed in the
previous graphs, the transport of energy to the small scales is not as well represented in the
Eulerian computation than the Lagrangian computation. Furthermore the effects due to
dissipation and QBP are not well reflected in the results of the Eulerian computation. If the
Eulerian computation is compared to the filtered Lagrangian results, the lack of transport
to small scales, smaller QBP effects and the difference in drag force and dissipation are as
well observed. Therefore this deficiency can be associated to the filtering in the Eulerian
computation. In general, the different terms concerning the development of spectral kinetic
energy at large scales are however well represented in the Eulerian simulation.
4.3.5 Summary on the comparison of Euler-Lagrange
The detailed comparison of global and local quantities from the Lagrangian and Eulerian
simulation show two results. Large scale motion of particles, large scale structures of
particle number density and QBE are well captured by the Eulerian approach. Small scale
motion and structures are however not well represented in the Eulerian approach. This is
the case for the quantities of droplet number density as well as the correlated small scale
166
motion of the particles. Especially the small scale “kink” in the dispersed phase spectral
kinetic energy is not present in Eulerian simulations. Particle kinetic energy is however
larger than the carrier phase kinetic energy showing some inertia effects.
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Figure 4.19: Total and compressible kinetic energy for the test case (HIT 1,CJ) in the La-
grangian, filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian computation.
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Figure 4.20: Solenoidal kinetic energy for the test case (HIT 1,CJ) in the Lagrangian, filtered
Lagrangian and Eulerian computation.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the carrier phase dispersed phase correlation transport terms in
Lagrangian, filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian computation for the test case (HIT1,CJ) at t=10.8.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of the dispersed phase transport terms of kinetic energy in Lagrangian,
filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian computation for the test case (HIT1,CJ) at t=10.8.
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the dispersed phase transport terms of compressible kinetic energy
in Lagrangian, filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian computation for the test case (HIT1,CJ) at
t=10.8.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of the dispersed phase transport terms of solenoidal kinetic energy in
Lagrangian, filtered Lagrangian and Eulerian computation for the test case (HIT1,CJ) at t=10.8.
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Chapter 5
Implications for LES of Eulerian Two
Phase Flows
Und sie laufen ! Naß und na¨sser
Wirds im Saal und auf den Stufen:
Welch entsetzliches Gewa¨sser !
Herr und Meister, ho¨r mich rufen ! -
Ach, da kommt der Meister !
Herr, die Not ist groß !
Die ich rief, die Geister,
Werd ich nun nicht los.
Goethe, Zauberlehrling
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is becoming a well understood tool for non-reactive single
phase flows with moderate Reynolds numbers. The success of such methods for internal
and external flows is contributed to the fact that large scale structures are explicitly solved,
leading to more detailed information about the physics of the flow then in Reynolds av-
eraged steady computations. The difficulty in common with Reynolds averaged methods
is the (subgrid) model used to represent the unresolved stresses. Simulation results are
usually very sensitive to the type of subgrid model used and the model parameters.
Computation of reacting flows requires the modeling of subgrid scale chemistry. Those
models depend on the chemistry time scale and other parameters such as temperature,
radiation and subgrid mixing. LES of reactive flows such as combustion has just left the
starting blocks. Several approaches are currently being tested and compared, such as the
G-equation (level set methods) [73] or the thickened flame [16].
Large Eddy Simulation of multi-phase flows are still rare. Some encouraging results
have already been obtained by coupling carrier phase LES methods to Lagrangian particle
tracking methods [59]. By coupling two phases supplementary difficulties occur. They are
connected to phase exchange terms such as evaporation and drag force. Besides, if the
simulation is reactive, those models have to be coupled to the subgrid chemistry models.
The compatibility of those models is however not clear yet.
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Figure 5.1: Strategies for LES equations for two phase flows.
Eulerian descriptions for the dispersed phase are obtained by some kind of averaging
method (for example by ensemble average section 1.3 or volume average 1.4). The different
averaging procedures lead however not to exactly the same set of equations. With the
filtering the Eulerian field equations in the sense of LES, a second averaging procedure is
introduced. This procedure may be compared to the process for obtaining LES equations
for single phase flow: the Navier Stokes equations are obtained from kinetic theory of gases
by ensemble average of the molecular dynamics. Then they can be filtered to obtain the
filtered LES equations (Fig. 5.1). Conceptually the approach used for the dispersed phase
is similar in the case of one way coupling. The Eulerian equations of the dispersed phase are
obtained from ensemble average of kinetic theory and the filtered equations by application
of a LES filter. The major difference concerns the involved length and time scales and
the sampling rate. Whereas in gaseous flows 6.0 1023 molecules per mole contribute to the
average, the corresponding particle number density in the dispersed phase is much smaller.
Furthermore, the molecular “diameter” is of the order of some Angstro¨m (10−10m) whereas
the particle diameter is typically of the order of microns (10−6m) or larger. In the case of
volume average, a filter size sufficiently larger than the typical particle diameter is required
to guarantee continuous Eulerian equations. Therefore volume filtered equations can be
understood as beeing already LES type equations for the two phases with explicit phase
coupling.
The general idea of Large Eddy Simulation is to numerically resolve the energy con-
tained in large scales and to model the small unresolved scales. The idea of separating
resolved and modeled scales is sketched in Fig.5.2. Since the Navier-Stokes equations con-
tain non-linear transport terms, there is a redistribution of kinetic energy over a wide range
of scales. LES models for the momentum equation usually try to mimic the transport of
kinetic energy from the resolved scales to the unresolved scales by dissipation of kinetic
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of Spectrum seperation in Large Eddy Simulations
energy at the cut-off scale. Unfortunately dissipation does not only act at the cutoff scale
but acts on a broader range of the spectrum. This results in a kinetic energy spectrum
different from such obtained by completely resolved flows [84],[74]. Due to the purely dis-
sipative character of most LES models, backscatter effects, that is transport from small
scales to large scales, are usually completely neglected. Subject of this chapter is to dis-
cuss the possibilities of performing “Large Eddy Simulation” in the Eulerian formulation
of the dispersed phase. First, the governing equations of the carrier phase LES and the
traditional modeling methods are recalled. Then, the filtered equations for the dispersed
phase are developed and possible modeling of unresolved terms for a dispersed phase LES
are evoked. The necessary analysis is based on the volume filtered Lagrangian results and
the Eulerian results obtained with the ensemble averaged set of equations.
5.1 LES filters
In LES the filtering procedure consists in defining averaged variables that are obtained by a
convolution product of the unfiltered variable f with a filter kernel F . Typical examples for
filtering kernels are top hat filters or Gaussian functions with the corresponding filtering
kernel in spectral space (see for example Sagaut [84],Germano [35] or Piomelli [74]). A
filtered quantity is defined as :
f¯ (x) =
∫
f (x)F (x′ − x) dx′ (5.1)
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If flows with varying density are considered, it is common practice to define Favre averaged
(mass pondered) quantities ∗. The Favre filtered quantity is then defined as :
ρ¯f˜ (x) =
∫
ρ (x) f (x)F (x′ − x) dx′ (5.2)
Favre averaged quantities differ from standard averages in compressible computations. In a
case with combustion for instance, densities are much lower downstream the flame front (on
the hot side) than upstream the flame front (on the cold side). Then both averages do not
have the same physical interpretation. Experimental hot wire measurements are typically
closer to Favre averaged quantities since they measure a heat loss which is proportional
to the conductivity and the gas density. For numerical computations, Favre averages are
interesting, since they omit a supplementary modeling term in the continuity equation.
In general the filter kernels are not designed so that the filter commutes. Defining f ′ = f−f¯
this implies generally that f¯ ′ 6= 0 and f¯ 6= f¯ (ie. if the filter is not idempotent). This
applies also to Favre averaged quantities. A supplementary difficulty arises from the fact
that the filtering operation does not generally commute with the derivative operators. This
point is discussed for the case of incompressible flows by P. Sagaut [84].
5.2 LES equations of the carrier phase
Filtering of the Navier-Stokes equations leads to the following set of conservation equations
for the filtered quantities:
∂
∂t
ρ¯+
∂
∂xj
ρ¯u˜j = 0 (5.3)
∂
∂t
ρ¯Y˜k +
∂
∂xj
ρ¯Y˜ku˜j =
∂
∂xj
[
YkV ck,j − ρ¯
(
Y˜kuj − Y˜kV˜ ck,j
)]
+ ¯˙ωk
∂
∂t
ρ¯u˜i +
∂
∂xj
ρ¯u˜iu˜j = − ∂
∂xi
P¯ +
∂
∂xj
τ¯ij +
∂
∂xj
[ρ¯u˜iu˜j − ρ¯u˜iuj] (5.4)
∂
∂t
ρ¯E˜ +
∂
∂xj
ρ¯E˜u˜j = − ∂
∂xj
q¯j +
∂
∂xj
σijui + ¯˙ωT +
∂
∂xj
ρ¯
(
u˜jE − u˜jE˜
)
(5.5)
The equations for the filtered quantities contain nonlinear unclosed terms. Those unclosed
terms are identified as:
• Unresolved subgrid stresses:
u˜iu˜j − u˜iuj (5.6)
• Unresolved species fluxes:
Y˜kuj − Y˜kV˜ ck,j (5.7)
∗see Poinsot & Veynante [75]
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• Filtered laminar species diffusion and species consumption/production:
YkV ck,j and ¯˙ωk (5.8)
• Unresolved energy fluxes:
u˜jE − u˜jE˜ (5.9)
• Filtered laminar heat flux and heat release:
q¯i and ¯˙ωT (5.10)
• filtered pressure-strain correlations:
σijui (5.11)
Those unclosed terms in the filtered balance equations require modeling. Several strategies
exist. They can roughly be divided into methods, that use transport equations for higher
moments of the filtered quantities (or other physical quantities such as subgrid energy)
and methods, that use algebraic subgrid models based on filtered quantities and gradients
of filtered quantities.
Filtered laminar fluxes are usually simply treated by using the Ficks law for diffusion
on the filtered quantities:
q¯i = λ¯
∂
∂xi
T¯ or YkV ck,j = −ρ¯D¯k
∂
∂xj
Y˜k (5.12)
In the same way turbulent species and heat fluxes are usually estimated by a gradient
diffusion assumption with a turbulent viscosity νt, a subgrid Schmidt number Sck for the
species flux and a subgrid Prandtl number Pr for the energy flux:
Y˜kuj − Y˜kV˜ ck,j = −
νt
Sck
∂
∂xj
Y˜k and u˜jE − u˜jE˜ = − νt
Pr
∂
∂xj
E˜ (5.13)
Filtered species consumption/production ¯˙ωk and filtered heat release ¯˙ωT are somewhat
more difficult to model. In the case of the Navier-Stokes equations, heat release can well
be modeled by an Arrhenius law. For the filtered equations a more detailed analysis of
the physics is crucial, since the necessary length and time scales are typically not resolved
in a LES computation [75]. Using simply the Arrhenius law with the filtered quantities
supposes, that the subgrid mixing is much faster than the species consumption.
Most attention is usually given to the modeling of the unresolved subgrid stresses u˜iu˜j−
u˜iuj. Based on the description given by Sagaut [84] and using the notations introduced
in section 2.4 the idea behind the modeling of the subgrid stresses is briefly recalled: The
spectral version of the incompressible momentum equation is:(
∂
∂t
+ νκ2
)
uˆi (κ) = Tf,i(κ) (5.14)
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Here the shorthand notation Tf (κ) = −Pˆij(κ)Gˆj(κ) is used. Admitting furthermore the
use of a spectral filter function Fˆ (κ) one obtains a filtered momentum transport equation:(
∂
∂t
+ νκ2
)
Fˆ (κ)uˆi (κ) = Fˆ (κ)Tf,i(κ) (5.15)
Formally the term on the right hand side may be split into two components, one depending
only on the resolved velocity (Fˆ (κ)uˆi(κ) = ˜ˆui(κ)) and one depending on the resolved and
unresolved velocity (uˆ′′i (κ) = uˆi − ˜ˆui):
Fˆ (κ)Tf,i(κ) = Tr,i(κ, ˜ˆuj(κ)) + Tsgs,i(κ, ˜ˆuj(κ), uˆ′′j (κ)) (5.16)
In a LES computation one has only information about the resolved velocity. Therefore the
transfer term depending on the unresolved velocity requires modeling. Several methods
exist to treat this term. The computationally most inexpensive are algebraic models that
estimate the unresolved fluxes by an algebraic function of the resolved velocity, its spatial
gradients and the cutoff scale κc:
Tsgs,i(κ, ˜ˆuj(κ), uˆ′′j (κ)) ≈ T Msgs,i(κ, ˜ˆuj(κ), κk ˜ˆuj(κ)) (5.17)
Other models use supplementary transport equations for the kinetic energy with wave
numbers below the cutoff scale or even transport equations for the different terms of the
unresolved subgrid stresses. In the latter case, third order terms need to be modeled. This
shifts the difficulty of modeling to a different expression.
The usual linear algebraic model for the transport T Msgs,i uses a turbulent viscosity νsgs and
the Boussinesq assumption:
T Msgs,i(κ, ˜ˆuj(κ), κk ˜ˆuj(κ)) = −νsgsκ2 ˜ˆui (5.18)
In this case the filtered spectral transport equation for the momentum equation is:(
∂
∂t
+ (ν + νsgs)κ
2
)
˜ˆui (κ) = Tr,i(κ) (5.19)
Some constraints are imposed on the turbulent subgrid viscosity νsgs: For example, it
should vanish, if the resolution of the computation is sufficient to resolve all scales (typically
in laminar flows) and it should reproduce the correct log scale behavior in the vicinity of
the wall. Two among most popular algebraic models for the subgrid viscosity are:
1. The Smagorinsky model [96], [84]:
νsgs = (CSM∆)
22
∣∣∣S¯ij∣∣∣ (5.20)
This model estimates the subgrid viscosity using the resolved strain rate S¯ij and the
numerical grid spacing ∆. The model uses an equilibrium assumption: the kinetic
energy transfered to scales smaller than the cutoff scale equals the energy dissipated at
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scales smaller than the cutoff scale. The constant CSM can be evaluated theoretically
by making an assumption on the form of the spectrum [84]. This model is known to
be too dissipative. It does not vanish in laminar flow and does not have the correct
log scale behavior in the near wall region. In confined geometries this model tends
to laminarise the flow.
2. The Germano dynamic model explicitly estimates the subgrid dissipation by the
resolved eddies. This can be obtained by introducing two filters: One at the numerical
cutoff scale and at one scale larger than the cutoff scale. The constant CSM , which
is fixed in the Smagorinsky model, can be evaluated dynamically from the stresses
measured at the two scales.
The choice of the constant CSM usually depends on the type of flow considered and is
unfortunately not universal. In order to obtain the correct behavior in the near wall region
different models for the turbulent viscosity have been proposed (Nicoud [70]).
Using a subgrid viscosity leads to the computation of a fluid, which is sometimes called
a Smagorinsky fluid. The effective Reynolds number of such a flow, due to the subgrid
viscosity, is significantly lower than the Reynolds number of the flow under investigation.
5.3 LES equations for the dispersed phase
Here the filtering procedure described in section 5.1 with the definitions of Favre aver-
aging ( Eqs. 5.1, 5.2) is applied to the conservation equations of the dispersed phase as
obtained from the ensemble averaging procedure (see section 1.3).
This filtering procedure can be compared to the filtering of the compressible Navier
Stokes equations (Erlebacher [29]) taking explicitly into account compressibility effects.
The conservation equations for the filtered dispersed phase are :
∂
∂t
¯˘np +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,j = 0 (5.21)
∂
∂t
¯˘np ˜˘up,i +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,j = − ∂
∂xi
P¯QB +
∂
∂xj
τ¯ij − n¯p
τp
(
˜˘up,i − u˜i
)
(5.22)
+
∂
∂xj
[
¯˘np ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,j − ¯˘np ˜u˘p,iu˘p,j]
∂
∂t
¯˘npδ
˜˘
θp +
∂
∂xj
¯˘npδ
˜˘
θp ˜˘up,j = −2
¯˘npδ
˜˘
θp
τp
− [PQBδij − τ˘ij] ∂u˘p,i
∂xj
(5.23)
+
∂
∂xj
¯˘np
( ˜
u˘p,jδθ˘p − ˜˘up,jδ˜˘θp)
)
+
∂
∂xj
κQB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p
Considering the drag related term in the filtered dispersed phase momentum equation, note
that the expression u˜i corresponds to the Favre averaged carrier phase velocity with Favre-
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averaging operator of the dispersed phase. It is therefore different from the carrier phase
Favre-averaged velocity. The filtered dispersed phase equations contain three unclosed
terms that are due to filtering.
• Unresolved fluxes in the momentum equation :
τp,ij,sgs = ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,j − ˜u˘p,iu˘p,j (5.24)
• Unresolved fluxes of Quasi Brownian Energy :
˜
u˘jδθ˘p − ˜˘ujδ˜˘θp (5.25)
• Pressure strain relations :
[PQBδij − τ˘ij] ∂
∂xj
u˘p,i (5.26)
A rough modeling of the unresolved stresses in the filtered momentum equation due to
compressibility effects was given in section 3.3. The analysis of the different terms is refined
here. Before addressing the modeling of the different terms, the different contributions to
the total particle kinetic energy are investigated. As a consequence a transport equation
for the subgrid scale energy is constructed [89]. The construction of the subgrid scale
energy requires the knowledge of the mesoscopic kinetic energy. First the corresponding
transport equation is constructed.
Mesoscopic kinetic energy
The transport equation for the mesoscopic kinetic energy is deduced from the mesoscopic
momentum equation (Eq. 1.46) :
∂
∂t
n˘p
1
2
u˘p,iu˘p,i +
∂
∂xj
n˘pu˘p,j
1
2
u˘p,iu˘p,i = − u˘p,i ∂
∂xi
PQB︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)
+ u˘p,i
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
(B)
(5.27)
+
n˘p
τp
(ui − u˘p,i)
The first two terms on the right hand side (A) and (B) of Eq. 5.27 can be separated into a
diffusion term
(
∂
∂xj
(PQBδij − τ˘p,ij) u˘p,i
)
and an exchange term (PQBδij − τ˘p,ij) ∂∂xj u˘p,i. The
exchange term corresponds to the transfer of correlated kinetic energy to QBE by QB
viscosity and the exchange due to compression and dilatation. The corresponding term
can therefore be found in the transport equation for QBE with an opposite sign.
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Filtered Energy
In the system of the filtered equations, the situation is more complex than in the case of the
“laminar” equations and is therefore described by decomposing the different contributions.
The total kinetic energy of the dispersed phase is the sum of the kinetic energy associated
to the mesoscopic velocity field and the QBE.
Ep =
1
2
u˘p,iu˘p,i + δθ˘p (5.28)
Favre averaging the energy equation leads to the following expression:
E˜p =
1
2
˜u˘p,iu˘p,i + δ˜˘θp (5.29)
=
1
2
˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i +
1
2
( ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i − ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i)+ δ˜˘θp (5.30)
This demonstrates how the filtered total dispersed phase energy E˜p can be divided into
a resolved mesoscopic kinetic energy 1
2
˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i , an unresolved mesoscopic kinetic energy
q˘2p,sgs =
1
2
( ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i − ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i) and a filtered quasi brownian energy δ˜˘θp. The unresolved
mesoscopic kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs corresponds to half the trace of the unresolved stresses
τp,ij,sgs in the filtered dispersed phase momentum equation (Eq. 5.22).
In section 1.4.5 the difference between the volume filtered and the ensemble averaged
approach was evoked. Eq. 5.29 makes this difference, concerning the subgrid energy, clearer,
since the subgrid correlated kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs appears explicitly in the filtered energy
equation. The equivalent of the volume filtered subgrid kinetic energy ∆q2Ω,lis here the
sum of subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs and the filtered QBE δ
˜˘
θp since the volume filtering
procedure does not seperate correlated from uncorrelated kinetic energy.
Unresolved mesoscopic fluxes
The motivation for the introduction of the subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs is, other than the
explication of the transfer mechanisms, of practical nature. If the stress tensor τp,ij,sgs is
split into two components the filtered momentum equation can be rewritten.
τp,ij,sgs = −¯˘np2
3
q˘2p,sgsδij + τ
′
p,ij,sgs (5.31)
Regrouping the QBP with the contribution of the subgrid energy q˘2p,sgs and the filtered
stress tensor with the residual stress tensor τ ′p,ij,sgs the filtered momentum equation takes
the following form :
∂
∂t
¯˘np ˜˘up,i +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,j = − ∂
∂xi
(
P¯QB + ¯˘np
2
3
q˘2p,sgs
)
(5.32)
+
∂
∂xj
(
τ¯ij + τ
′
p,ij,sgs
)
− n¯p
τp
(
˜˘up,i − ui
)
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The mesoscopic subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs and the stresses τ
′
ij,sgs are not known in a LES
computation. One possibility is to model those terms directly. The mesoscopic subgrid
kinetic energy can be split into a compressible and an incompressible component.
q˘2p,sgs = q˘
2
p,sgs
(c)
+ q˘2p,sgs
(s)
(5.33)
In section 3.3.2 the incompressible solenoidal component of the mesoscopic subgrid kinetic
energy and the non-diagonal subgrid stresses were considered negligible. The compressible
component of the mesoscopic subgrid kinetic energy was modeled with a bulk viscosity
assumption.
q˘2p,sgs
(c)
= −C∆2
∣∣∣∣∣∂ ˜˘up,k∂xk
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ ˜˘up,k∂xk (5.34)
Note that the right hand side of Eq. 5.34 is not strictly an energy expression since it takes
negative values in the case of dilatation. In the case of dilatation, the force counteracting
the compressible velocity component needs to take however a different sign than in the
case of compression.
This approach may be extended to a general subgrid kinetic energy using an expres-
sion like it is proposed in the modeling for compresseible LES of gaseous flows (Moin
et al. [65],Yoshizawa [118]). Such a term is usually neglected in the case of subsonic LES
computations since the subgrid kinetic energy is of several orders of magnitude smaller
than the internal energy of the flow.
The tensor τ ′p,ij,sgs is by construction trace free and addresses the solenoidal component of
the velocity. Spectra of the Eulerian computations of the dispersed phase in section 4.3.4
show however, that the solenoidal energy is already smaller than the Lagrangian solenoidal
energy at small scales. Therefore the use of a subgrid tensor modeled by a viscous assump-
tion is questionable. Of course the simulations shown in chapter 4 were performed at a
small Reynolds number and a generalization to large Reynolds numbers is questionable.
If the stress tensor τ ′p,ij,sgs is constructed with a viscous assumption of Boussinesq type, a
subgrid viscosity νp,sgs needs to be introduced. Contrary to the QB viscosity νQB there is
no direct reason for this viscosity to depend on the particle relaxation time. Since it is a
turbulent viscosity, it should depend on the mesoscopic subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs.
Another possibility is to develop a transport equation for the subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs.
Construction of subgrid kinetic energy
The correlated subgrid kinetic energy transport equation is constructed by difference of the
transport equations for the filtered mesoscopic kinetic energy 1/2 ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i and the resolved
mesoscopic kinetic energy 1
2
˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i. The transport equations for the energies obtained
from the mesoscopic momentum transport equation (Eq. 1.46) and the filtered mesoscopic
momentum transport (Eq. 5.22) equations are :
∂
∂t
¯˘np
1
2
˜u˘p,iu˘p,i + ∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,j
1
2
˜u˘p,iu˘p,i = −u˘p,i ∂
∂xi
PQB (5.35)
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+u˘p,i
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,ij
+
¯˘np
τp
( ˜uiu˘p,i − ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i)
+
1
2
∂
∂xj
¯˘np
(
˜˘up,j ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i − ˜u˘p,ju˘p,iu˘p,i)
(5.36)
∂
∂t
¯˘np
1
2
˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,j
1
2
˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i = − ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xi
P¯QB︸ ︷︷ ︸
(C)
(5.37)
+ ˜˘up,i
∂
∂xj
τ¯p,ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
(D)
+
¯˘np
τp
(
u˜i ˜˘up,i − ˜˘up,i ˜˘up,i
)
+ ˜˘up,i
∂
∂xj
τp,ij,sgs︸ ︷︷ ︸
(E)
Knowledge of the previous two equations allows to construct the transport equation of
the subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs :
∂
∂t
¯˘npq˘
2
p,sgs +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,j q˘
2
p,sgs = −
u˘p,i ∂∂xiPQB︸ ︷︷ ︸
(F )
− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xi
P¯QB︸ ︷︷ ︸
(C)
 (5.38)
+
u˘p,i ∂∂xj τ˘p,ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
(G)
− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xj
τ¯p,ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
(D)

+
¯˘np
τp
(( ˜uiu˘p,i − u˜i ˜˘up,i)− 2q˘2p,sgs)
+
1
2
∂
∂xj
¯˘np
˜˘up,j ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
(H)
− ˜u˘p,ju˘p,iu˘p,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)

− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xj
τp,ij,sgs︸ ︷︷ ︸
(E)
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DNS
(A)
(B)12u˘p,iu˘p,i
δθ˘p
LES
(C) + (D)
(F+C) + (G+D)
(E)
1
2
˜˘up,i˜˘up,i
q˘2p,sgs
δ
˜˘
θp
Grouping q˘2p,sgs + δθ˘p in LES
1
2
˜˘up,i˜˘up,i (q˘
2
p,sgs + δ
˜˘
θp)
Figure 5.3: Sketch of the Energy transport in DNS, LES and when grouping q˘2p,sgs + δθ˘p in the
dispersed phase.
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In this transport equation for the mesoscopic subgrid kinetic energy appears a new term
which is related to the subgrid fluid particle correlation.
qfp,sgs =
( ˜uiu˘p,i − u˜i ˜˘up,i) (5.39)
Note, that in this equation u˜i is the carrier phase velocity with the Favre average of the
dispersed phase. The existence of a subgrid fluid particle correlation depends a priori on
the Stokes number and the cutoff scale of the filter. In section 9 the length scale associated
to the mean free particle path λp was associated to the smallest fluid particle correlation.
If this length scale is larger than the cutoff scale, the subgrid fluid particle correlation
is inexistent. If the cutoff scale is larger than the mean free particle path length this
contribution needs to be modeled.
Having established the transport equations for the different quantities it is interesting
to investigate the different mechanisms concerning the transfer of energy. In the transport
equation for the resolved correlated kinetic energy of the dispersed phase (Eq. 5.37) the
expression (E) corresponds to the transfer of resolved correlated particle kinetic energy
to the subgrid particle kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs (Eq. 5.38) where the term appears with an
opposite sign (expression (E)). The expressions (C) and (D) in Eq. 5.37 correspond to
the transfer between resolved correlated particle kinetic energy and QBE. In the same
way, one may identify the transfer expressions in Eq. 5.38. Here the terms (F − C) and
(G−D) characterize the exchange of mesoscopic kinetic energy with QBE. These transfer
mechanisms are roughly sketched in Fig. 5.3.
Grouping
(
q˘2p,sgs and δ
˜˘
θp
)
The subgrid kinetic energy q˘2p,sgs and the filtered QBE δ
˜˘
θp can be grouped to form one
energy q2p,sgs = q˘
2
p,sgs + δ
˜˘
θp. Using the corresponding transport equations (Eq. 5.24 and
Eq. 5.38) one may establish a transport equation for this new quantity.
∂
∂t
¯˘npq
2
p,sgs +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,jq
2
p,sgs = −
 ∂∂xi u˘p,iPQB︸ ︷︷ ︸
(M)
− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xi
P¯QB︸ ︷︷ ︸
(N)
− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xj
q˘sp,sgs︸ ︷︷ ︸
(O)

+
 ∂∂xj u˘p,iτ˘p,ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
(P )
− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xj
τ¯p,ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
(Q)
− ˜˘up,i ∂
∂xj
τ ′p,ij,sgs︸ ︷︷ ︸
(R)

+
¯˘np
τp
(
qfp,sgs − 2q2p,sgs
)
+
1
2
∂
∂xj
¯˘np
(
˜˘up,j ˜u˘p,iu˘p,i − ˜u˘p,ju˘p,iu˘p,i)
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+
1
2
∂
∂xj
¯˘np
(
˜˘up,jδ
˜˘
θp − ˜u˘p,jδθ˘p)
+
∂
∂xj
κQB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p
This equation can be simplified, by making some drastic modeling assumptions concern-
ing the unresolved fluxes of mesoscopic subgrid kinetic energy, unresolved fluxes of QBE
and grouping of the transfer components. The first modeling assumption concerns the
redistribution of subgrid kinetic energy by QBP.
∂
∂xj
PQBu˘p,j ≈ ∂
∂xj
P¯QB ˜˘up,j +
∂
∂xj
2
3
¯˘npq˘p,sgsu˘p,j (5.40)
The second modeling assumption concerns the redistribution of subgrid kinetic energy due
QB stress.
∂
∂xj
τ˘p,iju˘p,i ≈ ∂
∂xj
¯˘τ p,ij ˜˘up,i +
∂
∂xj
τ ′ij,sgsu˘p,i (5.41)
Furthermore here the unresolved fluxes of mesoscopic subgrid kinetic energy, unresolved
fluxes of QBE and filtered fluxes of QBE are grouped into one single diffusion equation.
∂
∂xj
κq2p,sgs
∂
∂xj
q2p,sgs (5.42)
The resulting simplified transport equation is then
∂
∂t
¯˘npq
2
p,sgs +
∂
∂xj
¯˘np ˜˘up,jq
2
p,sgs = −
2
3
¯˘npq
2
p,sgs
∂
∂xj
˜˘up,j +
(
¯˘τ p,ij + τ
′
ij,sgs
) ∂
∂xj
˜˘up,i (5.43)
¯˘np
τp
(
qfp,sgs − 2q2p,sgs
)
∂
∂xj
κq2p,sgs
∂
∂xj
q2p,sgs
The grouped subgrid kinetic energy q2p,sgs may then be used in the filtered momentum equa-
tion of the dispersed phase (Eq. 5.32). Two difficulties persist associated to the simplified
transport equation. One is due to the modeling of the subgrid stress tensor τ ′p,ij,sgs and the
other one is due to subgrid fluid particle correlation.
The transport equation for the subgrid kinetic energy q2p,sgs is, other than the difference in
volume and ensemble average, equivalent to the transport equation of the subgrid kinetic
energy as obtained from the volume filtering approach (see section 1.4.4).
5.4 LES of dispersed two-phase flow
In the preceding sections the transport equations are developed from the ensemble averaged
point of view. This was limited to the easiest case of one way coupling. The additional
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difficulty with respect to the carrier phase is the compressibility of the dispersed phase.
This makes it necessary to consider the spherical contribution of the unresolved fluxes.
During this thesis, no LES computation of two-phase flow was performed. Only the the-
oretical aspects of LES were addressed such as the different contributions of the subgrid
kinetic energy that were identified. The “DNS” analysis and comparison to Lagrangian
computations of two-phase flows leads to the following remarks for the simulation of such
flow.
• The dispersed phase behaves, depending on the Stokes number, like a highly com-
pressible flow. Therefore a numerical scheme is necessary to handle such compress-
ibility effects. If numerical resolution is insufficient to resolve the number density
the number density can be filtered. This requires a subgrid model, that acts on the
compressible component of the dispersed phase velocity.
• Energy transfer as studied in sections 2.7.2, and 4.1 is more complex in the case of two
phase flow than of incompressible energy. For length scales larger than the average
“free path” length of the particles are well captured but smaller length scales are
badly captured by the Eulerian method. Modeling of subgrid scales in an Eulerian
LES should therefore content itself to reproduce the behavior of the dispersed phase
at length scales larger than the mean “free path” length.
The reactive component of two-phase flow has not yet been addressed. This is the subject
of the next chapter (chapter 6).
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Chapter 6
Reactive two phase flows:
One-dimensional laminar two-phase
flames
Mephistopheles. Da sieh nur: welch bunten Flammen !
Es ist ein muntrer Klub beisammen.
Im Kleinen ist man nicht allein.
Faust. Doch droben mo¨cht ich lieber sein !
Schon seh ich Glut und Wirbelrauch.
Dort stro¨mt die Menge zu dem Bo¨sen;
Da muß ich manches Ra¨tsel lo¨sen.
Goethe, Faust, 1. Teil, Walpurgisnacht
One-dimensional two-phase flames are an important generic problem for reactive two-
phase flows and offer a basic test case for a reactive two-phase code. They allow to test how
the models for reactive flows such as source terms for species and internal energy couple
with the source terms and models specific to chemical reactions and the terms specific to
two-phase flows such as evaporation, heat transfer and drag.
This chapter contains a brief introduction to the continuous conservation equations
for a one-dimensional two phase flame. The necessary source terms, evaporation, heat
transfer and drag force are then discussed and the chosen approximations justified. The
structure of a one-dimensional two-phase flame is presented as a perturbation of a purely
gaseous one-dimensional flame and the effects of the different source terms are explained.
Numerical results for one-dimensional flame with ethanol droplets are presented and the
effect of droplet diameter on the flame structure is discussed.
Since meshes used for numerical computations in realistic geometries hardly ever allow
to resolve the flame structure, a turbulent sub-grid combustion model is necessary. This
difficulty is found in both purely gaseous and two-phase flames. For the present work,
liquid flames are thickened exactly as gaseous flames [17] : this extension is described here
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and numerical results for the case of the one-dimensional flame with ethanol droplets is
presented.
Experimentally one-dimensional flames are difficult to set up. Usually basic experimen-
tal studies on flames are performed on steady strained counterflow flames. Those flames
can be measured for several degrees of strain rate and their internal structure can be stud-
ied and compared to numerical results obtained with appropriate numerical treatments
([19],[39]). Nevertheless such flames are not easy to handle numerically and were excluded
for a first test case. Experimental data on one-dimensional two-phase flames is rare. Some
information on flame speed for the ethanol flame is given by Hayashi et al. [40].
One-dimensional two-phase flames have been studied analytically by Lin et al. [55]
[56] or Saulnier [85]. They consider the liquid phase as a perturbation on the gaseous
flame and perform a perturbation expansion. The perturbative results lead to interesting
insight in the response of a two-phase flame on the change of equivalence ratio and droplet
diameter. Analytical solutions can furthermore be used to initialize the computation of
a one-dimensional two-phase flame and then be used as a reference solution to validate
computational results [85].
Numerical studies on one-dimensional two-phase flames have been done by Versaevel [108]
and BenDakhlia [18]. BenDakhlia uses an extension of the CHEMKIN package with a de-
tailed treatment chemical kinetics and transport coefficients. A multi-class droplet formu-
lation allows to perform computations of realistic droplet size distributions. The numerical
formulation is implicit and supposes the existence of a steady state.
In the present study a simplified two-phase flame formulation is considered (one-step
chemistry and one droplet size). The main objective is to demonstrate that it is possible
to compute a one-dimensional two-phase flame in an Eulerian formulation with the chosen
numerical tool and that the extension of the thickened flame (TF) model is valid.
6.1 Laminar two-phase flames
The basic configuration studied here is sketched in Fig. 6.1. While the usual flame
prototype for gaseous fuels is the laminar propagating planar flame, which is studied in its
own reference flame, the two-phase flame needs more attention : it is useful to characterize
1D two-phase flames by considering three zones: the injection zone (IZ), where liquid and
gaseous fuel is mixed with air, the evaporation zone (EZ), where the liquid fuel evaporates
and the combustion zone (CZ), where the reaction takes place. A simple classification
may be proposed depending on the relative position of the three zones:
1. If the IZ is far away from the CZ, ie. if the flame is far from the place, where liquid
fuel is injected and the air is not saturated in gaseous fuel, the fuel evaporation
process will be completed before the flame. Then the EZ is located well before the
flame and may overlap with the IZ. A sketch of such a flame structure is given in the
upper graph of Fig. 6.1.
2. When the air is saturated in gaseous fuel before the flame, evaporation will take place
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of two-phase flame types: preevaporized flame (upper graph), saturated
flame (middle graph), and anchored flame(lower graph). Only the preevaporized and the saturated
flame can be computed in their reference frame as steady solutions.191
also in the pre-heating zone of the flame. In this case the EZ overlaps with the CZ.
Such flames are called “saturated” flames by Ben Dakhlia [18]. What is called an
“anchored” flame by Ben Dakhlia, is characterized by an EZ before the flame which
is attached to the inlet. If evaporation is taking place in the fresh gases while the
flame propagates into it, the problem cannot be formulated in the flame reference
frame and must be studied in a fixed frame. In this frame (Fig. 6.1) additional
quantities must be used to describe the problem: the distance between the flame
and the inlet and the injection speed uin. If the inlet velocity is smaller than the
gaseous consumption speed, the flame zone will approach the inlet. Then liquid fuel
is typically partially evaporated in the flame zone leading to a lower flame speed. At
one point the two-phase flame speed is equal to the inlet velocity and the flame is
stationary.
Whereas a flame speed can be defined in the case of the preevaporized and saturated flame
in the sense that is an eigenvalue of the associated mathematical problem this is not so in
the case of the anchored flame. If the inlet speed is lower than the consumption speed of the
equivalent gaseous flame, the flame propagates towards the inlet and becomes stationary
if fuel consumption is balanced by the evaporation process. In the case of an inlet speed
larger than the equivalent consumption speed, the flame is pushed and there is no steady
state.
6.1.1 Estimation of flame characteristics
Evaporation characteristics
One important characteristic of a two-phase flame is, where evaporation occurs: before
the flame, in the flame or everywhere. Simple scalings allow to characterize the regimes
using the d2 law for evaporation [95] and the size of the domain of calculation. If the entry
speed is Ul = Ug = sl and the length from the entry to the flame is l1 the characteristic
time of a droplet reaching the flame is tf = l1/sl. On the other hand the d
2 law gives
d2 = d20 − κt and the characteristic evaporation time in fresh gases (before the flame) is
tevap = d
2
0/κ. When tf > tevap evaporation is completed before the flame and the theory
of gaseous flames apply. This is the case for the preevaporized flame (Fig. 6.1). If on the
other hand tf < tevap, there is evaporation within the flame and perhaps after the flame.
(saturated or anchored flame). Therefore one may define a critical droplet diameter dc as
the critical diameter where evaporation is completed at the entry of the flame sheet.
dc =
√
l1κ
sl
(6.1)
Then two phase flames may be classified according to the critical diameter:
d < dc : preevaporized gaseous flame
d > dc : two-phase flame with evaporation in the flame sheet
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Equivalence ratio classification
In a two-phase flame it is necessary to specify the fuel content in each phase. This leads
to the definition of four equivalence ratios:
φt = s
αgρgYF+αlρl
αgρgYO
∣∣∣
inlet
global equivalence ratio:
liquid + gaseous fuel at the inlet to gaseous oxygen
φg = s
YF
YO
∣∣∣
inlet
gaseous equivalence ratio:
gaseous fuel at the inlet to gaseous oxygen
φl = s
αlρl
αgρgYO
∣∣∣
inlet
liquid equivalence ratio:
liquid fuel at the inlet to gaseous oxygen
φf = s
YF
YO
∣∣∣
flame
gaseous and preevaporised equivalence ratio:
gaseous fuel at the flame sheet to gaseous oxygen
The sum of gaseous and liquid equivalence ratio lead to the global equivalence ratio.
φt = φg + φl (6.2)
Furthermore one may define a parameter Ω that compares gaseous to total fuel content as
Ω =
αgρgYF
αlρl + αgρgYF
(6.3)
This parameter allows to classify flames from pure liquid injection (Ω = 0) to purely
gaseous cases (Ω = 1).
6.1.2 Flame classifications
Due to the complexity of two-phase flames, multiple classifications can be introduced. In
the next section two-phase flames are classified according to their evaporation character-
istics and the equivalence ratio. To some point the two classifications are linked since the
evaporation characteristics influence the gaseous fuel content.
Classification based on equivalence ratio
Here the classification of Lin et al. [55, 56] is adopted. Lin et al. consider first gaseous
equivalence ratio and then global equivalence ratio: (φg, φt). dinc characterizes the inlet
droplet diameter, dst the droplet diameter at the flame sheet. The different combustion
regimes are illustrated in figure 6.2. Globally two types of flames exist.
1. The simplest case occurs when droplets evaporate completely before the flame sheet
(middle sketch in Fig. 6.2): the structure of the flame is that of a usual premixed
flame.
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Figure 6.2: Zoology for two phase flames with evaporation before and after the flame sheet
2. The more complicated case occurs when droplets are bigger than the critical droplet
diameter and enter the flame sheet. This leads to different combustion regimes ex-
plained in the following section.
6.1.3 Structure and properties of a two-phase flame
In order to understand the structure of a two phase flame it is very instructive to begin
with a purely gaseous flame and consider fuel droplets as a perturbation on the gaseous
flame ∗. Here the structure of a laminar flame is first recalled to the extend necessary to
understand the basic interactions with the dispersed phase.
∗See [75], chapter 2 for a detailed discussion on one-dimensional laminar flames
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Figure 6.3: Sketch of the structure of a laminar gaseous flame
A simple one-step chemistry with Arrhenius law for the reaction rate and constant heat
capacity is considered to explain the basic phenomena. In Fig. 6.3 the density, temperature
and velocity profiles for a steady one-dimensional flame are given on the left graph whereas
temperature, fuel mass fraction and reaction rate (heat release) are given on the right graph.
Neglecting the small pressure jump at the flame sheet, a steady one-dimensional flame has
the following properties:
ρT = const (6.4)
ρU = const (6.5)
YF =
Cp
Q
(T (x)− Tin) (6.6)
Heat diffuses from the hot burnt side to the side where the un-burnt gases are present. If
the temperature is sufficiently high to overcome the necessary activation energy, fuel and
oxygen are consumed to produce heat and the corresponding combustion products such as
CO2, H2O etc. Flame speed and the thickness of the reaction rate are governed by heat
(and species) diffusion and the stiffness of the reaction rate †.
If fuel droplets are added to such a flow, they are subject to heat transfer from the gas
and mass exchange with the gas. Usually the heat transfer between the droplets and the
gaseous phase is modeled proportional to the temperature difference between the carrier
gas and the liquid fuel temperature. Supposing, that the temperatures at the inlet are
identical, heat exchange becomes important when the droplets reach the zone of increasing
temperature, therefore the flame sheet. Heat exchange is directly coupled to mass transfer
†Those properties are used in the thickened flame model to construct a model that can resolve a flame
on a coarse grid
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since the evaporation rate depends on the fuel mass fraction in the vicinity of the droplet
and the fuel vapor content at equilibrium. At the computational inlet fuel vapor content is
typically not saturated and therefore moderate evaporation takes place. When the droplets
approach the zone of the reaction rate, the temperature of the liquid fuel increases and
therefore shifts the fuel saturation pressure to higher values. This increases the fuel vapor
content at the droplet surface and the steeper gradient of fuel mass fraction from the
droplet surface to the gaseous phase increases fuel diffusion into the carrier gas. Therefore
the evaporation source term becomes increasingly important, when the droplet reaches the
flame sheet. In the flame sheet fuel is then consumed as in a normal gaseous flame.
Since heat and mass transfer are directly proportional to the surface on which exchange
can take place, both heat and mass transfer are proportional to the square of the the fuel
droplet diameter. For preevaporized cases, in cases where droplets are smaller then the
critical diameter dc (see Eq. 6.1), that is droplets evaporate completely before the flame
sheet with the thermodynamic conditions present at the computational inlet, the flame
structure remains essentially unchanged compared to the purely gaseous flame (see Fig.6.2,
upper graph). If particles penetrate into the reaction zone the change of flame structure
depends on the different equivalence ratios. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 ‡. The droplets
themselves will undergo vaporization. Droplet burning is divided by Lin et al. into two
different combustion regimes: isolated droplet combustion or group combustion.
• Isolated droplet combustion occurs, if the distance between droplets is sufficiently
large and a diffusion flame may exist around the isolated droplet. Then the iso-
lated droplet may burn in a mode illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Heat diffuses from the
reaction zone to the droplet and enhances evaporation whereas fuel diffuses from
the droplet surface to the reaction zone. The oxidizer diffuses from the gaseous side
to the reaction zone. With the assumptions of quasi-steady combustions (constant
droplet diameter) and infinitely fast chemistry this two-phase combustion mode can
be treated analytically [10].
• Group combustion can be divided into three subtypes [10].
Depending on the distance between droplets and the radius a diffusion flame an
isolated droplet would have in an isolated droplet regime with the same diffusion and
fuel properties. A sketch of the group combustion regime is given in Fig. 6.5.
If the product of the distance between droplets and diffusion flame radius is small,
the droplet cloud is said to be dense and a flamelet around a small number of droplets
will exist. This corresponds to a diffusion flame around a group of droplets.
If the product of the distance between droplets and the diffusion flame radius is large
the droplet cloud is said to be diluted and small flamelets will exist between the
droplets. If the product of the inter-particle distance and the diffusion flame radius
is about unity, infinitely long diffusion flamelets coexist with flamelets around groups
of particles and gas depending on the local mixture fraction.
Two group combustion regimes are illustrated in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.4: Sketch of isolated droplet combustion.
It is questionable, whether the evaporation and heat exchange model derived for an
isolated droplet together with a reaction rate model taken from gaseous premixed combus-
tion can be used to describe a laminar two-phase flame, that may undergo the combustion
modes previously described. Comparison of experiments with computations of steady
strained laminar counterflow flames charged with fuel droplets seem to indicate however,
that global non chemical quantities are correctly predicted by such rough models [19],[39].
It is however doubtful, if intermediate species of combustion depending on the combustion
regime are correctly predicted.
Experiments and computations of laminar two-phase flames lead to a non-trivial de-
pendence of the flame speed on the global equivalence ratio. If the liquid content tends to
zero, the behavior for flame speed of a purely gaseous flame is recovered. If a large amount
of fuel is initially in liquid form, elevated flame speeds are also found for large (φt  1)
equivalence ratios (Fig. 6.7).
Under the assumption that the used evaporation and combustion model correctly de-
scribe the evoked combustion types, the basic structure is dominated by evaporation.
Given the temperature profile of the gaseous flame evaporation is usually limited before
the flame in the region of moderate temperature. As soon as droplets enter regions of
elevated temperature, evaporation becomes important and liquid fuel content diminuishes
rapidly. The evaporated fuel can then be consumed and heat is released. The thickness of
the two-phase flame can be altered, if droplets are sufficiently large to enter the reaction
zone and deposit fuel in the region of elevated temperature. If oxidizer is present the fuel
will be rapidly consumed. The thickness of this type of flame is then dominated by the
evaporation mechanism. As shown by Versaevel [108] and BenDahklia [18] the flame speed
‡see also Lin et al. [55]
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Figure 6.5: Sketch of group combustion.
dependence on equivalence ratios can be significantly modified compared to purely gaseous
flames since a considerable part of the fuel is “stored” in liquid form.
In gaseous flames the flame thickness is inversely proportional to the flame speed [75].
This is not necessarily true in two-phase flames, where the thickness of the flame is not only
governed by thermal diffusion, but also by the evaporation process in the case of particles
entering the reaction zone. Versaevel argues, that the flame speed should be inversely pro-
portional to the droplet diameter. This assumption is based on the idea, that the laminar
flame speed is proportional to thermal diffusion and inversely proportional to a length scale
(sl = Dth/δ). He estimates the evaporation length scale by δ = τevap∗sl and obtains a flame
speed, that is proportional to the square root of diffusion and the evaporation constant of
the d2 law. This seems to be true for very large diameters. This model can be extended by
replacing the thermal diffusion with a characteristic evaporation coefficient, for instance
d2/τevap. Then the flame speed becomes proportional to the evaporation parameter from
the d2 law and inversely proportional to the diameter (sl ∝ κ/d).
6.2 The set of one-dimensional equations for two phase
flows with evaporation and reaction terms
Here the one-dimensional set of equations of the Two-Fluid model as obtained by volume
filtering (see [115] or [24]) are recalled and the individual source terms are explained.
The one-dimensional gaseous conservation equations can be reduced to the following
set of equations, if viscous effects and geometric constraints are neglected (αg ≈ 1) on
pressure and momentum exchange terms.
∂
∂t
αgρg +
∂
∂x
αgρgUg = Γ (6.7)
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Figure 6.6: Sketch of different group combustion regimes.
∂
∂t
αgρgUg +
∂
∂x
αgρgU
2
g = −
∂
∂x
Pg + Fdrag + ΓUg (6.8)
∂
∂t
αgρgEg +
∂
∂x
αgρgUgEg = − ∂
∂x
PgUg − ∂
∂x
qg − 1
2
ΓU2g − Φ− Λ + ωth (6.9)
The gasesous conservation equations consist of:
• mass conservation (Eq. 6.7) with the gaseous volume fraction αg, gaseous density ρg
and the mass exchange term Γ due to evaporation,
• momentum conservation (Eq. 6.8) with the gaseous velocity Ug, the gaseous pressure
Pg and the drag force Fg,
• total non-chemical energy (Eq. 6.9) with the energy Eg, the heat diffusion qg the
enthalpy exchange due to mass exchange Λ, the enthalpy transfer due to conduction
Φ and the thermal reaction rate ω˙th. (See notations and definitions in section 1.4)
The continuous form of the dispersed phase equations is the following:
∂
∂t
αlρl
∂
∂x
αlρlUl = −Γ (6.10)
∂
∂t
n+
∂
∂x
nUl = 0 (6.11)
∂
∂t
αlρlUl +
∂
∂x
αlρlU
2
l = −ΓUl − Fdrag (6.12)
∂
∂t
αlρlEl +
∂
∂x
αlρlUlEl = −1
2
ΓU2l + Φ+ Λ (6.13)
The dispersed phase conservation equations consist of:
• liquid mass conservation (Eq. 6.10) with the liquid volume fraction αl, the liquid
density ρl, the dispersed velocity Ul and the mass exchange term Γ,
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Figure 6.8: Sketch of the structure of an anchored two-phase flame . The gaseous temperature
profile is given as a reference for the flame position. Mass exchange rate (evaporation) is indicated
by Γ, liquid volume fraction by αl.
• Drag Fdrag: The Stokes law for drag has been used to couple the momentum equa-
tions. This drag force is described in section 1.1.4.
• Heat flux
• Enthalpy Exchange
6.2.1 Evaporation: mass and enthalpy exchange
The source term connecting the continuity equations for gas and droplet phase is the
evaporation (more precisely the mass exchange) source term (Γ). Since evaporation is
directly dependent on temperatures and vapor pressure the source term is dependent on
the energy equations and the fuel species equation. Furthermore evaporation changes the
energy equation since the vapor transports enthalpy from one phase to the other.
The evaporation of an isolated droplet including the physical phenomena of fuel diffu-
sion and temperature distribution is known as the two-phase Stefan problem. Solving the
Stefan problem is a numerical challenge in itself.
In a simplified microscopic viewpoint fuel molecules in the liquid droplet have a cer-
tain random motion. The mean velocity of the random motion between two collisions is
governed by the thermal energy distribution. For the ideal case (black body radiation)
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Figure 6.9: Sketch of the physical phenomena of evaporation on an isolated droplet
the thermal velocity distribution is given by Plancks law §. Fuel molecules have to over-
come a potential barrier due to intermolecular forces in order to escape from the liquid
(in the subcritical case). This potential barrier leads to the physical phenomena of surface
tension. Some molecules, those in the tail of the energy distribution (Fig. 6.10), have
thermal velocities that enable them to overcome the potential barrier of surface tension
and escape from the liquid droplet. These molecules then add to the first layer around
the droplet. Partial pressure of vapor with the local thermodynamic conditions is given
by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 6.17 (see also Fig. 6.12). The energy consumed by
the molecule to overcome the potential barrier of surface tension leads to the introduc-
tion of the latent heat of evaporation in the macroscopic model. Since the most energetic
molecules leave the liquid at the surface, the mean temperature of the droplet will decrease
and so will the temperature distribution. This causes a temperature difference between
the droplet and the surrounding gas. If the molecules of the gas have a thermal velocity
distribution corresponding to a higher temperature, they will transfer energy via collisions
at the liquid surface. The temperature difference depends therefore on the mass flow rate
of fuel molecules leaving the liquid droplet and the thermal diffusion in the surrounding
gas heating the droplet.
This picture of the isolated droplet in the absence of convective motion of the carrier
phase gas is the idealized case. A relative velocity of the carrier phase gas and the droplet
may induce an internal convection in the droplet via surface friction. This internal flow
tends to make the temperature distribution in the droplet more uniform. For small droplets
(some microns) and small relative velocities the Reynolds number for the internal motion
are however small and this can be considered as a second-order effect. The other effect of
§Plancks law for black body radiation gives a thermal energy distribution of the form
E(ω)dω ≈ 6h
pi2c3
ω3dω
exp(6hω/kT )− 1 (6.16)
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Figure 6.10: Thermal energy distribution of a black body.
a relative velocity between the droplet and the carrier phase is the enhanced transport of
fuel molecules from the droplet surface to the gas lowering the gaseous fuel mass fraction in
the vicinity of the droplet and the enhanced exchange of enthalpy. Those rather complex
phenomena of heat and mass transport in the presence of a convection velocity require the
solution of the gaseous Navier-Stokes equations around the droplet for an exact solution.
Since it is numerically expensive to solve those equations for a large number of droplets this
effect is typically taken into account by empirical correlations for the Nusselt and Sherwood
numbers.
Fuel molecules, once escaped from the droplet, may encounter an oxidizer in the vicinity
of the droplet and chemical reactions may occur. Typically activation energies for hydro-
carbon fuels are nevertheless well above the boiling temperatures of the liquid fuel, so that
this can also be classified as a second-order effect.
Realistic fuels are multicomponent mixtures of hydrocarbons containing small amounts
of sulfur and other species. Evaporation of such mixtures is significantly more compli-
cated. “Light” molecules tend to evaporate more quickly since their kinetic energy is
typically bigger after a collision with a “heavy” molecule due to energy and momentum
conservation. Spurious amounts of other species may be sufficient to change surface tension
and the associated potential barrier. Multicomponent evaporation has been addressed by
Sirignano [95]. It is not considered here since the gasesous combustion model currently
assumes a single fuel species and multicomponent fuel combustion is not yet considered.
This microscopic description of evaporation has to be formulated so that it can be
treated with the macroscopic conservation equations of mass and fuel species conservation
and temperature or enthalpy conservation.
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Figure 6.11: The different evaporation models: from left to right, fixed temperature model,
uniform temperature model and resolved temperature model
Existing models
In the literature several evaporation models exist. They usually assume the existence of
an isolated droplet and evaluate the mass flux from a local thermodynamic equilibrium at
the droplet surface. The existing evaporation models have been discussed for instance by
Siringano [15] [1] [94] and Bellan [63].
Depending on the degree of physics desired and the amount of computational effort
that can be afforded, evaporation models for isolated droplets can be divided into four
groups.
1. d2 law: This model assumes constant mass transfer per unit surface from the liquid
phase to the gaseous phase depending only on the droplet surface. Effects related
to varying droplet temperature and fuel vapor concentrations are not directly taken
into account. The droplet temperature is actually directly imposed by the quasi-
steady assumption used for heat and species transport. The model is numerically
very simple and stable. Since the evaporation time can be computed algebraically,
numerical instabilities can be avoided.
2. fixed droplet temperature model: This model does not require an energy or
temperature equation for the liquid phase since the droplet temperature is assumed
constant. Partial pressure of fuel at the droplet surface can only change with the
surrounding gaseous pressure and therefore the mass transfer rate depends essentially
on the fuel mass fraction of the gas in the vicinity of the droplet.
3. uniform temperature model: The droplet temperature is assumed to be uniform
within the droplet but can vary with time. This is equivalent to assuming infinitely
fast temperature conduction in the droplet. The partial pressure of fuel vapor of the
droplet depends on the droplet temperature and the surrounding gaseous pressure.
Since the fuel vapor content at the droplet surface depends on the partial pressure
of fuel, the evaporation rate depends indirectly on droplet temperature and directly
on the fuel mass fraction of the gas in the vicinity of the droplet.
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4. resolved temperature model: In this model the temperature distribution within
the droplet is resolved. This requires a numerical solution of the temperature distri-
bution in the droplet. Some models also take the internal convection of the liquid due
to drag into account. This requires to solve the full Navier-Stokes equations in the
droplet. Therefore this model is the most physical and but also the most expensive.
The list of evaporation models is not exhaustive: subclasses and variations of these
evaporation models do exist. Here the uniform temperature model is chosen. It provides
a reasonable tradeoff between computational effort and treatment of physical phenomena,
since it captures the desired effects of temperature-dependent heating and evaporation
essential to treat evaporation in a correct manner in the vicinity of the flame front. If
droplets are small compared to the surrounding length scales, this model is quite reasonable.
The uniform temperature model and the corresponding thermodynamic state
at the droplet surface
Two essential hypothesis are made for this evaporation model:
1. infinite conductivity for temperature
2. other thermodynamic mechanisms are fast compared to evaporation: the droplet is
in quasi-equilibrium.
With those two drastic assumptions we assume that the droplet and its surrounding surface
vapor layer have a uniform temperature Td. Then the partial pressure of the vapor at the
droplet surface pF,ζ is given by the Clausius Clapeyron equation ([120],[42]):
pF,ζ = pcc exp
(
∆HWF
R
(
1
Tcc
− 1
Tl
))
(6.17)
Knowing the partial vapor pressure one may determine the fuel mass fraction at the
droplet surface as:¶
YF,ζ =
pF,ζWF
pF,ζWF + (p− pζ)Wg (6.18)
The total density at the droplet surface is then:
ρζ =
pF,ζ/ptotWF + (p− pF,ζ) /pWg
RTζ
(6.19)
the partial fuel vapor density is given by:
ρF,ζ =
pF,ζ/pWF
RTζ
(6.20)
¶If the molar mass of the gas is not assumed constant but dependent on the species this equation needs
to be corrected for varying gaseous molar mass. This can be done by introducing a correction factor and
leads to YF,ζ =
PF,ζWF
PF,ζWF+(Pg−PF,ζ)W¯g
1−YF,g
1−YF,gW¯g/WF
see appendix C.1.
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Figure 6.12: Clausius Clapeyron Graph: Given the values of one point of (T, P ) on the Clausius
Clapeyron line connecting the triple point with the critical point the Clausius Clapeyron equation
(Eq. 6.17) defines the partial pressure of the liquid vapor on the droplet surface
and the partial density of the other gas is given by:
ρF,ζ =
(p− pF,ζ) /pWF
RTζ
(6.21)
Once the thermodynamic properties at the droplet surface are known, the fuel mass
flux from the liquid surface corresponding the molecules leaving the liquid needs to be
modeled. This is done in the following section.
Mass transfer model
Obviously, solving the Navier-Stokes equations around each droplet is impossible. The
usual technique is to solve these equations around an isolated droplet and assume, that the
result for the evaporation rate can be used for all droplets. Traditionally a quasi steady
assumption for the flow around each droplet is made [120]. This enables one to neglect the
temporal derivatives in the conservation equations. The fluxes of the gaseous continuity
equation and the gaseous fuel species conservation equation in absence of the reaction
term can be combined to obtain the following flux balance equation at the droplet surface
(indexed with ζ).
ρgug|ζ = ρgugYF |ζ − ρgD
∂
∂x
YF
∣∣∣∣∣
ζ
(6.22)
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This allows to determine the gaseous bulk velocity normal to the surface by solving Eq. 6.22
for ug:
ug =
D ∂
∂x
YF
∣∣∣
ζ
YF,ζ − 1 (6.23)
Spalding introduced at this point a parameter that allows to compare the fuel mass fraction
at some distance r from the surface to the fuel mass at the droplet surface r = rζ .
b =
YF
YF,ζ − 1 (6.24)
In the case of an isolated droplet the mass transfer due to evaporation can be evaluated
analytically ([120]) using the conservation equation for fuel mass fraction in spherical coor-
dinates outside the droplet and thus omitting the evaporation source term. The objective
is then to obtain an analytical expression for the fuel diffusion outside the droplet with a
matching condition at the surface:
r2ρgugb = r
2ρgD
∂
∂xb
+ const. (6.25)
Application of boundary conditions and partial integration supposing ρgD to be constant
then yields an analytical expression:
− r
2
ζug,ζ
rDζ
= ln (b− bζ + 1) + const. (6.26)
Finally Spalding introduced the mass transfer number B. It measures the difference in fuel
vapor at the droplet surface and the surrounding gas is then weighted by 1
1−YF,ζ :
B =
YF,ζ − YF,g
1− YF,ζ (6.27)
Physically, this implies that by approaching the Clausius Clapeyron line, the mass transfer
number would tend to infinity. Combination of the previous definitions leads then to the
final expression for the mass transfer term:
Γ = αl
6
d2
Sh [ρζDζ ] ln (1 +B) . (6.28)
Here the Sherwood number is used (Sh) to correct for enhanced evaporation if a relative
velocity is present:
Sh = 2.0 + 0.55Re
1/2
d Sc
1/3 (6.29)
This correlation for the Sherwood number depending on the Reynolds number of the
droplet‖ and the Schmidt number Sc for fuel diffusion is often called the Ranz-Marshall
law.
‖ The Reynolds number of the droplet is defined with the droplet diameter, the relative velocity and
the gaseous viscosity Red =
d|ug−ud|
ν
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The mass transfer model Eq. 6.28 does not reproduce perfectly the measured values of
evaporation and an empirical correction of the evaporation law that corrects temperature
and fuel mass fraction at the surface [47]:
T˜ = Tζ + A(T∞ − Tζ) (6.30)
Y˜F = YF,ζ + A(YF,∞ − YF,ζ) (6.31)
Since experimental data is best fitted when choosing A = 1/3, this is often referred to
as the 1/3 law [47]. Since here only mono-dispersed sprays are considered, the droplet
diameter is obtained from the following relations:
αl =
npi
6
d3, d =
(
6αl
npi
)1/3
,
1
d2
=
(
npi
6αl
)2/3
(6.32)
Using the above relations the source term for droplet evaporation is written as follows:
Γ = α
1/3
l 6
1/3 (npi)2/3 Sh [ρD]1/3 ln(1 +B) (6.33)
Enthalpy Exchange
The enthalpy exchange in between the two phases (Eqs. 6.9, 6.13) can be divided into two
components: Λ due to mass exchange and Φ due to conduction. The construction of the
macroscopic enthalpy exchange Λ depends on the definition of the latent heat of evapo-
ration. For a consistent enthalpy exchange that takes into account the total energy loss
due to phase change the definitions of enthalpies and latent heat of Miller and Bellan [62]
are used and their argumentation is followed here. As for mass transfer the objective is
to formulate a model such as the macroscopic conservation equations describe the micro-
scopic physical behavior. The enthalpy of the liquid phase for the incompressible liquid
is defined as hl =
∫ T
0 CL(T
′)dT ′. The enthalpy of vapor for the same species is defined
as hV = h
0
V +
∫ T
0 Cp,V (T
′)dT ′ and the reference enthalpy is taken to be zero at T = 0.
The index V stand for fuel vapor. Enthalpies of fuel in the vapor phase and liquid fuel
are not independent. The latent heat of evaporation is defined as the enthalpy difference
LV = hV,ζ − hL,ζ between liquid and vapor phase at equal temperatures at the liquid sur-
face. Combining the definition of latent heat of evaporation with the definitions for liquid
and vapor enthalpies yields:
h0V = LV (T
∗) +
∫ T ∗
0
(CL(T
′)− CV (T ′)) dT ′ (6.34)
For constant heat capacities (perfect gases) the enthalpy equation is with the above con-
siderations:
hV,ζ = Cp,V T + h
0
V (6.35)
LV = h
0
V − (CL − Cp,V )Tζ (6.36)
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and the gaseous internal energy at the droplet surface is defined as:
ei = (1− YF,ζ) (Cv,gTζ) + YF,ζ
(
Cv,V Tζ + h
0
V
)
(6.37)
In order for the assumption of constant heat capacities to be consistent, the heat capacity of
fuel vapor at the droplet surface must be equal to the liquid heat capacity (CL = Cp,V ). The
transfer of enthalpy due to heat conduction, Φ is again modeled by a gradient assumption.
Then the heat transfer is proportional to a conductivity constant (λg) the droplet surface
(d2) and the temperature difference (∆T ):
Φ = −αlλgNu 6
d2
(Tl − Tg) (6.38)
As in the mass transfer model, this law needs to be corrected for unsteady and turbulent
effects. For a constant Nusselt number Nu this model is valid only in steady atmosphere.
For the Nusselt number often a Ranz-Marshall type correlation is assumed:
Nu = 2.0 + 0.55Re
1/2
d Pr
1/3 (6.39)
Pr is the Prandtl number that compares the diffusion of temperature to the diffusion of
momentum.
6.2.2 Consumption flame speed of a saturated two-phase flame
Here a formula for the consumption flame speed of a saturated two-phase flame is derived
(Fig. 6.1a). It is not possible to apply this formula to an anchored flame, since its flame
speed is equal to the inlet velocity. In order to calculate the consumption flame speed of a
two-phase flame the equations of continuity (Eq. 6.7, 6.10) and fuel balance (Eq. 6.14) are
written in the reference frame of the flame sheet and integrated:
∞∫
−∞
αgρgUgdx =
∞∫
−∞
Γdx (6.40)
∞∫
−∞
αlρlUldx = −
∞∫
−∞
Γdx (6.41)
∞∫
−∞
αgρgUgYFdx =
∞∫
−∞
ω˙Fdx+
∞∫
−∞
Γdx (6.42)
The integral fuel consumption is Ω˙F =
∞∫
−∞
ω˙Fdx. For a steady flame, the fresh gas velocity
is equal to the consumption speed and one obtains by combining equations 6.40, 6.41 and
6.42 the following relations:
[αgρgUgYF ]−∞ = [αgρgUgYF ]∞ − Ω˙F + [αgρgUg]−∞ − [αgρgUg]∞ (6.43)
[αgρgUg (YF − 1)]−∞ = [αgρgUg (YF − 1)]∞ − Ω˙F (6.44)
[ρgUg]∞ = [αgρgUg]−∞ + [αlρlUl]∞ (6.45)
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Gas Liquid
Cp 1437.0 J/kgK Cl 2431.0 J/kgK
Wm 0.029 kg/mole Wm 0.046 kg/mole
ρin 1.17 kg/m
3 ρl 816.0 kg/m
3
Eactiv 20000 cal/mol LV 911000 J/kg
Qreac 23653 J/g pcc 101330 Pa
A 1010 Tcc 351 K
D 6 ∗ 10−5 m2/s
λ 1 ∗ 10−2 J/smK
Table 6.1: Physical and thermo-chemical properties of the one-dimensional two-phase flame.
Thermo-chemical data on ethanol was taken from the web-site http://webbook.nist.gov. Diffusion
and heat conductivity parameters are adjusted such as to find typical evaporation times found in
literature. The pre-exponential constant A of the Arrhenius law has not been fitted, so that the
gaseous flame would match the experimental flame speed and the computed flame speed is too
low.
Here complete droplet evaporation
(
(αg)∞ = 1
)
and equal inlet speeds (Ul = Ug = sl) are
assumed to obtain the expression for the consumption speed :
sc =
Ω˙
[αgρg + αlρl]−∞ YF,∞ − [αgρgYF ]−∞ − [αlρl]−∞
(6.46)
For a purely gaseous flame, αl → 0 and the above equation for the consumption flame
speed becomes
sc =
Ω˙
[ρg]−∞ (YF,∞ − YF,−∞)
(6.47)
which corresponds to the gaseous consumption flame speed of a gaseous flame, as ex-
pected. ∗∗
6.3 Numerical results for a one-dimensional anchored
two-phase flame
In this section numerical results for a one-dimensional two-phase flame are presented.
This is done for a sample one-step chemistry with the gaseous and liquid thermo-chemical
properties given in table 6.1. The flame is anchored: inlet gases are not saturated and
evaporation proceeds everywhere upstream of the flame front. Those thermo-chemical
properties are close to a two-phase flame with ethanol droplets, keeping in mind, that the
one-step Arrhenius law and the simple evaporation law may not mimic the complex thermo-
chemical process, if droplets enter the reaction zone. The inlet conditions are chosen, so
∗∗see Poinsot [75],p.38 Eq. 2.26 for a derivation of the consumption flame speed
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d [micron] φg φt φf
10 0.53 1.19 0.8
20 0.53 1.19
30 0.53 1.19
40 0.53 1.19 0.56
Table 6.2: The different equivalence ratios for the computed flames
that a totally rich flame (φt = 1.19), which is initially lean at the inlet (φg = 0.53), is
computed with an initial droplet diameter of 10 micron. The computational domain has
a length of two centimeters and a spatial discretization of 300 points. Fig. 6.13 shows
selected numerical results of the two-phase flame. The upper four graphs show properties
of the gaseous phase whereas the lower four graphs show properties of the dispersed phase.
The density and velocity profiles of the gas phase are almost identical to a purely gaseous
flame whereas the fuel mass fraction increases due to evaporation and reaches a maximum
just before the reaction zone where fuel is consumed. Since the total equivalence ratio
is slightly rich (φt = 1.19), there is excess fuel (Yfuel) on the product side of the flame.
The volume fraction of liquid fuel (αl) decreases due to evaporation (Γ) first slowly and
then faster in the vicinity of the reaction zone. The evolution of the particle diameter (d)
corresponds (as expected) to the third root of the volume fraction. The particle number
density n varies due to the acceleration of the droplets in the combustion products. Note
here a classical paradox of an Eulerian computation: if liquid volume fraction and droplet
diameter go to zero, fuel droplets are physically non-existent. Numerically the conservation
equations are however continuous and give values for profiles such as velocity even in areas
where the liquid volume fraction are close to zero. Therefore some care has to be taken in
the interpretation of the numerical results in this regions.
It is interesting to compare fuel production by evaporation to fuel consumption by the
flame. This is done in Fig. 6.14 for the two-phase flame with an initial droplet diameter
of 10 micron. The evaporation rate for this configuration is maximal, when droplets enter
the reaction zone. Evaporation finishes before the end of the reaction zone and the form
of the reaction rate is similar to the reaction rate of a purely gaseous flame. Spatially
evaporation and combustion occur simultaneously and this is handled without problem by
the numerical solver. The importance of the droplet diameter on the flame structure is
illustrated in Fig. 6.15. Four different droplet diameters are considered. Table 6.2 sum-
marizes inlet conditions for the four flames. The total (φt) and gas (φg) equivalence ratios
are identical for the different flames. Fig. 6.15 shows the gas phase properties on the left
side and the corresponding droplet properties on the right side. With decreasing droplet
diameter the droplet surface for phase exchange decreases as the square of the diameter
and so does the evaporation source. Whereas the equivalence ratio just before the reaction
rate is φf ≈ 0.8 in the case of the two-phase flame with droplets of 10 microns, the equiv-
alence ratio is almost identical (φf ≈ 0.56) to the inlet equivalence ratio at the inlet (φg)
in the case of the flame with diameters of 40 microns since the evaporation source term is
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Figure 6.7: Flame speed for a laminar two-phase flame versus total equivalence ratio (Ben
Dakhlia [18]). The initial droplet diameter is 20 micron. δ compares the initially gaseous equiv-
alence ratio to the total equivalence ratio (δ = 1 purely gaseous flame)
• liquid droplet number density n conservation,
• liquid momentum conservation (Eq. 6.12) with the dispersed velocity Ul and the
momentum exchange term Fdrag,
• liquid sensible energy conservation El with the phase exchange terms Λ for the en-
thalpy exchange due to mass exchange and the heat conduction Φ.
Further more it is necessary to transport fuel and oxygen in the gaseous phase:
∂
∂t
αgρgYF +
∂
∂x
αgρgYFUg = αg
∂
∂x
(
DF
∂
∂x
YF
)
+ Γ + ω˙F (6.14)
∂
∂t
αgρgYO +
∂
∂x
αgρgYOUg = αg
∂
∂x
(
DO
∂
∂x
YF
)
+ ω˙O (6.15)
This yields a total of nine conservation equations that have to be fulfilled simultaneously
to solve the one-dimensional two-phase flame compared to five conservation equations in a
purely gaseous flame (Eqn.6.7-6.9 and 6.14,6.15).
The coupling terms for the gaseous and dispersed phase need to modeled. Theses terms
are:
• Mass exchange due to evaporation (Γ): Evaporation is the coupled effect of mass and
enthalpy exchange. This is briefly explained in the next section.
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Figure 6.13: Selected properties of the numerical solution of a sample flame. The total equiva-
lence ratio is slightly rich and the inlet diameter for the fuel droplets is 10 microns.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the magnitude of fuel consumption by the flame (ωF ) and fuel
production by evaporation (Γ). The droplet diameter is 10 micron.
significantly smaller. For flames with large droplets (Fig.6.16), the reaction zone can be
divided into two zones: In the first zone the gaseous fuel is consumed first and leads to a
lean flame and the fuel mass fraction becomes zero. The second part of the reaction zone
is governed by the evaporation process and is significantly thicker. The evaporated fuel is
almost instantly consumed by the flame and the fuel mass fraction of the totally rich flame
increases only, if the oxidizer becomes rare. This process can be identified by comparing
the gaseous fuel production by evaporation to fuel consumption of the flame (Fig. 6.16).
In the case of larger droplets, the form of the reaction zone differs from the reaction rate of
a purely gaseous flame or a flame with small droplets (Fig. 6.14). One clearly distinguishes
the reaction zone of the gaseous lean flame from the reaction zone due to fuel evaporation
in the hot gases with remaining oxidizer. In the second zone the fuel consumption by the
flame is controlled by the evaporation rate of the large droplets.
Note that the view of the large droplet flames given in Fig. 6.15 matches the equation of
our model but it is not clear however if this numerical solution of the eulerian conserva-
tion equations reflects the microscopic behavior when fuel droplets enter the flame sheet:
droplets might burn in a completely different regime.
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Figure 6.15: Parametric study of the influence of the particle diameter on the combustion
regime
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the magnitudes of fuel consumption by the flame (ωF ) and fuel
production by evaporation (Γ). The droplet diameter is 40 micron.
6.4 Turbulent combustion modeling in two-phase flows.
As in LES of reacting gaseous flows, flame sheets in two-phase flows are usually not resolved
in a calculation and modeling of the reacting terms is necessary. Several methods exist
for LES modeling of turbulent flames, one of them is the thickened flame (TF) model [11]
[17]. This model is used here and extended to a two-phase flame.
6.4.1 Derivation of the thickened flame model for two-phase flames
The idea of the thickened flame model is to change the diffusive length and time scales of the
flow while conserving the dynamic length scales. The scale transformation is: x← x = Fx
and t← t = Ft. If this transformation is applied to the gaseous species equation,
∂
∂t
αgρgYg,k +
∂
∂x
αgρgUgYg,k = αg
∂
∂x
(
ρgDg,k
∂
∂x
Yg,k
)
+ ωk (6.48)
it becomes:
F
∂
∂t′
αgρgYg,k + F
∂
∂x′
αgρgUgYg,k = F
∂
∂x′
(
ρgDg,kF
∂
∂x′
Yg,k
)
+ ωk (6.49)
and after division by the factor F equation 6.49 becomes:
∂
∂t′
αgρgYg,k +
∂
∂x′
αgρgUgYg,k =
∂
∂x′
(
ρgDg,kF
∂
∂x′
Yg,k
)
+
ωk
F
(6.50)
This equation 6.50 is identical to equation 6.48 if one multiplies the diffusion coefficient by
F . The same operation can be carried out on the equation of internal energy or tempera-
ture. Using Ficks law for the heat flux one finds the original equation after multiplication
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Figure 6.17: The thickened flame: A typical computational mesh for LES computations is
indicated by the dotted lines, on the left sketch the physical flame is compared to the artificially
thickened flame and on the right sketch the temperature profiles through the flame sheet on the
dashed line are given.
of the heat diffusion coefficient by F and division of the thermal reaction rate by the factor
F . This operation is not carried out on the momentum equation since the flow dynamics
are not to be changed. A detailed discussion on the coupling of the thickened flame to the
dynamics of the flow field can be found in Colin [17]. The previous algebraic operation
conserves the laminar flame speed since
sl ∝
√
DthA =
√
(D0thF )
A0
F
(6.51)
and thickens the reaction zone by a factor F since: See Poinsot [75] for a detailed analysis of
the thickened flame model and its consequences on flame speed and reaction zone thickness.
δl ∝ Dth
sl
∝
√
Dth
A
= F
√
D0th
A0
= Fδ0l (6.52)
Here the exponent 0 is used to indicate the un-thickened flame properties and A is the
pre-exponential constant in the Arrhenius reaction law. The advantage of the TF model
is, to provide a way to numerically propagate a flame front at the right speed without
having to use a dense mesh. Since the thickened flame front thickness δl = Fδ
0
l depends
directly on the thickening factor F it allows to thicken the flame front sufficiently to resolve
its structure even on a coarse mesh. The drawback of the TF model is that the interaction
of turbulence and chemistry may be modified since the Damko¨hler number is modified.
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The Damko¨hler number is defined as the comparison of turbulent (τt) to chemistry time
scale (τc).
Da =
τt
τc
=
lt
u′
sl
δ0l
(6.53)
In two-phase flames the other important source term besides reaction rates, that is gov-
erned by diffusion is the evaporation. To keep the flame structure, conservation equations
containing source terms related to evaporation have to undergo the same treatment as the
species conservation equation.
The procedure of scale transformation, detailed for the species conservation procedure in
eqs. 6.48-6.50, gives the following set of equations for the one-dimensional two-phase flow
equation:
∂
∂t′
αgρg +
∂
∂x′
αgρgUg =
Γ
F
(6.54)
∂
∂t′
αgρgYg,k +
∂
∂x′
αgρgUgYg,k =
∂
∂x′
(
ρgDg,kF
∂
∂x′
Yg,k
)
+
ωk
F
(6.55)
∂
∂t′
αgρgEg +
∂
∂x′
αgρgUgEg = − ∂
∂x′
PgUg − ∂
∂x′
Qg − 1
2F
ΓU2l −
Φ
F
− Λ
F
+
ωth
F
(6.56)
∂
∂t′
αlρl +
∂
∂x′
αlρlUl = −Γ
F
(6.57)
∂
∂t′
n+
∂
∂x′
nUl = 0 (6.58)
∂
∂t′
αlρlEl +
∂
∂x′
αlρlUlEl = − 1
2F
ΓU2l +
Φ
F
+
Λ
F
(6.59)
For the set of the coupled equations the scaling factor F enters the equations for continuity
via the evaporation term and the equations for temperature or energy via the heat exchange
terms and the heat diffusion in the case of the gaseous energy equation. Therefore the
extension of the thickened flame model to the one-dimensional two-phase flame modifies
the source terms for evaporation and heat exchange.
6.4.2 Numerical results for the two-phase thickened flame model
Numerically this extension of the TF model to the two-phase thickened flame model (TPTF)
is tested for a flame with droplets of 50 microns.
Fig. 6.18 presents the un-thickened two-phase flame that is to be compared to the
thickened two-phase flame in Fig. 6.19. The thickening factor is (F = 10). As expected,
the thickened flame is larger and easier to resolve numerically. The un-thickened flame is
compared to the thickened flame in Fig. 6.20. For the ease of comparison, the flame has
been shifted to the origin of the x axis. The profiles of the thickened flame areas expected
significantly smoother than the un-thickened flame while the characteristic behavior of
profiles remain unchanged.
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Figure 6.18: Selected properties of the numerical solution of the unthickened flame that is to
be compared to the thickened flame. The total equivalence ratio is slightly rich and the inlet
diameter for the fuel droplets is 50 microns.
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Figure 6.19: Selected properties of the numerical solution of an artificially thickened flame. The
total equivalence ratio is slightly rich and the inlet diameter for the fuel droplets is 50 microns.
The thickening factor is F = 10.
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To verify that the thickening operator performs exactly as expected, it is interesting
to compare the un-thickened flame with a “scaled” thickened flame (figs. 6.21, 6.22). The
scaling is obtained as follows: the spatial abscissa of a thickened flame is divided by F and
the source terms magnitude is multiplied by the thickening factor F . After this scaling,
the results of the thickened and unthickened flame should match.
This is true for the gaseous properties of the flame (Fig. 6.21). The liquid properties
show however a small difference on the evaporation rate (Fig. 6.22). One of the possible
sources of the difference is related to particle drag. The momentum equation for the liquid
phase has not been rescaled like eqs.6.54-6.59 in order not to alter the particle dynamics
that should be conserved. Like the Damko¨hler number in the case of a gaseous turbulent
flame here the time scale of drag (τp) does not compare after rescaling to the time scale of
chemistry (τc = δ
0
l /sl). This leads to “chemical” Stokes number:
Stc =
τp
τc
=
τpsl
δ0l
(6.60)
This non-dimensional quantity decreases with the thickening procedure therefore by the
amount of the thickening factor F . Compared to the original flame after rescaling parti-
cles are less inertial and follow more the gaseous flow field. This leads to a slightly larger
evaporation zone since particles undergo a different acceleration as particle relaxation time
was not altered in the flame thickening procedure. This is the effect of the altered “chemi-
cal” or “reactive” Stokes number Stc. This slightly larger evaporation zone can be seen in
Fig. 6.22. Note that the differences remain small and acceptable.
Now, even though the thickening operation works for laminar flames, it will introduce
differences in turbulent flames. The turbulent wrinkling of the physical flame is reduced
by increased diffusion. Since the reaction rate is proportional to the flame surface, an
artificially thickened flame has a reduced reaction rate. This can be compensated by in-
troducing an efficiency function that estimates subgrid wrinkling and modifies the reaction
rate by the corresponding factor. The effects of flame thickening and sub-grid efficiency
have been investigated by Angelberger [4] and Colin [16] for the gaseous flame. The ef-
ficiency function estimates sub-grid turbulence and its calculations is based on velocity
gradients. The reaction rate corrected with this efficiency factor then produces a reaction
rate, that corresponds to the total physical reaction rate of the turbulent flame and has
the corresponding turbulent flame speed.
The extension of the efficiency function to the thickened two-phase flame has not been stud-
ied. Evaporation is (to first order) proportional to the liquid fuel surface (D2 law). This
is not altered by turbulence. The diffusion process is nevertheless enhanced and steeper
gradients of fuel mass fraction and temperature in the vicinity of the droplet surface should
accelerate the evaporation process. In the present evaporation models this is taken into
account by the Nusselt (Eq. 6.39) and Sherwood (Eq. 6.29) numbers that are functions of
the droplet Reynolds number. Therefore the efficiency for evaporation should be taken
into account via the droplet Reynolds number.
This test shows how to extend the thickened flame model to two-phase flames. No
complete turbulent two-phase reacting simulations were performed during this study and
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the present work will have to be completed by a real application in a turbulent flow. This
work is currently undertaken by the PhD students J.B. Mossa, S. Pascaud and M. Boileau.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of the un-thickened to the thickened two-phase flame profiles.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of the gas flow field parameters of the thickened flame to an ordinary
flame after rescaling.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of the dispersed flow field parameters of the thickened flame to an
ordinary flame after rescaling.
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Conclusion
It’s not numbers, it’s insight !
Author unknown.
The objective of the present thesis was a feasibility study for unsteady two-phase flow
simulations in an Eulerian framework, having in mind a further extension to Large Eddy
Simulation of reactive two-phase flow. Whereas no Large Eddy Simulations of reactive two-
phase flow were actually performed in the present thesis, the test cases of “direct numerical
simulation” at small Reynolds numbers revealed some information about the behavior of
the dispersed phase in an Eulerian formulation.
Numerical experiments in the simple case of particle laden homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence revealed, that the continuum description of the dispersed phase behaves like a
highly compressible, supersonic gas. Since the compressibility depends on the inertia of
the considered particles, simulations with inertial particles could only be performed when
a filtered particle number density field was considered. This filtering of the number den-
sity was achieved by modifying the compressible velocity component in form of a subgrid
pressure in the momentum equation. Such a modeling of the compressibility effects has
therefore to be considered in the case of two-phase flow LES.
Different models for the stress tensor that arises in the averaging procedure are pro-
posed. An isentropic approximation for the Quasi Brownian Energy (QBE) of the dispersed
phase seems to be a good model that takes into account local variances due to compression
and dilatation. Transport equation models perform poorly for small Stokes numbers and
do not reproduce the right amount of QBE. When the transport equation model for QBE
is solved, it is questionable whether or not to include the compressible energy modeled
by a subgrid pressure into the production mechanism for QBE. When it is omitted, QBE
levels remains too low and when it is included it violates the isentropic behavior found in
the Lagrangian simulations.
The spectra of the mesoscopic kinetic energy reveal a large compressible component of
kinetic energy at small scales. This is consistent with effects of compressibility observed.
Furthermore in these simulations at small Reynolds numbers the kinetic energy of the
dispersed phase was significantly larger than the kinetic energy of the carrier phase at
small scales. This allows an analogy to flows at large Prandtl numbers where small scale
diffusion of heat is smaller than the diffusion of kinetic energy and the scalar spectrum of
temperature is larger than the scalar spectrum of kinetic energy. This can be explained by
the evolution of the average “free path” length of the particles. When particles interact
with carrier phase structures that have a time scale smaller than the particle relaxation
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time, particles are almost not influenced. Small scale energy is not captured in the Eulerian
formulation which admits less kinetic energy at small scales. This is probably due to the
modeling of the stress tensor by a simple pressure-viscous approach that does not mimic
correctly the fluxes due to the uncorrelated motion of the particles.
The coupling of the Eulerian formulation to an Arrhenius formulation for combustion
does not pose particular difficulties. A preliminary test for the coupling of the Eulerian
formualtion to the extended thickened flame model for turbulent combustion does not show
any difficulties either and opens one possibility for the simulation of turbulent two-phase
combustion.
The comparison of predictions made by Eulerian simulations to volume filtered La-
grangian results reveals to be a powerful tool. One the one hand the Eulerian diagnostics
allow to isolated for instance the compressible component of the mesoscopic velocity in the
Lagrangian simulation and on the other hand measures of the number density and Quasi
Brownian Energy (QBE) in the Lagrangian simulation reveal the current deficiencies of
the Eulerian approach. To overcome those deficiencies, it would be interesting not only to
measure the QBE but all components of the unresolved fluxes such that more appropriate
models for Eulerian computations can be developed. For the modeling of those fluxes more
general algebraic models as used in Reiner Rivilin Fluids [107] which introduce a natural
time scale may provide a useful base. Concerning Large Eddy Simulation of two phase flow
in an Eulerian framework, a similar approach using volume filtered results of the unresolved
stresses at high Reynolds numbers may help to identify the fluxes that require modeling.
Even if the small scale motion in the Eulerian framework still requires some work, the large
scale motion is well captured. Since LES is based on resolving the large scales of the flow
it might be possible to perform Eulerian two phase LES with simple algebraic or dynamic
models for the unresolved and subgrid stresses. Nevertheless some more development is
necessary for the subgrid scale fluxes that occur when filtering the equations. Indeed the
study of the different transfer terms in the equation for the mesoscopic kinetic energy of
the dispersed phase revealed that the energy transfer is more complicated than in the case
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
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Appendix A
Obtaining the transport equation for
the stress tensor
In this part the conservation equations for the second order transport equations are de-
veloped for the two different approaches for the Eulerian equations. The first section is
devoted to the stress tensor as obtained from ensemble average and the second section is
devoted to the derivation of the stress tensor by volume filtering.
A.1 stress tensor of Quasi Brownian Motion 〈δup,iδuj,p〉p
The phase space velocity of the individual particle can be decomposed into a contribution of
the mesoscopic eulerien velocity field and the residual (or peculiar) velocity of the individual
particle (ci = up,i + δui). The velocity correlation cicj can then be decomposed.
cp,icp,j = u˘p,iu˘p,j + u˘p,iδuj + δuiu˘p,j + δuiδuj (A.1)
The transport equation obtained by applying the equivalent of Enskogs general equation
of change (Eq.1.30) to the product ψ = cicj is in absence of collisions
∂
∂t
n˘p〈cicj〉p + ∂
∂xk
n˘p〈cicjck〉p + n˘p〈Fp,k
mp
∂
∂ck,p
(cicj)〉p + n˘p〈 ∂
∂t
cicj + ck
∂
∂xk
cicj〉p = (A.2)
+
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j +
∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,ju˘p,k
+
∂
∂t
n˘p〈δuiδuj〉p + ∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,k〈δup,iδup,j〉p
+
∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,i〈δup,jδup,k〉p
+
∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,j〈δup,iδup,k〉p
+
∂
∂xk
n˘p〈δup,iδup,jδup,k〉p
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− 1
τp
((u˘iu˘p,j + u˘ju˘p,i)− 2u˘p,iu˘p,j)
+
2
τp
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p
The mesoscopic velocity correlation u˘p,iu˘p,j can be obtained from the momentum transport
equation.
∂
∂t
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,j +
∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,iu˘p,ju˘p,k
+u˘p,i
∂
∂xk
n˘p〈δup,jδup,k〉p (A.3)
+u˘p,j
∂
∂xk
n˘p〈δup,iδup,k〉p
− 1
τp
((uiu˘p,j + uju˘p,i)− 2u˘p,iu˘p,j) = 0
Then, subtracting Eq. A.3 from Eq. A.2 one yields a transport equation for the QB stresses.
∂
∂t
n˘p〈δup,iδup,j〉p + ∂
∂xk
n˘pu˘p,k〈δuiδup,j〉p (A.4)
+n˘p〈δup,iδup,k〉p ∂
∂xk
u˘p,j
+n˘p〈δup,jδup,k〉p ∂
∂xk
u˘p,i
+
∂
∂xk
n˘p〈δup,iδup,jδup,k〉p
+
2
τp
n˘p〈δuiδuj〉p = 0
QBE is defined as half the trace of the stress tensor δθ˘p = 〈δup,kδup,k〉p. Then the QBE
transport equation can be obtained form Eq. A.4.
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p
∂
∂xj
n˘pδθ˘pu˘p,j = −〈δup,kδup,j〉p ∂
∂xj
u˘p,i (A.5)
− ∂
∂xj
〈δup,kδup,kδup,j〉p − 2n˘p
τp
δθ˘p
In this transport equation the stress tensor 〈δup,kδup,j〉p and the triple correlation 〈δup,kδup,kδup,j〉p
need to be modeled. When the stress tensor is closed making a pressure and viscosity as-
sumption it can be written in the following form.
n˘p〈δup,kδup,j〉p = 2
3
n˘pδθ˘p − τ˘p,ij (A.6)
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Viscous stresses are abbreviated by τ˘p,ij. Assuming that third order correlations can be
modeled by a diffusion assumption the transport equation for QBE can be closed.
∂
∂t
n˘pδθ˘p
∂
∂xj
n˘pδθ˘pu˘p,j = − [PQBδij − τ˘p,ij] ∂
∂xj
u˘p,i (A.7)
− ∂
∂xj
κQB
∂
∂xj
δθ˘p − 2n˘p
τp
δθ˘p
Here the definition of QBP was used (PQB = 2/3n˘pδθ˘p).
A.2 Stress tensor of as obtained by volume filtering
For the derivation of the stress tensor for the volume filtered approach some important
assumptions are made. Those assumptions are
1. The particles do not admit an internal flow and the surface tension is neglected such
that the stress tensor σij is zero.
2. Control volumes are such that only complete particles are in the control volume.
3. All particles have the same density.
4. All particles have the same mass.
5. All internal degrees of freedom such as rotation of the particle are neglected.
6. Particles with the finite extension behave like point particles.
7. Particles do not undergo collisions.
8. Drag force is limited to Stokes drag.
With the previous assumptions the velocity of every particle V
(k)
i in the control volume
may divided into the favre averaged mean velocity of all particles in the control volume
Ul,i and a residual velocity ∆u
(k)
i , so that the the mass pondered average of the residual
velocities over the control volume is zero. Then, under the previous assumptions, the
velocity ui(x) of the Navier Stokes equation to filter can be identified with the individual
particle velocity V
(k)
i if x is in the particle volume. Here the N particles in one control
volume Ω are considered.
V
(k)
i = Ul,i +∆u
(k)
i (A.8)
Ul,i =
1
N
∑
k
V
(k)
i =
1
αlρl
〈χlρui〉Ω (A.9)
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Then second order correlations of the particle velocities can then be written as follows:
〈χlρuiuj〉Ω = αlρl 1
N
∑
k
V
(k)
i V
(k)
j (A.10)
= αlρl
1
N
∑
k
(
Ul,i +∆u
(k)
i
) (
Ul,j +∆u
(k)
j
)
= αlρl
1
N
∑
k
Ul,iUl,j +
(
∆u
(k)
i ∆u
(k)
j
)
+αlρl
1
N
∑
k
((
Ul,i∆u
(k)
j
)
+
(
∆u
(k)
i Ul,j
))
= αlρl
1
N
∑
k
Ul,iUl,j + αlρl
1
N
∑
k
(
∆u
(k)
i ∆u
(k)
j
)
Then, the stress tensor has the following properties:
(〈χlρuiuj〉Ω − αlρlUl,iUl,j) = αlρl 1
N
∑
k
(
∆u
(k)
i ∆u
(k)
j
)
(A.11)
= αlρl
1
N
∑
k
〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l (A.12)
In the previous equation the last line has to be understood as the definition of the stress
tensor. Under the same assumptions as above the third order correlations can be decom-
posed into the following terms:
〈χlρuiujuk〉Ω = αlρlUl,iUl,jUl,k + αlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l (A.13)
+αlρlUl,i〈u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l + αlρlUl,j〈u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l + αlρlUl,k〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l
In the next step the transport equation for the velocity correlations is constructed from
the momentum equation.
∂
∂t
ρui +
∂
∂xj
ρuiuj =
∂
∂xj
σij (A.14)
Using the continuity equation this leads to the transport equation for the velocity correla-
tions.
∂
∂t
ρuiuj +
∂
∂xk
ρuiujuk = ui
∂
∂xk
σjk + uj
∂
∂xk
σik (A.15)
Then volume filtering the correlation equation with the characteristic functions leads to
the following transport equation for the dispersed phase assuming that σij in the droplet
is zero.
∂
∂t
αlρlUl,iUl,j +
∂
∂xk
αlρlUl,iUl,jUl,k +
∂
∂t
αlρl〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l
∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l (A.16)
+
∂
∂xk
αlρlUl,i〈u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l +
∂
∂xk
αlρlUl,j〈u′′i u′′k〉Ω,l +
∂
∂xk
αlρlUl,k〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l
−Ul,iUl,jΓ− 〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,lΓ
+FiUj + FjUi + F
′′
ij = 0
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Here Fi is the drag force contribution to the volume averaged velocity and F
′′
ij the contri-
bution of drag force to the stress term. In the same manner the volume filtered momentum
equation (Eq.1.87) can be used to obtain a transport equation for the volume filtered ve-
locity correlations. Here again it is assumed, that the stress tensor σij in the droplet is
zero.
∂
∂t
αlρlUl,iUl,j +
∂
∂xk
αlρlUl,iUl,jUl,k = −Ul,j ∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′i u′′k〉Ω,l − Ul,i
∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l(A.17)
−FiUj − FjUi + Ul,iUl,jΓ (A.18)
The difference between equations A.16 and A.17 then leads to the transport equation for
the stresses.
∂
∂t
αlρl〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l +
∂
∂xk
αlρlUl,k〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l = −
∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l (A.19)
−〈u′′i u′′k〉Ω,l
∂
∂xk
Ul,j − 〈u′′ku′′k〉Ω,l
∂
∂xk
Ul,i
−F ′′ij + 〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,lΓ
Here the, term that needs to be modeled, is the contribution of drag force F ′′ij on the stress
tensor.
Furthermore one may define an energy associated to this stress tensor
∆q2Ω,l =
1
2
〈u′′ku′′k〉Ω,l (A.20)
The transport equation for this subgrid energy can then be obtained from the trace of
Eq. A.19.
∂
∂t
αlρl∆q
2
Ω,l +
∂
∂xj
αlρlUl,j∆q
2
Ω,l = −
∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l (A.21)
−〈u′′ku′′j 〉Ω,l
∂
∂xj
Ul,k
−1
2
F ′′kk +∆q
2
Ω,lΓ
Unless the stress tensor 〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l is modeled making some kind of assumption, the previous
equation is unclosed. If the stress tensor is modeled, as in the case of the ensemble average,
by the trace and a viscous term this term of the equation can be closed.
〈u′′i u′′j 〉Ω,l = τl,ij =
2
3
∆q2Ω,l − νΩ,l
(
∂Ul,i
∂xj
+
∂Ul,j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂Ul,k
∂xk
δij
)
(A.22)
Third order correlations are not modeled and the drag force contribution is expressed in
analogy to the dissipation in the ensemble average the transport equation for the subgrid
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energy. Then the transport equation can be written as follows.
∂
∂t
αlρl∆q
2
Ω,l +
∂
∂xj
αlρlUl,j∆q
2
Ω,l = −τl,kj
∂
∂xj
Ul,k
+
αlρl
τp
(
∆qΩ,fp − 2∆q2Ω,l
)
+ 2∆q2Ω,lΓ
− ∂
∂xk
αlρl〈u′′i u′′ju′′k〉Ω,l
At subgrid scale, some of the dispersed phase kinetic energy is correlated and therefore the
fluid particle correlation is not necessarily zero. By analogy to the LES equations obtained
by filtering the ensemble averaged approach the term related to drag force F ′′kk is modeled
by the difference between a subgrid scale fluid particle correlation ∆qfp,Ω,l and the subgrid
scale dispersed phase kinetic energy ∆q2Ω,l. This is the transport equation corresponding
to QBE in the ensemble average. Interpretation of this equation has to be done carefully
considering all of the assumptions made at the beginning of the section.
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Appendix B
A Different approach for ensemble
averaged equations
B.1 Alternative derivation of ensemble averaged equa-
tions
Using Stokes drag for Lagrangian particle tracking the particle velocity changes according
to the following law:
∂
∂t
V
(k)
i (x, t) =
1
τp
(
ui(x, t)− V (k)i (x, t)
)
(B.1)
Here ui(x, t) is the carrier phase velocity at the particle location. If it is assumed that
the carrier phase velocity is not altered by the dispersed phase presence, for an infinity of
realisation with particle velocity cp,i , every particle relaxes to the carrier phase velocity
according to the drag law above (eq. B.1). Here the probability density function (pdf) of
the particle velocity is fˇ(x, t, cp,i. The integral over all velocity space of the pdf is the local
instantaneous particle number density in the considered flow.
nˇp =
∫
fˇ(x, t, cp,i)dcp,i (B.2)
The velocity pdf will temporarily change due to transport and to relaxation towards the
carrier phase velocity. Since the carrier phase velocity is not altered by the particle presence
it does not admit any fluctuation and can be expressed as a dirac function in space and
time at the particle location. This (dirac) pdf is required to have as integral value the
number density nˇp. Therefore the velocity pdf of the carrier phase is defined as fF =
nˇpδ(ui(x, t)− cp,i). The temporal change of the particle velocity pdf due to drag can than
be expressed as
∂
∂t
fˇ +
∂
∂xj
fˇ cp,j =
1
τp
(
fF − fˇ
)
(B.3)
In this kinetic equation the force term was suppressed since drag force is taken into account
by the relaxation towards the carrier phase velocity distribution.
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Then using the usual derivation for the equations one obtains the following set without
modeling :
∂
∂t
nˇp +
∂
∂xj
nˇpuˇp,j = 0 (B.4)
∂
∂t
nˇpuˇp,i +
∂
∂xj
nˇpuˇp,juˇp,i = − ∂
∂xj
nˇp〈δup,iδup,j〉p − 1
τp
(uˇp,i − uf,i) (B.5)
∂
∂t
nˇp〈δup,iδup,j〉p + ∂
∂xk
nˇpuˇp,k〈δup,iδup,j〉p = ∂
∂xk
nˇp〈δup,iδup,jδup,k〉p (B.6)
−nˇp〈δup,iδup,k〉p ∂
∂xk
uˇp,j − nˇp〈δup,jδup,k〉p ∂
∂xk
uˇp,i
− nˇp
τp
〈δup,iδup,j〉p
+
nˇp
τp
(uˇp,iuˇp,j + uiuj − uˇp,iuj − uˇp,jui)
The only difference in this set of equations is the last line that comes up if deriving the
correlations of the QB velocities. Therefore the equation of QBE admids a supplementary
source term and takes the form:
∂
∂t
nˇpδθˇp +
∂
∂xj
nˇpuˇp,jδθˇp = −2 nˇp
τp
δθˇp − [PQBδij − τˇp,ij] ∂uˇp,i
∂xj
(B.7)
+
∂
∂xj
nˇpkˇQB
∂
∂xj
δθˇp +
nˇp
τp
1
2
(uˇp,kuˇp,k + ukuk − 2uˇp,kuk)
Again, new in the equation above (eq.B.7) is the last term. Supposing that the quation
above is an equilibrium as in stationary turbulence one may assume that the terms due
with the relaxation time τp balance each other. Then, after integration over the entire
domain, one obtains the following equilibrium equation.
δq2p = qˇ
2
p + q
2
f@p − qfp (B.8)
This equilibrium equation can be compared to the other equilibrium equation.
δq2p = q˘
2
p ∗
(
4q˘2pq
2
f@p
qfp
− 1
)
(B.9)
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Appendix C
Numerical Details for Eulerian Two
Phase Flows
C.1 Calculation of Fuel Mass Fraction at the Droplet
Surface
The gaseous fuel mass fraction of fuel vapor in the vicinity of the droplet surface is defined
by
YF,ζ =
WFPF,ζ
W¯Pg
. (C.1)
WF is molecular mass of fuel, PF,ζ is the vapor pressure of fuel in the vircintiy of the
droplet, W¯ is the gaseous mean molecular mass in the vircintiy of the droplet and Pg is
the gaseous pressure. Furthermore the gaseous fuel mass fraction in the gas is defined by
YF,g. The gaseous mean molecular mass W¯ in the vicinity of the droplet is calculated by
W¯ = 1/
YF,ζ/WF + 1− YF,ζ1− YF,g
∑
k 6=F
Yk,g/Wk
 (C.2)
then combining eq. C.1 and eq. C.2 one obtains the following expression.
YF,ζ
1/
YF,ζWF + 1− YF,ζ1− YF,g
∑
k 6=F
Yk/Wk

 = WFPF,ζ
Pg
(C.3)
Additionally a mean gaseous mass fraction Wg is introduced
1
W¯g
=
YF,g
WF
+
∑
k 6=F
Yk/Wk (C.4)
Then, with some algebra, eq. C.3 can be solved for the fuel mass fraction at the droplet
surface.
YF,ζ =
PF,ζWF
PF,ζWF + (Pg − PF,ζ) W¯g 1−YF,g1−YF,gW¯g/WF
(C.5)
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One may define the fuel mass at the surface without the definition of eq. C.4 solving simply
for YF,ζ .
YF,ζ =
1
1−YF,g
∑
k 6=F
Yk
Wk
P
WFPF,ζ
{
1
WF
− 1
1−YF,g
∑
k 6=F
Yk
Wk
} (C.6)
In eq. C.5 it is easy to see that a correction factor arises
1− YF,g
1− YF,gW¯g/WF (C.7)
compared to the equation where the mean molecular mass of the vapor in the vicinity of
the droplet is assumed as the mean gasesous molecular mass ignoring fuel mass .
YˆF,ζ =
PF,ζWF
PF,ζWF + (Pg − PF,ζ) W¯g (C.8)
C.2 Exact Integration of the Evaporation law
If the characteristic particle time scale for evaporation 1/κ is small compared the char-
acteristic time scales of the carrier phase Tf , the numerical timestep can be limited by
evaporation. This can be overcome using the d2 law assuming that κ is constant.
d2 = d20 − κt (C.9)
The inverse of the characteristic evaporation time κ can be related directly to the evapo-
ration source term Γ since αl = npi/6d
3.
κ =
4
npidρl
Γ (C.10)
Then eq. C.9 can be used to discretise the local conservation law for the dispersed phase
volume fraction.
d3n+1 − d3n
δt
=
(d2n − κδt)3/2 − d3n
δt
(C.11)
Taylor development of (d2n − κδt)3/2 leads to
d3n+1 − d3n
δt
= −3dn
2
κ+
3
8dn
δtκ2 . . . (C.12)
In the small time step limit δt→ 0 one finds the discrete expression of the local conservation
of the third moment. Therfore the source term Γ should be replaced by Γ˜
Γ˜ = ρl
pin
6
(
d2n − 4Γpindρl δt
)3/2 − d3n
δt
(C.13)
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to obtain exact integration. The second difficulty that arrises from the evaporation law
is, that the evaporation source term becomes large, if the dispersed phase surface is large
compared to the dispersed phase volume. Numerically evaporation may be limited by
satifying the conditions for minmal dispersed phase volume αl,min
αl,n + Γ > αl,min (C.14)
or a minimal droplet diameter dmin
d3n −
(
d2n −
4Γ
pindρl
δt
)3/2
> dmin (C.15)
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